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"-0O UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

0 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-37, 

AMENDMENT NO. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-66, 

AMENDMENT NO. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-72, 

AND AMENDMENT NO. TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-77 

EXELON GENERATION COMPANY, LLC 

BYRON STATION, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 

BRAIDWOOD STATION. UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 

DOCKET NOS. STN 50-454, STN 50-455, STN 50-456 AND STN 50-457 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated July 5, 2000, Commonwealth Edison Company (CornEd, the licensee) requested 
amendments to the licenses for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2 (Byron), and Braidwood Station, 
Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) to reflect approval of an increase in maximum thermal power from 
3411 megawatts-thermal (MWt) to 3586.6 MWt for each unit. The amendment request 
proposed changes to both the licenses and technical specifications (TSs). The licensee stated 
that the power uprate analyses were performed consistent with the guidelines set forth in 
Westinghouse Energy Systems Report, WCAP-10263, "A Review Plan for Uprating the 
Licensed Power of a Pressurized Water Reactor Power Plant." This WCAP methodology, 
although not formally reviewed and approved by the NRC, was followed by North Anna, Salem, 
Indian Point 2, Callaway, Vogtle, Turkey Point, and Farley for their core power uprates, and 
those uprates were found acceptable.  

Additional information was provided in the licensee's letters of November 27, 2000, 
December 21, 2000, January 31, 2001, February 20, 2001, February 28, 2001, March 26, 2001, 
April 5, 2001 and April 16, 2001. The letters provided clarifying information that did not change 
the July 5, 2000, application and the initial proposed no significant hazards consideration 
determination (December 13, 2000, 65 FR 77914).  

Subsequent to the date of the amendment requests, CornEd was merged into Exelon 
Generation Company, LLC (Exelon). By letter dated February 7, 2001, Exelon informed the 
NRC that it assumed responsibility for all pending NRC actions that were requested by CoinEd.  

The scope and depth of the staff's review for the Byron and Braidwood power uprate request 
were based on the safety evaluation supporting the power uprate amendment issued on 
April 29, 1998, for the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. The Farley power uprate
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safety evaluation incorporated recommendations from the Report of the Maine Yankee Lessons 
Learned Task Group, and has since been used by the staff as a '•template" for subsequent 
power uprate reviews. The Maine Yankee Lessons Learned Task Group's report is 
documented in SECY 97-042, "Response to OIG Event Inquiry 96-04S Regarding Maine 
VnnLa " *, •fl.i Pt •hnin% 114 17 * , 7

The staff's evaluation of Exelon's request for Byron and Braidwood fo9fws: .  

= ......=== === ===== == == = = = == === =====.....  
2.0 CORE NUCLEAR AND THERMAL-HYDRAUL G....ESIG...  

The staff evaluated the effect of the proposed power uprate on fuel" sAse {•I•iiiTe staff.v 
determined that the increase in reactor power will have i.-A negligib "I'mpact onfue4 rod fretting 
oxidation and hydrating of thimbles and grids, fuel rodi ~ t....h gp, and guide thiMbleWea"r.  

Therefore, the staff concludes that the fuel assemblieg o•••d •ot be adversely impiacted by the
proposed core power uprate.

The reactor coolant systems (RCSs) at Byron ar 
analyses for the power uprate accounted for kn( 
generators (SGs) at Units 1 (BWl replacement.) 
power uprate, the RCS flow per assembly wOVlI 
The RCS total flow rate used in the evaluath o 
increase slightly to 380,900 gpm from 37:1,400 
bounds the value derived by assumi,.ng !*a therma 
four loops plus a 3.5 percent flow m.asuremen.t 
on maximum analyzed SG tube puing of up t 
percent for the original D5 SGs wo!uld be .tin, 
than that reviewed by the NECill not baiseL 
evaluated:.. d.e. staff's r..•iýewo he plant .a

id Br&idwood-"aSImit;a•r. The licensee's 
.wn.:diff.erences :re0lai.•n-.the installed steam 
nijnit•~s. 2 (ogri g~natOS) Following the core 

be s:ight h..igher tha in previous analyses.  
f aliU tr0 :10a i aent conditions would 
.pm....e• - PrnP•oed TS value of 380,900 gpm 
Sdi-esign Ow-of::b92,000 gpm/loop in each of the 
uncertait. This minimum RCS flow, based 
o 5 per..fit for the BWI SGs and up to 10 
ed ir-the TS to assure that a flow rate lower 
Theiia:;cceptability of these changes was 

0 M-tand safety analysis results discussed later.

The licer•n•se•usdbhe NR o ved method to evaluate the departure from nucleate boiling 
(DNB) designý.Ua basis Atio.ANTAE .N.TAGE+ fuel. The NRC-approved revised thermal (D N B ) ...............................  

design procedu:e EW').comlbines I* nrtainties in plant operating parameters, nuclear and 
thermal pararmn• lfbication parameters, computer codes, and DNB correlation (WRB
2) prediction s to obtaindIstii0gn limit departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) values.  
The cvrrent RTDP desIda i•iiiniDNBR values are 1.25 for both thimble and typical cells. As a 
resiflt of the proposed p~wernaprate, the DNBR values will be modified to 1.24 and 1.25, for 

thiMble and typical cells . respectively. The licensee has included additional margin by 
performing the safety-analyses to DNBR limits higher than the design limit. As described 

...... the safety anal.y sis DNBR limit was revised from 1.40, for both typical and thimble cells, 
to 1.33± for both.ty•&al and thimble cells. The revised limit includes sufficient margin to offset 
th. .bw. peWny and provides additional margin for operating and design flexibility. To 
sup on ........ n at power uprate conditions, the licensee performed DNBR reanalysis to 
defi:nenec::'ore limits, axial offset limits, and anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) 
acceptability. These are evaluated later. For those analyses of DNBR where the RTDP is not 
applicable (e.g., hot zero power steamline break, rod withdrawal from low power), the standard 
thermal design procedure (STDP) was used. For the STDP application, the DNBR limit applied 
is the correlation limit DNBR with uncertainties mechanistically applied to the calculation input 
parameters.
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The uprated core results in an increase in the core average linear heat rate from 5.45 kW/ft to 
5.73 kW/ft, and in the most positive moderator density coefficient from 0.43 Ak/g/cc to 
0.54 Ak/g/cc. These increased values, as well as other nuclear parameter changes (e.g., 
peaking factors, rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) worth, reactivity coefficients, shutdown 
margin and kinetics), are considered in the revised safety analyses.

2.1 RCS Sampling System 

The sampling system allows the licensee operators to tý 
gaseous and liquid compartments in the pressurizer, fr( 
and from RCS cold legs in RCS loops 1 and 4. With thi 
temperature range for the hot legs which is slightly high 
power, all the temperatures for the RCS loops are beloi 
design and operating temperatures for the sample hea 
they bound both RCS loop and pressurizer operating te 
therefore, that the sampling system will not be adversel 
staff concurs with the licensee's conclusion.  

3.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS EVAUATION

S.... isty:sampls .from the 
RCS hot legs in fCSI oops 1 and..."3•, 

)xceptin.ef th upe :imiit of the.:::ýýi;!::` 
after in easing ........... .....g.  

heir: oinal values. tnadiit"ion,-•!:: the 
ft""g'er are significantli tgher and 

pi .e. The licensee concluded, 
.f...•. . .. the power uprate. The

In support of the power uprate, thE 
Braidwood Stations for operation E 
included the analysis of the large 
address 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptan 
nuclear power reactors," and a rpe* 
break loss-of-coolant accidents (S:i 
system (NSSS) component.. The" 
power co P.....s was s %b.it...i.n 
request::An• er 24, 2:M -T• h• 
118 for .yroi, Unis 1 and S . ~nd 
"amendments drisu.ed by NR.

licens ::':evaluate'd theaf:et a'inalyses for the Byron and 
at a ratd ther•malpowef"356 MWt. The uprate program 
break loss-of-coolant a" ent(LBLOCA) to specifically 
ce criteria fo*i emergeny core cooling systems for light-water 
nlysis oýýaluationofM all other aspects of LBLOCA, small

BLOCA),niiii•n-LOCA'iccidents, and nuclear steam supply 
LBLO yi 1 addressing 10 CFR 50.46 at uprated 

a sep Otei $8.In and Braidwood license amendment 
..staff apOroved the revised LOCA analysis in amendments 

NMendments 112 for Braidwood, Units 1 and 2. The 
Letter of April xx, 2001.

1a-tAnalyses end evaluations were performed in accordance with the 
nd. Bd.dwood Station licensing bases methodologies. However, a 

alyss(eg, the iodine spike factor, LOCA mass and energy release, and 
•a!cu!ohs) were performed using new or improved methods. The staff 
iXc1c...ases in the appropriate safety analysis section of this safety 
licensee analyses were performed consistent with the guidelines set forth 
i!WCAP-1 0263, "A Review Plan for Uprating the Licensed Power of a 
ýactor Plant," dated 1983.

The licensee identified three loss-coolant accident (LOCA) items which are affected by the 
power uprate: 

0 large break LOCA analyses (conformance with 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(1),(2), and (3)),
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• small break LOCA analyses (conformance with 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(1),(2), and 
(3)), and 

* long term cooling hot leg switchover/boron precipitation (conformance with 10 
CFR 50.46(b)(4) and (5)).

The staff reviewed the licensee's evaluation of these items.  

3.1.1 Laree Break LOCA (LBLOCA)

By letter dated April xx, 2001, the staff issued amendments 118 
2, and amendments 112, for Braidwood Station, Units iiand 2, t! 
performance of the Braidwood and Byron licensing basES iij.LBL. Qc 
Westinghouse Best-Estimate LBLOCA analysis method`Q`:!ood 
March 1998. In the supporting SE, the staff accepted the e•t 
LBLOCA analysis methodology, as implemented for the Brak-'Bw.  
part upon the licensee's confirmation that the licensee "aind its y 
processes which assure that LBLOCA input values..•4opparamete 
on peak cladding temperature bound the as-opered pa:n: t valuf 
review the staff considered the application oof meth i•;fr ul 
the previously licensed power levels.

Inits 1

analyses ...h 
ribed in WCAP-4-45-P-A, 
house Best-Estimate 
ýand Byron plants, based in 

bi.) :.have ongoing 
h•aing an important effect 
t•rhose parameters. In its 

ptedpower levels as well as

In the April 5, 2001, letter, the lic 
with Zr 4 cladding and with ZIRLC 
Braidwood and Byron Units 1, ar 
values were below 17 percent lo 
with the crit.r'a given in 1i oFR

if irm

"fdin!. Teanaly• 
)88 F.tUnits 2.  
xidatif a nd 1..P

.46

the"iealyses also considered both fuel 
ses cialculated PCTs of 2044 OF for 

The corresponding calculated oxidation 
rent core-wide. These results conform 
3), and are, therefore, acceptable.

small b1e`kLOOA (SBLOCA) analysis results for the Braidwood and 
.%ted Febr --ry 20, 2001. The licensee performed the analyses for the 

Ap Mwt using tie Westinghouse NOTRUMP SBLOCA analysis 
I •iii WAP-1 0079-P-A and WCAP-1 0054-P-A. The analyses also 
th Zr4 cladding and with ZIRLO cladding. The licensee showed that the 
gY :co*'*fnues to apply to the Braidwood and Byron plants, by confirming 
2ii;2001,that the licensee and its vendor(s) have ongoing processes which 

IpUt values for parameters having an important effect on peak cladding 
as-operated plant values for those parameters.

fm nAe ults presented in the licensee's February 20, 2001, letter, calculated SBLOCA 
PCTS ii 1024 =F for Braidwood and Byron Units 1, and 1627 OF for Units 2. The corresponding 
calcuMfid oxidation values were below 17 percent local oxidation and 1 percent core-wide.  
These results conform with the criteria given in 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(1),(2), and (3), and are, 
therefore, acceptable.

Hot Lea Switchover and Post-LOCA Lona term Coolina3.1.3
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During long term cooling with a large cold leg break, emergency core cooling system (ECCS) 
water is injected into the cold legs. In a typical bounding case, ECCS water injected into the 
broken cold leg flows out the break. Remaining ECCS water flows into the reactor vessel (RV) 
downcomer where it maintains downcomer water level at approximately the break elevation with 
excess ECCS water flowing out the break. The column of water in the downcome~r provides the 
driving force for maintaining a water level in the core and upper plenum.

The NRC and industry have configured acceptable evalu, 
boric acid precipitation. Consistent with this approach, th 
based on the following assumptions that the NRC found. .

mode 
,nsees 
)table:

There is no path for water to leave the uppi 
heat will heat the core and upper plenum weti 
no water flows through the core to provide c' 
removed by vaporizing water with the resultin! 
SGs and out the break. 2 Since the downco.•i 
ECCS injection, water removed from the "ore 
replaced by water from the downcomer.. F-r- t 
the downcomer water, contain boro.... d liii 
and upper plenum, these processeiswW "aii" 
upper plenum.3 If this were alkowe-d to cobtiil 

the core to cause boron preo#ipation, .wth p m 
leading to core damage...,J=, n precioitation i 
injection at a rate greatr than the.steaming rc 
the core and upper p.umand cuses wate.  
upward through the downcomer thus flush. M, 
plenum.

Sthe cA 
Ion me

The upper 1 
leg flow are 
directly addr

.r plenu,;.' This O: re de:.ay 
.ir. the .. boiling temperatwe c:iause 

•iii.Core decay heat"wlfl be 
S........Qowing through one or more 
•ir ..waier ee remains constant due to 
and uppe pleum by steaming will be 
ier, since•t•i S water, and hence 
,e no wafgWIs iremoved from the core 
ii bron to umulate in the core and 
e fIcient boron may accumulate in 
4.....pfugging of water flow passages 
• Prented by initiating hot leg 
t. This increases the water level in 
lo flow out the bottom of the core and 
boron out of the core and upper

per Ie•u•m is well mixed by the boiling process. This 
r.on is uniformly distributed in the core and upper plenum

M :4,ollapsed water level is at the level of the bottom of the hot 
he reactor vessel. Two opposing effects occur that are not 
l. In one, the core and upper plenum fluid density is lower than the

•27III:. T.o:-• ually exist. In one, steam flowing from the upper plenum into the steam generators (SGs) 
: yi on:ia•. #ter droplets. In the other, there may be a flow passage through the gap between the hot leg 

............. .the upper downcomer that could pass both water and steam. The staff has not accepted either as 
allowable mechanisms for water to be removed from the upper plenum for licensing basis analyses because of 
insufficient substantiation.  

2 Steam can also flow through the upper head spray nozzles directly into the upper downcomer. There are 

typically 32 such openings with a total flow area of about 0.2 ftW. These are located near the reactor vessel 
flange elevation, significantly higher than the hot leg nozzle gaps, and probably will not pass water.

3 There is some solubility of boron in steam. This is not considered in licensing basis analyses.

1.

2.  

3.
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downcomer water density, tending to increase the core and upper plenum water 
level. In the other, flow friction and boiling dynamics will restrict steam flow from 
within the core to the break, tending to decrease the core and upper plenum water 
level.

4. The bottom of the well mixed core and upper plenum volume is 
the bottom of the active fuel.  

5. There is no heat transfer between the core and the d 0 _0Ir 

6. The boron concentration limit is the experi entally determinA.  
saturation concentration with a four weiO percent ucertait 

7. Decay heat generation rate is 1.2 times the ANSst.andard for an 
operating time as required by Section I.A.4,10 CF• R 50 Apper 

8. Decay heat generation includes the 1.02 power muhlpier identil 

L.A of Appendix K. .. .... .. .  

9. The containment contains themaimu Iivi.rable ater volur 
maximum allowable boron cari centration.  

10. Potential boron dilutior ..urces, s-ch as from the spray additih 
neglected. i0

ie level of

water.

Srififfit 
idix K.

fied by Section

nes at the

,e tank, are

The calculatior 
olmcentratioayl 

,b-iTbi temper''

affhi
fl( 
th

where boror 
hot leg injec 
because an 
provided.

n in the 
reases.

offboiling temperature due to 
re boron will remain in solution as the

OiJiOOVoume has been neglected. There are several hundred 
rm.elyi inch diameter which will allow water to move between 

-le•n:mvolume and the baffle region volume. Intuitively, this will 
regio(n volumes to mix, thus increasing the effective volume 

Untrated and increasing the time available before switchover to 
a staff has not accepted any proposals to include this volume 
ble analysis supporting inclusion of this volume has not been

core nd .pper plenum volume established and the steaming rate and ECCS boron 
•cn, calculation of boron concentration rate is straightforward. Time available 
ijection must be initiated is calculated from the known boron concentration as a 
and the allowable boron concentration.

At its presently authorized power level, the Byron and Braidwood licensee calculated the 
available time as 8.94 hours after occurrence of the worst-case large cold leg loss-of-coolant 
accident LOCA (see the licensee's submittal of April 5, 2001). The licensee then rounded this 
value downward to 8.5 hours in the existing licensing basis. The licensee determined that the

11.

12.
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requested power increase would reduce this time. Consequently, the licensees made two 
changes in the approved evaluation model to enable continued use of existing procedures: 

1. They added the volume from the top of the lower core plate to the bottom of the 
active fuel to the previously assumed well mixed core and upper plenum volumes, 
and 

2. They assumed the lower plenum water temperature was 1 ....... • the basis of 
170 OF ECCS water at the exit of the RHR heat......anges t a"* ed with an 
assumed no interaction of steam with ECCS..watr in the reactor oolant system..  ~~iP -.0iiii p t ...........  

With these two changes and the requested increased power levet!ýIhe licen•e ýalUlated a
leg switchover time of 8.53 hours, consistent with the "S hour requirem' n ..  
Consequently, the licensees requested that 8.5 hours"beeln.ý"hed as the licensig biasis 
requirement to satisfy 10 CFR 50.46. The staff has consie.red .he licensee's request and ha 
reviewed the changes in the licensee's assumptions as §i.s..di.t....he following paragraphs

'ot

.S

It is well known that relatively high velocities will be.::,eveloped irt ~ ~nd upper plenum 
due to voids generated by boiling during the ti!me .g itest here. ""'tih ncore heat regions, 
these velocities will have an upward component alqu-id ..epievated .y the voids will return via 
downward flow in regions of lower core heti and al•ng ioe prihery. The dynamics of the 
downward-flowing liquid support a concltuion that:`:;ee ei snme ltquid flow out of the bottom of 
the core that will turn and reenter the .re. The volume bwe the top of the lower core plate 
and the bottom of the active fuel is of relative.y small height, a significant flow area exists in this 
volume for multi-directional flow,_i.&crasing:: Oon conce"itration in the core is a slowly 
developing process, and there reknown servatiis" in calculating boron concentration 
rate. Conse.quently, it is no. nessary t yiitive• Y predict these velocities to conclude that 
the volumee......6tween the to otth lower aoreiNpltand the bottom of the active fuel can be 
assume tfji.. -aripate "finhMixing process. Therefore, the staff accepts the licensee's Item 1 
change .4 . ........  c h a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .g .' ...i:i:ii:iiiii:::l:iii:iii::i:•.... . ......iii:i::iii:iii:i:ii: :i:ii::i•.......  S.... .. ..~ii~iiiii!!ii~iiii~iii .... ."." ..iiiiiiiilii:iiiiiiiiiiii::- ......  

In the April 5, 20G1 s~bmlttal thicensee stated that water exiting the residual heat removal 
(RHR) heatvex... e.1r would be at" aime-averaged value of approximately 150 OF and 
assumed a b;::•:ounding fi .f70 °F could be used for purposes of the boron concentration 

analysis.. They further •as e this temperature water would propagate unchanged into the 
down"omer and lower pWOu...  

Asming the lower piehum water temperature is 170 OF also assumes adiabatic conditions 
Wen the RHR hpe.Ist exchanger and the lower plenum. There are two potential challenges to

4 The licensee stated that experiments have established that the lower head volume is also fully mixed. It did not 
provide information to substantiate this statement and it did not assume this behavior in its analysis.  

5 The time-averaged value is equal to the area of the temperature versus time curve from initiation of recirculation 
to initiation of hot leg injection divided by the time elapsed between those two conditions.
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Heat can flow from the core and upper plenum regions into the downcomer water 
through the core-former structure or through the wall separating the upper 
downcomer from the upper plenum, and

Steam flowing in the path from the upper plenum to the break can heat incoming 
water.

Item (a) is not a substantial concern. Any heat transfer fro 
transfers heat to the incoming water while cooling the core 
difference whether the cooling is provided via this path or 
the lower plenum. The effect on reducing the boron co..M.  
same.  

Item (b) requires further discussion. Water injected inth: 
lost out the break and whether or not it reacts with steam i 
effect on the temperature of water reaching the downQcM-...  
remaining cold legs that is in excess of water boiloff fate w 
irrelevant whether or not it interacts with steam in th~e.*vicin 
interacts with water in the unbroken cold legs or .in ihe 

. ... .. .............  licensee's 170 OF assumption. The staff add."r:essed:e:a: ... ch:*:b,:i•
following paragraphs. .... .........

The licensee calculated that mi 
time-averaged RHR heat excha 
a 20 OF margin to account for s 
the upper plenum flows to the 
(RCS) loop,.::.none of it flow.sto 
down comarv-a ..the broken oo 
water is se i rm the reactcn 
the average etam f'. l!.iow rate':iq 
ECCS wate f.t" In1.!-.f5.:°F to 17: 
steam flow rate th. gh te spr 

is not clearJif th•e• iJe• e fclu 
the licen•s' steam e g .....e.s.  
conclujin: The licens6e'....7..  

to SWm flow through tW*eSpw

m. the core.--'-•i.*- er Dlenum rea

Ta cool 
ntratior

,iii f1• 
ity of"' 
ier do

ion
It makes little 

Ng the core f.ro.  
Ari tplvth i::::

,en cold leg is assUmed to be 
ý@nt since there will be no 
t.y, water injected into the 

!Ut the break and it is again ....--.-.... -.-..... -... -.-... -..  

Ml-'.e b. However, steam that 
vnqtQor -could challenge the 
siar& .cant considerations in the

nimum:ECCS a.iin inimum iooring capability would provide a ange..o.tlet temperature at approximately 150 OF. Thus, there is 

team.eatingf.ft the incaMing water. If all of the steam leaving 
xild leg brea:::via the S n the broken reactor coolant system 
•i~d legs vyia .nr : loop SGs, and none of it enters the upper 
• sold leg, t•h- t"h nly way for steam to interact with incoming 

..essel uppetiead spray nozzles. The licensee calculated that 

t of thecore is approximately 40 Ibs/sec, heatup of the incoming 
* iiF!Q~t condense about 33 percent of this steam, and the 
ra nozzes would be 12% of the total steam generation rate. It 
dedSuperheat from the SGs in the calculation.6 If it did not, then 
týt*imate may be low. However, this will not change the 
5F assumption remains valid if the only steam interaction is due 
Snozzles.

If deam were to flow !@'m the vicinity of the break into the downcomer, the licensee argues that 
• ....layer would b.ild up that would tend to separate the steam from the ECCS water, thus 
r g the stea. c:tondensation rate. If this "incoming" source of steam is greater than 

utq :nistea• t rom other sources, then the incoming steam would tend to pump air into the 
up•ei:r der and air accumulation might block incoming steam. However, the staff 
doeRs expect downcomer surface interactions to be uniform or necessarily pseudo steady
state around the circumference of the downcomer, and such simplistic arguments are weak.  

6 Initial RCS blowdown may leave the cross-over pipes empty and the SG secondary sides will remain 
pressurized. Initially, steam flowing through the hot legs will be superheated, with the amount of superheat 
diminishing with increasing time. Also typically, operators will at some time depressurize the SGs, eliminating 
the superheated steam.

(a)

(b)

,Jw
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Overall, the staff doesn't expect a large steam flow rate from the broken loop and judges this 
potential for transferring heat to incoming ECCS water to be small.

Steam flow from the upper plenum to the downcomer via the unbroken loops is also of concern.  
A large break LOCA may blow all water out of the cross-over pipes between the SGs and the 
reactor coolant pumps, thus establishing a steam flow path through all hot legs grAb SGs into 
the cold legs. Most or all of the steam from the broken cold leg will flow. =out thedýibreak and is of 
little concern if steam is also flowing through the other three legs. St6*eam ;nte other three cold 
legs will flow past the incoming ECCS water and into the upper downconeron its path to the 
RV nozzle that is connected to the broken cold leg. Thisiem, and ste ..tering via the 
spray nozzles, will heat incoming ECCS water, thus chleI:nging the l#icense ... ..... Y 
assumption. The licensee argues that this steam/watdr interaction ill occur.-.ti th-e WOWof 
the ECCS flow in the RCS cold legs and the top of th~idift'.wn r, and that ftis wflt lor the 
density of the heated water. It anticipates that a layer of hot water is likely to form near the 
steam that flows out the broken cold leg and is unlikely t:1:as{iil d to the bottom of the 
downcomer. The licensee provided no confirmatory inifoaItNti.....pport this argument and it 
failed to address interactions as the ECCS water enters the cwl:* lee ntaining flowing steam.  
As stated at the end of the previous paragraph, the:staff doesn't exiecdwncomer surface 
interactions to be uniform or necessarily pseudo staidiystate aro thdl-e circumference of the 
downcomer, and such simplistic arguments. .atiwiea i•i addition, theistaff expects significant 
interaction between incoming ECCS wate.niid flowiqepiorto the ECCS water entering 
the downcomer.... ........ ... ..

The licensee did not assess its n 
meeting a regulation, the staff dc 
meet the regulations. In this cas 
in this safety :.evaluation, t4 ae 
analysis, w.oul likely predfct a h 
addition 'tih nyses ato iaiisd 
requirem ntin de the Wi•ne 
cons i d e ration:s ':'.th e !:: co m plerm 

pressure coolant njiJP o:.pumps 
could be rem.:vd "white raainir 
temperat•ure.

les.- with respect to rsit Although risk is not a "test" for 
;9s ::dnsider'1sik in assessing the justification necessary to 

ý:the risk•1:is assessed to be low because, as identified earlier 
conser yismsth:if applied individually in a realistic 
leg injeitfon Initiation time of greater than 8.5 hours. In 

mn one 6:ýopile ECCS system, consistent with the regulatory 
6ost failure when analyzing LOCAs. In most realistic 
•it oit COS equipment would be operable. Operating two low 
g:.o-.si::significantly increase the fraction of steam heat that 
consistent with the licensee's assumed lower plenum

ee's contention is restated:

If the lower..Penum temperature is 170 OF, then the predicted maximum 
time for initiation of hot leg injection is 8.5 hours. The time-averaged 

RHR Rhat 'exchanger outlet temperature is approximately 150 'F. This 
20F• �temperature difference is sufficient to condense 33 percent of the 
steam generated in the core. Given the physical processes, it is judged 
t1hat steam and water mixing would be substantially less than 33 percent.  
As a result, the simplified assumption of a 170 OF lower plenum 
temperature as bounding is considered justified. Additional conservatism 
used in the modeling, in particular the core volume simplifications, 
provide additional assurance that the 8.5 hour time remains conservative 
for the Byron Station and Braidwood Station at uprated power operations.
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The staff finds that this contention is not adequately supported for long-term operation because 
the licensee has only justified via an acceptable evaluation model that interaction with 
33 percent of the steam can be accommodated when assuming a 170 OF lower plenum 
temperature.

On the basis the staff's evaluations, it believes that a realistic calculation woL 
switchover time greater than 8.5 hours. Further, the staff believes that:iierrimo 
the many evaluation model conservatisms would provide a s=imilar prdltk...(.6biii 
staff judges that the licensee should be able to justify its .. hour rdibubv 
modifications to its evaluation model. Consequently, thei staf will acep cP-oM 
the plants with the existing 8.5 hour switchover time for.i.iAi period of. 0 
this amendment and supporting Safety Evaluation. By letter dated" April xx, • 
stated that an analysis that justifies the time for switcw.v r-..to bht leg recircuk 
submitted by June 1, 2002. The staff finds this to be aid-Mt"b e.

3.2

;ppdict a 
oi'f one or two of 

n addition, the

J opera 
ithe dE

Non-LOCA Transient Analysis

The licensee stated that the non-LOCA accident 
power uprate is the same methodology that isEA 
licensing basis non-LOCA analyses with on eic 
method which credits the effects of heat reval 
the RCS during heatup portions of the .e'dwatei 
this model change will lead to more re.Aistic mod.  

agrees.

Where applicable, the non-L( 
procedure (RTDP) method-ot 
limit DN R wa..• s-. revised.,..........m

The licensee 
values used:i 
thermal limits 
function setp.  
The pow~erin 
kW /ft.:•.iii ..

ised
anaiy.  

:or the

crease

meth

IIxce

Ig of

o•oigy ued to support the 
ti{•io•n and Braidwood 
ept is the use of a modified 
coolant by the thick metal in 

ent. The licensee stated that 
Nater transient and the staff

F.'.employ the revised thermal design 
)n limit DNBR value. The safety analysisSdeter 

to 1.3a

i•iftperature AT (OTAT) and overpower AT (OPAT) setpoint 
•i.s...,. on the new safety analysis DNBR limits and core 
i�i�i�ipower conditions. With the exception of the f(AI) 
trip, the OTAT and OPAT trip setpoints remain unchanged.  
n increase in rod average linear power from 5.45 kW/ft to 5.73

The:irMal design flow (TOF) is increased from 358,800 gpm to 368,000 gpm as a result of 
rdctions in the assued maximum steam generator tube (SG) plugging levels (from 
2Gi:~:rcent to 5 perc•nfor the BWl SGs and from 24 percent uniform/30 percent peak to 
l:P•Qront unifoqM fr the D5 SGs). A maximum 5 percent loop-to-loop flow asymmetry 
W• •`tIj•nu.to •. csidered in the safety analysis consistent with the current licensing basis 
a ...lys.. •• rresponding to the increase in TDF, the minimum measured flow (MMF) used in 
conju-t Uio: with the RTDP DNBR methodology increased from 366,000 gpm to 380,900 gpm.  
Core bypass flow conditions remain consistent with those currently supporting thimble plug 
elimination and, as such, are not a change. The maximum reactor vessel average coolant 
temperature (Tavg) decreased from 588.4 OF to 588.0 OF. The minimum T,, increased from 
569.1 OF to 575.0 OF. Feedwater temperature at full power conditions increased from 440 °F to 
446.6 OF. The feedwater temperature at hot zero power conditions remains at 100 OF.

N nL C Transient......... Anavsi

I 
r..::
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Feedwater temperatures at part-power conditions increase proportionally with power between 
hot zero power and full power conditions.

The acceptance criteria for the anticipatory operational occurrences (AOOs) analyzed are that 
the calculated minimum DNBR remains greater than the safety limit, the peak RCS pressure 
remain less than the safety limit of 110 percent of design pressure (i.e., 2750 psia)"and fuel 
centerline temperatures remain below the U0 2 melting point.  

In determining the most limiting conditions for each eventsi he license•e onidered both the 
BWI SGs (Unit 1) and the D5 SGs (Unit 2) in the analyses.  

The results of the licensee's re-analyses for the spuri(ou safety i•ction (Sdf I ""i Wcd 
that the pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) will dischargei d I id w teir for a timeped:::•i:i:i: iliii• o ...  
approximately 20 minutes. In order to confirm that theiPvs will discharge the ness~ary 
quantity of water and successfully reseat without stickirnig i*i-,ihe staff requested additional 
information from the licensee regarding the qualificatioteing performed by the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI) for the plant model PSVs fo ...heM !iPable fluid inlet 
conditions for the spurious SI event. In a submittal.dated Januar .20`0`101, the licensee 
provided the requested information as discuss. .e......

The licensee determined that relief of si 
Crosby PSVs (Reference: EPRI Report.  
tests were performed at a water temppe 
temperature between 635 OF and 640 61 
and another performed at a wateritemp 
results of the tests at 635 OF - 64O•F sh 
the test valve experienced valve%. chattel 
However,..-.""'dicated in EPRI Report Is 

safety v•afv d in redpons I0systE

The licensee1 
duration (i.e., 
Units 1 and2%
the EF 
any v

P RI:•. tts. Thei"li 
lVe:`" damage wot 

• and that the P• 
ie spurious SI ev 
PSVs may lift in 
nq leakage from

N H--27 
ture ac 
and .T

e r 

rt.  

•m

ti

ft .............. ... fie EPRI testing of the 
ID, V Alurn"W's"'and 6). Two water relief 
as 6,'iiie., Test #926 with lowest 

#931 with lowest temperatures near 640 OF) 
ppro0•irately 530 OF (i.e., Test #932). The 
alve operation. During the testing at 530 OF, 
din damage to the valve internals.  

1-LD Volume 1, page S-6, in all cases, the 
irization.

ined tha th 1Qest water temperature predicted for the expected 
§..of the": ioiS transient at Byron Units 1 and 2 and Braidwood 
.fthigher (Le., 590 OF) than the lowest temperature (i.e., 530 OF) for 
........ ates that, although stable valve operation cannot be assured, •i•9 xcted to be less than the damage experienced during the EPRI 

,i:p Mi close upon system depressurization. The licensee concludes 
ri does not progress into a stuck open PSV LOCA event and that all 
.sponse to the event, but they will reclose. The licensee states that the 
p to three PSVs is bounded by flow through one fully open PSV, which

..h. Odra'in •ofthe spurious SI event is no more than 20 minutes from the initial SI signal to the 
time*when :system pressure is restored to below the PSV lift setpoint. The inadvertent SI event 
is terminated by operator action. The licensee's analyses show that during this 20 minute time 
frame, a PSV will cycle a number of times (i.e., approximately 20) with the valve being open for 
5-8 seconds per cycle. The licensee states that only one PSV is required to mitigate the 
pressure transient, and that even though the three PSVs are set to lift at the same pressure, 
from a statistical standpoint, one valve would lift earlier than the other two. This would result in 
no more than one valve being challenged at a time.
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The staff has reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the performance of the plant PSVs for the 
liquid water conditions during a spurious SI event. The staff finds that the EPRI tests 
adequately demonstrate the performance of the valves for the expected water temperature 
conditions and that there is reasonable assurance that the valves will adequately reseat 
following the spurious SI event. A review of the above stated EPRI test data indicates that the 
PSVs may chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature but that the resulting .P.......V seat 
leakage following the liquid discharge would be less than the discharg. f.romr.One' stuck-open 
PSV, which is an analyzed event. Therefore, the staff finds the license..gS6 'diting of the PSVs 
to discharge liquid water during the spurious SI event to beacicepta-eb

The feedwater line break (FWLB) analysis also results 
PSVs and has been previously evaluated by the licenc 
staff has reviewed the information provided by the lice 
temperature of the liquid discharge through the PSVsI 
temperature of the liquid discharge for the FWLB is ve 
conditions, and the performance of the PSVs would a`t 
performance of the PSVs for the FWLB event is acce.  

3.2.1 Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Asa$ 
Subcritical Condition

The licensee analyzed the uncontn 
event using methods that the staff 
RCS are not adversely affected by.  
analysis indicate a minimum DNBR 
fuel temperatures much less than ..t: 
melting or clad damage is .predle( 
has reviewed T-e assum.p.i....i.d 

a c e p .a.....................................  assumpt.ion sdi thi aaysi 
acce tan ... ite. i for this event,ý**..,,.*.-

rev 
rop

hose rE 
d as a : 
the ret 

are con,

3.2.2

liquid m 
in the.i

able.

ugh tI

urrent i•cesn -S.1 . me 
ding the chan.-& ....  
of power up-rate. The 
>.the current licensing basis 
•;rTherefore, the

awal from a

CA ba0" wit•hfidre"' m a subcritical condition 
tiously i~approv~ifnsure that the core and the 
os•d power uprate. The results of the licensee's 
A.n the safety analysis limit of 1.33 and maximum 
... ed for f.el melting (4800 OF). Therefore, no fuel 

t•{tth::transient at uprated conditions. The staff 
ha Sf; the licensee's analysis and concluded that the 
iWive and the results of this analysis meet the 
E, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acceptable.

Assembly Bank Withdrawal at Power

The licensie analyzed uncntrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from power conditions event 
using.methods that thei-g i sta apreviously approved to ensure that the core and the RCS are 
not adversely affected tyt.e.piroposed power uprate. The results of the licensee's analysis 
shIawVthat the minimum ii"lue of DNBR is always larger than the safety analysis limit of 1.33, 
and the RCS and main'.!team system are maintained below 110 percent of their design 

...$ures. Thus the event does not adversely affect the core, RCS, or main steam system 
•MSSX nd is protected by the high neutron flux and OTAT trips over the entire range of 

sib civ3 ivinsertion rates. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results of 
the", " a`e'"n' analysis and concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis are 
coinseraive and the results of the analysis met the acceptance criteria for this event.  
Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acceptable.  

3.2.3 Rod Cluster Control Assembly Misoperation 

Misoperation events include a dropped RCCA or dropped bank, RCCA misalignment, and 
single RCCA withdrawal. For the drop and misalignment events, DNB does not occur.
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Because of the low probability of the combination of conditions required to cause a single 
RCCA withdrawal, it is considered an infrequent fault with a fuel damage limit set at 5 percent 
of the total fuel rods. The results of the licensee's analysis for a single RCCA withdrawal event 
show that the number of fuel rods experiencing a DNBR below the safety analysis limit is less 
than 5 percent of the total fuel rods in the core. Therefore, the applicable acceptance criteria 
for these events continue to be met at uprated power conditions. The staff has rsviewed the 
assumptions and the results of the licensee's analysis and concluded. tat thee 8ssumptions 
used in this analysis are conservative and the results of the .analysis e ;• acceptance 
criteria for this event. Therefore, the staff finds the licensiee•sanalysIs * p"""table.

3.2.4 Chemical and Volume Control System Mall 
Boron Concentration in the Reactor Coolar

on that

The licensee analyzed this event to ensure that there is 1 
inadvertent boron dilution prior to complete loss of shutd.  
during refueling (Mode 6) is precluded through administrj 
dilution flow paths. By amendments 117 for Byron U fts 
1 and 2, issued on April 6, 2001, the NRC approvedf te 
system (BDPS) for the plants. In its place, the units wil r 
alarms, indicators, procedures, and controlsiii•i.i.ad 
event, should it occur in Modes 3, 4, or 5, The staff .ete 
assurance that the Byron and Braidwood$plant opstors 
actions necessary to mitigate both slow.' and fasti ilutioni

For Modes 1 and 2, an inadveri 
after being alerted to the dilutio 
power rangq neutron flux flbigh, 
control rod!Insertion limi.t-

theBased on 
for boron

3.2.5

-br~on d 
aVent byv.  Ion OTAT

1 aridf.  
emovC 
ely on

time for mitigato•n•of an 
L.n. Inadvertent dilution 
twlof valves in the possible 
and 111 for Braidwood Units 

....i....on dilution protection 
altnative system of new 
rqrgate a boron dilution 

)at"there is reasonable 
3rm the required manual

n would,.--e terminated by plant operator actions 
ctor tdiip.:on source range, neutron flux high, 
ottedre ing alerted by the low and low-low

that Byron and Braidwood are adequately protected

Dr Coolant System Flow

The lioefsee 
reactor coolar 
meth ds that 
analysis rema 
gppar than t 
OreSOures are

I 

C

3.2.6

analyzed R.ýj•paiatloss of reactor coolant flow event (which involves the loss of two 
nt pumps (R 'evith four loops in operation) at power uprate conditions using 
the staff tig pr'eviously approved to confirm that the conclusions in the current 
in valid. T:h=T:e results of the licensee's analysis show that the minimum DNBR is 
he safe.t"analysis limit of 1.33 and the peak primary and secondary system 

bewd 1*i 10 percent of their respective design pressures. The staff has reviewed 
>hisnd the results of the licensee's analysis and concluded that the assumptions 
naiysis are conservative and the results of this analysis meet the acceptance 
s event. Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acceptable.

Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Pump at an Incorrect Temperature

The current TSs at Byron and Braidwood preclude power operation with an inactive loop.  
Therefore, this event is not analyzed.
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3.2.7 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

The licensee analyzed the loss of external electrical load and/or turbine trip event at the power 
uprated conditions using methods that the staff has previously approved. In the minimum 
DNBR case, the pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs) and pressurizer spray 
portion of the automatic pressure control system are assumed to function duringthibe transient 
since these features will limit the RCS pressure increase, which is conservati-v. tio DNBR 

calculation. The results of the licensee's analysis show that *the mini~mum IBR remains above 
the safety limit of 1.33. In the peak pressure case, the PORIVs and peszer spray are not 
assumed to function but the pressurizer and steam genrar Safety vafves are actuated. Th.e:' 
results of the licensee's analysis show that the peak prary and s ondarysy s are 
maintained below 110 percent of their respective desi~ lipressures'. The staii4•riee the 
assumptions and the results of the licensee's analysis con•uded that the0 asumions 
used in this analysis are conservative and the results Gftji$ aalysis meet the acetnce 
criteria for this event. Therefore, the staff finds the liceneI•e anlysis acceptable.

3.2.8 Loss of Normal Feedwater

The licensee analyzed the loss of 
using methods that the staff has p 
bounded by the complete loss of f 
minimum DNBR is greater than th 
show that pressurizer does not rea 
PORVs and pressurizer sprays ae 
volume. The pressure transient.d" 
more pressure limiting loss of 1oad 
SE. The analysis of the pr.ssure 

peak primry iind secon.aty se 
respectiv.•e .p resss 'I'ic'th 
unavailabl"e. * "'::Th stffhareew 
and conclu d'di h .t..- ,.assump .•o: 

this analysis met thie-.opt ance "" 
analysis a cceptbIe.

normal feed..e eet at the p-w" uprated conditions S................................. .... .. .. .. t a 
reviously:A........... Th NB tran..sie. nt for this event is 
orced reaor coofNO flew event which demonstrated that the 
e saf•e imit value. Teelts of the licensee's analysis 
ich w.i.i.ater sqflid conditiIn the licensee's analysis, the 
giis. .sumed t•1dbe opera.oe to maximize the pressurizer water 
!$wing aJ las of normal feedwater event is bounded by the 
/turbinet:iip:event. hc"ch is discussed in Section 3.2.7 of this bounding lossM o!fjJoad/turbine trip event demonstrates that the 
m presspr•es emaintained below 110 percent of their 
:assumes the PORVs and pressurizer sprays are 
•::the assumptions and the results of the licensee's analysis 
ýi VARs.d in this analysis are conservative and the results of 
•ftet•a forthis event. Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's

v AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries

Th6ilicensee analyzed t 16ss of non-emergency AC power to the plant auxiliaries event for 
toi.-bwer uprate usingdfmethods that the staff has previously approved. The DNB transient for 
t*hi'sevent is bounded :"by the complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow event which 
emonstrated thatthei` minimum DNBR is greater than the safety limit value. The results of the 

Ii466ees aalsi show that pressurizer does not reach a water solid condition and that the 
peakprimary and secondary pressure remain below 110 percent of their respective design 
pressr.es. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results of the licensee's analysis 
and concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis are conservative and the results of 
this analysis meet the acceptance criteria for this event. Therefore, the staff finds the 
licensee's analysis acceptable.

..........
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3.2.10 Excessive Heat Removal Due to a Feedwater System Malfunction

The licensee analyzed both of the most limiting excessive feedwater flow case and the most 
limiting feedwater temperature reduction case at the power uprated conditions using methods 
that staff has previously approved. The results of these analyses show that the minimum 
DNBRs are greater than the safety analysis limit of 1.33. Since these events a~r:primarily 
cooldown events, over pressurization limits for the primary and secondary systems are not 

challenged for these events. The staff has reviewed the assumptions• •d•t•e results of the 
licensee's analyses and concluded that the assumptions jusedin th@se analses are 
conservative and the results of these analyses met the a tance cr these events.,-I.  
Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analyses accep.able . .

3.2.11 Accidental Depressurization of RCS

This event could occur due to inadvertent opening of a I 
the pressurizer safety valve has larger relieving capac•It 
valve is more limiting. The licensee analyzed this cas .e 
methods that the staff has previously approved. The:re 
analysis show that the minimum DNBR is grei 
peak primary and secondary pressures rernfn bekw V~ 
pressures. The staff has reviewed the assumptionsa-n.  
and concluded that the assumptions us.d in this ih:alys••.  
this analysis meet the acceptance cte'ta, for th~isevent.  
licensee's analysis acceptable.

ults of t• 
.esafety 
•i percer
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(gartent opening of a safety 
uVp 0se.conditions using 

..ii .pepe's bounding 
Slimit of 1.33 and the 

it of•. teir respective design 
a1t-bof the licensee's analysis 
Iservative and the results of 
re, the staff finds the

3.2.12 Inadvertent Oper Cnre.:•nlinn v;ttm Durin Power Onrnftion

The licenset 
previousl I$I::,::ý 
become wat 
through the 
licensee's ar 
greater than.  
remain befio

j
J.

jringý'! 
g. safi

110 [el
ptions and the 
Sthis analysis c 
Sfor this event.

ent at power.u.ijt conditions using methods that the staff has 
ults of the lic""""e s analyses show that the pressurizer will 
N .ven The staff acceptability regarding the potential liquid relief 
V:•.se d'iscussed in Section 3.2 of this SE. The results of the 

the• mn•:mn DNBR never falls below the initial value which is 
is liriyilit of 1.33 and the peak primary and secondary pressures 
,-hir respective design pressures. The staff has reviewed the 
•f the licensee's analysis and concluded that the assumptions 
•rvative and the results of this analysis meet the acceptance 
)re, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acceptable.

Inad, _oadina of a Fuel Assembly into an Improper Position

The boer anaily::• zed this event to verify that if a loading error exists during operation at the 
ua.-e•pdWer-.t*he resulting power distribution effects would either be readily detected by the 
inco-e moveable detector system or cause a sufficiently small perturbation to permit continued 
reactor operation. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results of the licensee's 
analysis and concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis are conservative and the 
results of this analysis meet the acceptance criteria for this event. Therefore, the staff finds the 
licensee's analysis acceptable.

ci

i• J I I
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3.2.14 Complete Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow 

The licensee analyzed two complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow cases at power uprate 
conditions using methods that the staff had previously approved. They are: 1) complete loss of 
power to all RCPs and 2) RCP power supply frequency decay. The licensee's analysis of 
case 2 provides more limiting results due to its delayed reactor trip on under-frequency trip.  
The results of this bounding analysis show that the minimum DNBR is: .reaterthan the safety 
analysis limit of 1.33 and the peak primary and secondary pressures ain below 110 percent 
of their respective design pressures. The staff has reviewed the assuio. and the results of 
the licensee's analysis and concluded that the assumptions used in this an~fyis.are 
conservative and the results of this analysis meet the a•eptance c.-ei•a f•ir this.ent.  
Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acce I..ble . ... •i..................... ... ....  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•::. .. .. •iiiii::I ....... ...............iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiY...... . .  

3.2.15 Single Rod Cluster Control Assembly WithdiMIal atFull Power.....  

This accident analysis is addressed in Section 3.2.3 of this S i.  

3.2.16 Excessive Load Increase Incident. Accidental ............... Deres a:: of Main Steam 
System, Minor Secondary System and R.... of a Main Steamline ....i•~ i•i..... .... ••i;': ....  

3.2.16.1 Excessive Load Increase Incidet 

An excessive load increase incident, is.efined as a• rapid JOinre..ase in the steam flow that causes 
a power mismatch between the re actocore power and the steam generator load demand. The 
licensee analyzed scenarios that oI6lUde a cbination c( manual or automatic rod control 
associated with minimum and maximum re.•.ivity fe.eedba:ck at the power uprated conditions 
using methods that the staff has previously pp !ed The results of these analyses show that 

the minimu.mViDNBRs ar *than the s.......nalysis limit of 1.33 and the peak primary and 
secondary. .. r.ers remain baleW 110 percft of their respective design pressures. The staff 
has reviewed ..•. umptiNsad i.the results of the licensee's analyses and concluded that 
the assumptions used ii..n these': afys a...Are conservative and the results of these analyses 
meet the acceptanceriteri..a for -1t'e nts. Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analyses 
acceptableý-....`.: 21.:x xý a .. •••4 ~!!iiiiiiiiiiiii~~iii~iiiiiiiii~ii~ii::.... ... ii!iii!i .....X 

S.... !i~~~i:=ii ~ ~ ......... .ii:=:i:i:=:::=::=#i:::ii:=iii=ii=]i.....  

3.2.162 Accidental frefi• zation of Main Steam System 

Th accident is addressd i"" Section 3.2.16.5 of this SE.  

A"2.fi.3 Minor Secondary System Pipe Breaks 
Thisi cident d sc201.... ....... ....  

•.••]i.•a::i•••dresedin Sections 3.2.16.5 and 3.2.20.1 of this SE.

This accident is addressed in Section 3.2.20.1 of this SE.

upture of a Main Steamline
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3.2.16.5 Inadvertent Openinq of a Steam Generator Relief or Safety Valve

The inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or safety valve creates a depressurization 
of the secondary system with an effective opening size within the spectrum of break sizes 
analyzed in the main steam line break event described in Section 3.20.1 and 3.20.2 of this SE.  
In responses to the staff request for additional information, the licensee has state that the 
calculated minimum DNBR is 1.838 for the bounding steam line break.4cciderini-"at power 
uprated conditions. Therefore, the expected minimum DNBB during.,an ndv"ertent opening of 
a steam generator relief of safety valve will be greater tha t.1he safe -tsis limit of 1.33.  
The allowable peak primary and secondary system pressue ill not be halened since this is•

a cooldown event. The staff has reviewed the assump.tk s and the re• sl•tso telcensee*s 
analyses and concluded that the assumptions used int.heIse anals are conse• ie& an the 
results of these analyses meet the acceptance criteria ftr. ese events. Therfr th.... taff 
finds the licensee's analyses acceptable.

3.2.17 Feedwater System Pipe Break

The licensee has analyz 
conditions. The method 
current analysis to credit 
in the RCS during the he 
transient. Both of the ne 
solid during this event. I 
pressurizer safety valves 
conditions of the break, t 
RCS heatup. The effect 
bounded by:.i the main ste 
excessivec.ooldown thar 
p ri m a ry and- secondary S 
load/tu rip event dis 
of load/turbiip event 
maintained bel hG p( 
analysis sh.0.o... that t 
core decga...::::f"ieat and" tio 
break.at::#.:1he power uprai 
of t A~licensee's analysis 
conservative and the res

fore, tne stafT Tin

Sir

ed the feedwater system p.....ipbreak adent at the power uprate 
ology used for the licenses alysis was:...iid from that in the 
the effects of heatt . rom: **ýi..the reactr coolant by the thick metal 
atup portion of thb. vent. T .is i 4n '""re'realistic modeling of the 

.~ ~ ...... .... •s . r iz1- e rHe ig o h 
w and current an:alysesshowthAt the pressurizer will become water 
rhe staff acce.pt.ability rarding the potential liquid relief through the 
is discus.•d n•hSectio.K 3.2 of thi report. Depending on the 

he feed.wt'r"line brah k could..Ai.Use either an RCS cooldown or an 
of RCm "ooldown reulting.f.om a secondary system pipe break is 
;am.ineb.reak... a ...yse . .. steam blowdown will result in a more 
Wat.riil.!owdowntruh rupture in the main feedwater line. The 

ysampek syste:::pressures are bounded by the more limiting loss of 
"sdý i6: :S ection 3.2.7 of this SE. The analysis for the bounding loss 
demonstrates .hat the peak primary and secondary pressures are 

.rcent of• r•.setve design pressures. The results of the licensee's 
issumed au-iliary feedwater system capacity is adequate to remove 

•revet uncovering the reactor core for the postulated feedwater line 
e diti• ons. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results 
•an•:;d concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis are 
ults'of this analysis meet the acceptance criteria for this event.  
the licensee's analysis acceptable.

Coolant Pumo Locked Rotor/Shaft Break

Th icensee analyzed the single reactor coolant pump lock rotor/shaft break accident at power 
up :o•n-diiions using methods that the staff has previously approved. The results of the 
licensee's analysis show that the peak primary and secondary pressures remain within 
110 percent of their respective design pressures. The maximum clad temperature is 1954 OF.  
Although DNB occurs, the number of fuel rods in DNB is less than that assumed in the 
radiological assessment for this event. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results 
of the licensee's analysis and concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis are
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conservative and the results of this analysis meet the acceptance criteria for this event.  
Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analysis acceptable.  

3.2.19 Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA) Eiection

The licensee analyzed this accident at power uprate conditions. The results of 
ejection accident indicate that the average fuel enthalpy at the hot spr remain" 
cal/gm and therefore, there is no danger of sudden fuel dispersal into heci1 
predicted to occur in less than 10 percent of the core, thu.s.ifi iiting fis ion ..d.  
Peak RCS pressure does not exceed required stress limits jecnl, thus, there is r 
further consequential damage to the RCS. Therefore, the consequQenes if a 
analysis at uprated power remain acceptable. The staff has reviewed the 
licensee's analysis and finds it acceptable.

..t.h"I•RCCA 
iýwell below 280 

Mt. DNB is 
bct release.  
, Qdanger ofn Ri!CA ejeotion

3.2.20 Steam System Pipincg Failure

3.2.20.1 Steam System Piping Failure at Zero F

The licensee analyzed the steam 
conditions using methods that th 
line is the most limiting cooldown 
optimize the cooldown rate. The 
RCCA stuck in its fully withdrawn 
safety features. The licensee pe 
available. The licensee determirni 
case. The steam system pipingii f11 
(condition I event under Westir 
H oweve r, theresults of th. ljen 
DNBR is• .e.trtan the t af:ty"" 
that no fupfaitura occur. Ths Jic 
primary an condary systemi 
secondary system Pe.s' es. TH 
licensee's analysesas find"n u d 
conservative and th esults of th 
Theref.6 , the staff fin th'e .iiýet

3.2+2.2 Steam S,

system pipin e at eropow e•ýent.at power uprate 
3 staff has.P:rea:ppriiv...oyed. T.h. ir:upture of a major steam 
transien....The acpp...-n i00 aaiy• d with no decay heat to 
licenses analysi::: i assumed the most reactive 
po..sitn and dsuLmed a•i".. failure in the engineering 

rf..Med the anlysis bot.h;with and without offsite power 
e•dmat the...Mase with UfF-site power available is the limiting 
ailure even"11is classif.ied as an event of limiting faults 
•house l "hiI) which allows some fuel failures.  
ees 6nais of The bounding case show that the minimum 
..it of 1..3, therefore, the licensee's analyses would predict 

+nsee's analyses also demonstrated that the calculated peak 
ess ..d ~jid not challenge the allowable peak primary and 
e•staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results of the 
eO. that the assumptions used in these analyses are 
ese analyses meet the acceptance criteria for these events.  
hsee's analyses acceptable.

)ina Failure at Full Power

The licensee's analySms of a main steam line break at zero power represents the limiting 
On•i :n with respect to core performance during the event. Also, the licensee's analysis 
d• %o....ted fre protection in coping with the situation associated with retum to power after 

ra�c� Te purpose of the analysis of a main steam line break at full power is to 
dem .:strae that core protection is maintained prior to and immediately following reactor trip.  
The steam system failure at full power event was analyzed at power uprate conditions using 
methods that the staff has previously approved. Cases are analyzed with various break sizes.  
This steam system failure at full power event is classified as a event of limiting faults 
(condition IV event under Westinghouse classification) which allows some fuel failures.  
However, the results of the analysis of the bounding case show that the minimum DNBR is 
greater than the safety limit of 1.33 and, therefore, the licensee's analyses predicted that no

J I I
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fuel failure would occur. The licensee's analyses also demonstrated that the calculated peak 
primary and secondary system pressure do not challenge the allowable peak primary and 
secondary system pressures. The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the results of the 
licensee's analyses and concluded that the assumptions used in these analyses are 
conservative and the results of these analyses meet the acceptance criteria for these events.  
Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's analyses acceptable.  

3.2.21 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 
The licensee analyzed the steam generator tube rupture."ib..dent attewriprate 

conditions using methods that the staff has previously proved.Tw s• erSlysis wete 
performed to cover different steam generator design Eetween U 1"and Lri-fts 2 at . y.on and 

Braidwood Stations. The results of both analyses showM -.t..at.t ee is sufficient ....i..... toverfill 
in the steam generators prior to the operators taking conU."o of:the auxiliary feedwaterflow rate.  
The staff has reviewed the assumptions and the resultsofheIjoensee's analysis and 
concluded that the assumptions used in this analysis ae ......vay.We and the results of this 
analysis meet the acceptance criteria for this event. Thereforie, the .tf. finds the licensee's 
analysis acceptable. The radioactive steam released..o::I enviroritr ring the event were 
aenerated from the analyses for assessment of radIotocal conseduenoes addressed in
Section 3.5.3 of this SE.  

3.3 Containment Integrity Analyse.

The licensee performed containn 
maximum pressure inside the co, 
pressure of 50 psig if a design 
(MSLB) insic.e containment*Wo..• 
the pressur. n tempertr ~ ... .. p r s .u .. ........ .. ..... .. ..  
related .6c.uipment locat :JnSi 
a basis for the containme:,nt teak"iCainmerl:•i 
the event of ar••iease of radiia

The lici 
most lir 
on whii 
temper

al.

ipg single ad 
resulted in tt 
ires and preý 
. The contai

~M1 fnt 

es lo~ 
occur 
dition, 
he coi

egrty :a.-alyses at uprated power to ensure that the 
ent W'3ld remain below the containment building design 
ssf.cooling...cident (LOCA) or main steam line break 
r "ing" ..Planperation. The analyses also established 

s fr efi r"nmental qualification and operation of safety 
ntairment. The LOCA peak pressure was also used as 
;t pressure to ensure that dose limits would be met in 
terial to containment.

t.he conhtiment functional analyses included the assumption of the 
WMu.e and the availability or unavailability of offsite power, depending 
hest ontainment temperature and pressure. Bounding initial 
•i:r analyses were selected to envelop the limiting conditions for 
"'tintegrity analysis is presented in attachment E of the July 5, 2000,

LOCA nent Analyses

Thine M pe... rformed analyses to determine the containment pressure and temperature 
resp onsM e d.uring postulated LOCAs using mass and energy releases which incorporate revised 
design parameters corresponding to 3586.6 MWt plus a 2 percent allowance for calorimetric 
error with updated computer modeling. As in the current Byron/Braidwood Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), the postulated LOCA analyses were performed for the 
double-ended hot leg (DEHL) guillotine break and the double-ended pump suction (DEPS) 
break of reactor coolant pipe. It has been determined that the DEHL break results in the most
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limiting pressure during the blowdown phase and that the DEPS break yields the highest 
energy flow rates during the post-blowdown period.

The licensee indicated that the mass and energy releases in the containment were calculated 
for power uprate using Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-1 0325-P-A. In this uprate 
analyses, the 1979 ANS 5.1 decay heat model with 2 sigma uncertainty factor w•asused.  
Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8264-P-A for mass and energy easepd Iculations was 
used for the current design bases analyses. Separate analyses wereip:erfo:rmd for Byron and 
Braidwood Units 1 which have the BWI steam generatorsaind Byrd Sriidwood Units 2 
which have Westinghouse D5 steam generators. The updated Westinghous.OpTpical Report 
WCAP-1 0325-P-A computer code uses the same met."lblogy an d iis tobn (except f.r 
the Byron and Braidwood specific data) that have been uitilized and .a.pprovdnmyplt
specific dockets for Westinghouse PWRs. The staff fi'dA.te..ise of Topical Ro AP
10325 for LOCA mass and energy release calculations - c ....a.ble.

The mass and energy releases calculated by the abo, 
uprate containment pressure and temperature respon 
computer code COCO. The current Byron and Braldv 
pressure analyses were also performed using thi CO 
used and found acceptable for many dry co.tainm...  

and Braidwood.

For Byron and Braidwood Units 1, 
peak pressure of 42.8 psig and a.  
Byron and Braidwood Units 2, thIn 
and a peak temperature of 257T6idý! 
that the containment pressure fjr 
percent oeft•hp.eak calc q4t.e piriie 
pressure calculated for rynin and 
Braidwood* UnýLIt 2 Wwas 44.4 p-''-Sig..1C 
for both Byr0nand".6 Baidwood UnI' 
containment design ..s.ure ofl % 

above, the st..affni" is ..te.., pow 
bases L-.A'-- event.

The.416 nsee has propc 
tesftig based on the ce 
1 ind 38.4 psig for Un.

)d conta" 
m ompu

re utilized for the power 
K•. the Westinghouse 

.t. perature and 
.•pl This code has been 
Iceptable for use at Byron

the.:Aalyses4b"or the powarmp rate calculated a containment 
p.k temper&ture of 2W4.5 *F for the DEHL pipe break. For 
juprating analyses caioulated a peak pressure of 38.4 psig 
Ot for th.i. EHL pip jibreak. The LOCA analysis also showed 
all Byron•a• B"Wood units was reduced to less than 50 
ssure win Ž4 hours. The current peak containment 
--ýBraidwo•fU•nits 1, was 47.8 psig and for Byron and 
iii-The uprate calculated LOCA peak pressure and temperature 
.i..I......an.d Byron and Braidwood Units 2, remains below the 

••s�iand design temperature of 280 OF. Based on the 
J~uprate will not impact containment integrity for a design

ad• dtio revise the Byron and Braidwood TSs for containment leak rate 
'latfed uprate peak LOCA containment pressure of 42.8 psig for Units 
2. The staff finds the proposed TS change acceptable.

Break Containment Intearitv Analvsis

Th ine $Has performed analyses to determine the containment pressure and temperature 
res d I'M"'during postulated main steamline breaks (MSLBs) inside containment for limiting 
conditions for operation at uprated power. As in the current licensing basis UFSAR, the 
uprated analyses were evaluated for power levels and a spectrum of break sizes similar to that 
in the current UFSAR. The MSLB mass and energy releases at the uprate power were 
calculated using the Westinghouse LOFTRAN computer code. The same code was used in the 
current licensing basis analysis. The staff finds the use of LOFTRAN computer code for 
calculating MSLB mass and energy releases is acceptable.

vl J J•
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The mass and energy releases calculated from the above analyses were utilized for uprated 
containment pressure and temperature response analyses using the Westinghouse computer 
code COCO. The current Byron and Braidwood MSLB containment temperature and pressure 
analyses were also performed using the COCO computer code. The staff has found the use of 
this code acceptable.

For the Byron and Braidwood, Units 1, the MSLB uprating 
containment pressure of 39.3 psig and a peak containmen.  
percent of uprate power level. For the Byron and Braidwoc 
calculated a peak containment pressure of 38.3 psig ald a 
331 OF at 102 percent of uprate power level. The peakior 
power level were also 333 OF for Byron and Braidwood±Uil* 
Braidwood Units 2. The peak containment pressure atup*I
containment design pressure of 50 psig. The licensee inip 
containment peak air temperature is very short and that-."' 
will remain below the containment design temperaturg. of 2 
pressure and temperature curves for LOCA and M.SLBcas 
curves used for equipment qualifications. . _-- .....
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support s•ut 
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no k#nger ha
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Lted vw
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ompa 
vith tt

~ated short-term "CA-related mass and energy releases that 
atment Anats wre reviewed to assess the effects associated with power 
oartmentseetetd include the steam generator compartment, reactor 

I pi sri'zer compat. mnt. The Byron and Braidwood Units 1 and 2 are 
b"" rebak (LBB:,which eliminates the dynamic effects of postulated 

rup•t@.es .. tthe design basis. This means that the current breaks (a 
cumfeerentiJ.l r ture of the reactor coolant cold leg break for the steam 
rtment-,s""" ad a 150 in2 reactor vessel inlet break for the reactor cavity region) 
be c nidered for the short-term effects. Since these units are approved for 

e in mass and energy releases associated with the smaller RCS nozzle 
re.•t• the larger RCS pipe breaks, more than offsets the increased releases 

4* power uprate conditions. The current licensing basis subcompartment 
9sider breaks in the primary loop reactor coolant system piping (steam 
npartment and reactor cavity region), therefore, remain bounding.

The short-term releases are linked directly to the critical mass flux, which increases with 
decreasing temperatures. For the pressurizer compartment, the licensee indicated that the 
critical mass flux correlation was used to conservatively estimate the impact of changes in RCS 
temperatures on the short-term releases. The evaluation showed that the releases based on
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the power uprate conditions were bounded by the releases documented in the Byron and Braidwood Stations' UFSAR and that the short-term pressurizer subcompartment loading 
analyses will remain acceptable. Based on the review of the licensee's rationale and the 
experience gained from the staff's review of power uprate applications from similar PWR plants, 
the staff agrees with the licencee's conclusion that plant operations at the proposed uprated 
power level will have an insignificant or no impact on the short-term su=bcompartment analysis.  

3.4 Additional Design Basis and Programmatic Evalu:ations============= •iil•iiiii 

3.4.1 Containment Post-LOCA Combustible GasC~r~i• .. ............ :!==

The licensee indicated that the effect of power uprate w.as rev production resulting from the Zirconium-water reaction± ~r~r=0s 
the containment, and radiolysis of aqueous solution ini thi~ i 
capability of the combustible gas control system to maintin. h~ 
exceeding the lower flammable limit of 4.0 percent by velumei 
The hydrogen produced both at the current power level and ai 
calculated according to the method described in UFS~AR Secti 
Control in Containment." The calculation to dete~rinii.e th hyc: 
to reflect the power uprate conditions. The =elsdInptinciiiU 
temperature curve which affects the corrosio of metals i~ the 
which affects the radiolysis of the coolai•tand revied =Coriw 
cladding and the reactor coolant from:@{32 percet" for the ==re 
u p rate ... !i!iii4 ii• ............ii!iI•......•i~i

The licensee indicated that altl" 
control system is an increas.e ii 
LOCA, th~e4 piiercent hydroge 

pro~vided a singte 65 i•scfm .............hfyd 
co nti n uo uslyt:ieraft.. The" p 
concentration belo 4 peii6rcent 
hours post .•accident ;..C *'nc 
the conta.nmnt is calculated 
and 3.93 percent after ;I#7 
a ccident. iiiiiiii•iiliiii::;

'iewelfor postLOA ydogn ... :io•' of. constructticin ~terails in 
e•oan in the su mp, iand f•o r the 

•.rgen concentration from 
•insl•et~he containment.  
•the ui.at~ed power level were 
oi o&2i~~i.'5 .rb u s t ible Gas 
::rogen conentration was revised 
Ided the p~ost-LOCA containment 
•.cont=inment, revised decay heat 
!ide oxidation of the zirconium fuel 
iuprate to 1 percent for the

•iouh the imj#at of tI~ poer•• uprate on the combustible gas •i ie maximwn hydrogn concentration in containment post 
iloncentratln imit Isiii=• not exceeded. The existing design of the 
to mi~iaintain The hy=•drogen concentration below 4 percent 

oqen.eecombiner is operating 20 hours post accident and run 
oweru&t~e design is also able to maintain the hydrogen 
provided ' single 65 scfm hydrogen recombiner is operating 20 
)ntinuciu•#sly thereafter. The maximum hydrogen concentration in 
o reach 3.78 percent after 11 .6 days at the current power level 
•ts at uprated power with one recombiner operating 20 hours post

dicaed that with no recombiner in operation, and assuming containment .s po#st-LOCA and run continuously, hydrogen concentration is calculated to 
ent after power uprate. Therefore, the licensee determined that the power 
act the post LOCA combustible gas control system's ability to maintain the 
tion below 4 percent.

Based on the review of the licensee's rationale and the experience gained from the staff's review of power uprate applications from similar PWR plants, the staff agrees with the 
licensee's conclusion that plant operations at the proposed uprated power level will have an 
insignificant impact on the post LOCA combustible gas control and the system will continue to 
perform its design function at the uprate power level.
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3.4.2 Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R 

The licensee indicated that the compliance with the Fire Protection (Appendix R) Program will 
not be affected because the power uprate evaluation did not identify changes to design or 
operating conditions that will adversely impact the Appendix R post-fire safe shutdown 
capability. Based on the experience gained from the staff's review of power upr.e applications 
for similar PWR plants, the staff concludes that plant operations at the iropo"ed uprated power 
level will have an insignificant or no impact on the compliancge with the tcnse's 10 CFR Part 
50, Appendix R program

3.4.3 Station Blackout (SBO) 

The licensee evaluated the impact of plant operations." 
systems required to cope with SBO events. The licen' 
temperature profiles in areas housing SBO required e( 
event.
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)lant response a nd scoping cpities :or SBO might be ..v..............  
'd power l .e..... d`:.j1-ethe incre•ase• i perating temperature of 

crease in.decay heat. Inia request !or additional information, 
discussan.d verifthath*eaý!ss"u:Mptions for the existing SBO 
rate cditions,, rticartie heatu analysis, equipment 

.. r..ponse. t he ... staff request, the licensee stated that in 
•y th upratd., i1t had not identified any changes to 
coiditioniiiihat would adversely affect the ability to provide 
tition, the power uprAte will not create any additional electrical 
t modif t o inf#.thtwould affect the plant heatup analysis or 
r, poweupra ill increase decay heat load during the 
y heat wiltr:equire an increase in the total volume of water, 

idliary feedwater system during the coping period. However, 
oens storage tank (CST) is available to satisfy AFW

•coping capabilities for SBO will not be affected significantly by 
level, the staff concludes that the power uprate conditions would 
ious SBO analysis.

Safety- Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs)

In its uary 3, -1, response to the staff's request for additional information, the licensee 
stat ithat th iiB idwood station and Byron station NSSS and BOP safety-related valves 
(L ....ain........,eam safety valves, power operated relief valves, and main steam isolation valves) 
werecap:iable of meeting their performance requirements for the power uprate conditions and, 
therefore, are acceptable. The licensee confirmed its conclusion by verifying that the uprated 
system operating temperature, pressure and flow were within the acceptance criteria of the 
associated equipment specification.

The licensee also indicated that the impact of increased parameters on the design basis 
pressures used in the Generic Letter (GL) 89-10 Safety-Related "Motor-Operated Valve" (MOV)
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program was evaluated. The increased flow requirement in some safety related systems due 
to power uprate, will increase the differential pressures across the associated MOVs. As a 
result, the licensee concluded that the power uprate has no adverse impact on the Braidwood 
and Byron Generic Letter 89-10 MOV program. As stated by the licensee, this is because 
Braidwood and Byron station evaluations in response to Generic Letter 89-10 MOV program 
were conservatively based on pump shutoff head, relief and safety valve setpoiits plus 
accumulation, containment design pressure, and interlock setpoints whfgh are not changed as a 
result of power uprate.  

In addition, the licensee indicated that the revised post-a.cident temperp.ire and pressure 
conditions for systems and components that are subjeg..o pressur cin.g% And t:.--..hermalI 
binding were not impacted, therefore, power uprate dq.. not impat" the GLW5O7ealai ns.  iliiiiiiib ~ ........  
3.5 Radiological Analysis ....  .. .... ....... •=:ii=i}=i:i=i==::::=:ii!::ii....  

To demonstrate that the Byron and Braidwood enginee ... t feJay.iatures (ESFs) designed to 
mitigate the radiological consequences will remain adeuatea. at upredi•.power level of 
3586.6 MWt, the licensee reevaluated the offsite and:control roomioi1. ical consequences 
for the following postulated design-basis accidets(D§) at a p Vel of 3658.3 MWt 

(102 percent of requested uprated power le~v~elf )f86ii[:.6 t): ,;i::!!ii 

Main Steamline Break 
Locked Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) .R:otor 
Locked RCP Rotor with Power-OprAteOd Relief Valve (P0RV) Failure 
Rod Ejection ......... :.....:....  
Small Line Break ......  

Steam Gene.ator Tube RLupu..re 
Large-Bre.A.f<....: oss-of-Coo ant.Accident (LkCA : 
Small-Bmak .....A 
Fuel Handin cident 
Gas Decay Tak Ruptu..re .. ........ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....."......i:iii:iiii~i~ii~ii~i ..  
The licensee-.b.m•itted he resultsits offsite and control room dose calculations. In addition, 

the licensee provided the major assumptions and parameters used in its dose calculations. As 
documented in the subm!•itthe licensee has determined that the existing ESF systems at 
Byron aiind Braidwood wil.l #.."rovide assurance that the radiological consequences of the 
posuated DBAs at theex:'clusion area boundary (EAB), in the low-population zone (LPZ), and 
in.t-h control room are.*within the radiation dose acceptance criteria specified in the SRP and 
the dose limits provedhin 10 CFR 100.  .::i:i:iiii:@ i:...... ..... ..... iii: ..  

Tihestaf f-haaeiewmed the licensee's analysis and has performed an independent confirmatory 
rd•oo�gicconsequence dose calculation for the following 6 bounding DBAs: 

Large-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) 
Main Steamline Break 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
Fuel Handling Accident 
Locked RCP Rotor with a Steam Generator PORV Failure 
Rod Ejection
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The results of the staff's independent radiological consequence calculations are given in 
Tables 1 and 2 for Byron and Braidwood stations, respectively. The major parameters and 
assumptions used by the staff are listed in Tables 3 through 14. The staff did not perform 
independent dose calculations for the small-break LOCA and the small-line break .accident 
since the radiological consequences of these accidents at Byron and Braidwood*Stations are 
bounded by that of the large-break LOCA. The radiological consequen..eps q.f #`e locked RCP 
rotor accident is also bounded by that of the accident with a steam g M"ert..PORV failure.  
The staff also did not perform an independent dose calculdadon for a ytakrupture 
because the quantity of radioactivity in each gas decay.t1: kis limited.by :Byr."and Braidwood 
TS 5.12 and the licensee did not request to change thetifn its for tii•sS..  

In addition, the licensee requested to amend the definfo: ..of DOSe E iv""fin the 
Byron and Braidwood Technical Specification Section! - a-intton" The current definition 
defines Dose Equivalent lodine-131 as follows: 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 shall be that ....ent.r.t4Il....  
131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would.::p.r..duce the tyid dose 
as the quantity and isotopic mixture..::4•ff [132, 1-12 [134, and 1-135 
actually present. The thyroid do.e ~oversln fators us.d for this 
calculation shall be those listed..i iT::Table H. oif fi-4•8•4• •" ..- AEC, 1962, 
"Calculation of Distance Fact.rs for pow..er a'%-i-i.'w R actor Sites." 

The requested amendment would two following refe:reces to this definition: (1) Regulatory 
Guide 1.109, "Calculation of Anruei&Doses ..to.Man from!;Routine Release of Reactor Effluents 
for the Purpose of Evaluating .ompliance..ih 100 CFR JAart 50, Appendix I," Revision 1, 1977, 
and (2) ICRP 30, "Limits for in•.takes of Radionfids byWorkers," Supplement to Part 1, 
page 1 92...-...• :.Table titled ommitted DoseEuvalent in Target Organs or Tissues per p g 1til .. .. .:ii~iii~iiii•ii~iiiii•. =•....•: 
Intake afbUrkt Activity." Intak e~f-;•ii~ i~ ii~ i~ t y " " .................................. .......i ::.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .... .:;•• •iiiiiii~~iiiiiiiiiii:, .••4,iiiii,,i,,iii,,,,i,,i,,:l • .......  
The amended definition woulddciiffa.. as follows: S...' !!iiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii, i . . .. " .'::iiiiiiiiiiiiii i .... ..... .  

D.OSEiEQUIVENT I-13.1' shall be that concentration of 
1131.(.icr ..i•31 .m..m••a) that alone would produce the same thyroid dose 
as the quantity and istopic mixture of 1-131, 1-132,1-133 1-134, and 1-135 
actually present The thyroid dose conversion factors used for this 
.. calculation sall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844, AEC, 1962, 
Calculati orif Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites," 

those liste.d•:in Table E-7 of Regulatory Guide 1. 109, Rev. 1, 1977, or 
ICRP.• 30, S upplement to Part 1, pages 192-212, Table titled, "Committed 
D�o�s�E uivalent in Target Organs or Tissues per Intake of Unit Activity.  

.............. .... ....... ...... ....:::::::::::::...  

Then.tn'aIn""tional Commission on Radiation Protection Publication 30 (ICRP 30) incorporates 
the considerable advances in the state of knowledge of radionuclide dosimetry and biological 
transport in humans achieved in the past few decades and the NRC embraced it and adopted 
its values into the revision of Part 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation," in 1994.  
Therefore, the staff finds that this requested amendment to the definition is acceptable.
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The following sections provide the staff's assessment of the potential consequences of the six 
postulated accidents.

3.5.1 Accidents Analyzed

3.5.1.1 Loss-of-Coolant Accident 

The current radiological consequence analysis for the posl 
Information Document (TID)-14844 source term is provide.  
Section 15.6.5. The licensee reevaluated the offsite andi t 
consequences of the postulated LOCA at an uprated pow; 
reviewed the licensee's analysis and performed an indepe 
for the following two potential fission product release pah 

(1) containment leakage I 

(2) post-LOCA leakage from ESF systems outside cont h]i

The current maximum allowable primary containrr 
containment air weight per day. The staff usedOt: 
accident and 0.05 percent of containment ai...  
accident (30 days). Only fission product u :oval 
the containment spray system (CSS) other than it 
the source term. The CSS is an ESF...y..:tem ant 
and fission product removal in the ..Woriinmet•oi.f0 
consists of two redundant and ind'eSndent ntJps 
capacity of 2950 gpm.

;is desi! 
Ilowing,: 

Each

hontrol ro( 
er level Ql

Technical 
wood UFSAR

he staff.ii has
0ifirmat 
,the p

n

e r i• .0.1 percent of 
for tl•h•.W2i4 hours of the 

.for the,1"maining duration of the 
Rinmeit atmosphere is achieved by 
Wu`i:n: the containment assumed in 
d`t• provide containment cooling 
postulated LOCA. The CSS 

p has a design spray water flow

The license 
p rovidedin 
above tli • 
removal rati 
calculated c 
Section 6.5 
rates dete*: 
iodine.1i ".fm 
0.37•3! hours.  
and .0d refe

A rea

:ec

;pe

nined by thE 
the containi 
following ti 

renced in th 
ched durinai'

fidiiefieental iodinýe nmwval rate by the CSS using the methodologies 
6.5.2 And determined that elemental iodine removal rate to be well 
,=cifi~ in theiSRP. Therefore, the licensee used an elemental iodine 
)ur shiiein the SRP as an upper limit. The licensee also 
.. of iodin ... fticulate form using the methodologies provided in SRP 

li-.ed the rate.. to be 6 per hour. The staff finds these iodine removal 
icee..e are acceptable. The licensee assumed removal of elemental 
ent atmobsphere only during spray injection period (from 0.025 hours to 
aifdent) and determined that the decontamination factors (DFs) 100 

140 for elemental iodine and iodine in particulate form respectively, 
)is spray injection period.

T i6Wensee mod..eled the containment atmosphere as two discrete nodes representing 
sprayeiid nd unsrayed regions and assumed these nodes are mixed by the reactor 
cdnhi cooler (RCFC) system fans. The RCFC system is an ESF system and is 
des-igned o remove energy released in the containment following a postulated LOCA (along 
with the emergency core cooling system and the containment spray system). The RCFC 
system is a redundant system consisting two 100 percent trains. Each train is powered from a 
separate redundant essential bus and has a capacity of 1.1 8E+6 cfm air flow. The staff 
assumed that only one RCFC system train will be operational with a total air mixing flow rate of 
1.06E+6 cfm (90 percent of fan capacity) in the containment following the postulated LOCA.
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This represents a mixing rate of approximately 12 unsprayed volumes per hour between the 
sprayed and unsprayed portions of the containment atmosphere.

Any leakage water from ESF components located outside the primary containment releases 
fission products during the recirculating phase of long-term core cooling following .a postulated 
LOCA. The licensee assumed this leakage to be less than 7820 cc/hour, which:i:JWtwice the 
leakage value of 3910 cc/hour assumed in the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR.Afid that this 
leakage would begin at the time of the postulated LOCA and continui.e thriighout the entire 
duration of the accident (30 days). The staff finds the leak .&e valuSAMei d by the licensee 
to be acceptable. The licensee further assumed that ten percent of afliffift di odine 
contained in the leakage will be released (consistent with guidelinesa!rovft.i 
SRP Section 15.6.5) to the environment through auxiliary building filltration sste W(.ASFA)P 
which is designed as an ESF system. The staff assur Ip...p...ent of the ABMSfewill 
bypass the charcoal adsorber in the ABFS.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's analysis and find$iith"athie"i 
the radiological consequence assessment are acceptble and: tI 
consequences calculated by the licensee meet the =•relevant dose 
resulting radiological consequence analyses .p f •rei ty the sta 

for the control room are provided in Tables...I. an::d 2f•r:: o f. and 
respectively. The major parameters and aumptions used f:ctthi iq-::i ble 3.. . .... W .i:iii: 
calculations by the staff are provided in.Table 3. The radiog 
the staff are consistent with those c ak..l(ated by the licenee6..iTh 
that the Byron and Braidwood statjdin.operat.ng at the U.ated ph 
still provide reasonable assurancetha.t the raIological..01•n6sequer 
not exceed the dose guidelines provided in 1 .CFR.1... and the c 
criteria specified in GDC 1... .....

3.5.1.2

*al.ulational methods used for 
•it the:radiological 
aetce criteria. The 
tifforthe EAB, the LPZ, and 
Br"'dwood stations, 

e :postulated LOCA dose 
consequences calculated by 

erefore, the staff concludes 
ower level of 3658.3 MWt will 
nces of a postulated LOCA will 
,ontrol room dose acceptance

"nent (MSLB)

The licensee 
occurring out.  
power level ::eo 
primary-to-Se 
each f the ir 
that the calcu

table ai 
accepta

itact stean 
ilational m 
nd that thý 
ince critert

ated the raulo...gical consequences of a postulated MSLB accident 
p.ent an***'i.... am of the main steam isolation valves at an uprated 
t-.The licnee analyzed this postulated accident using 0.5 gpm of 
•aý.p.hrough the faulted steam generator and 0.218 gpm through 
enrors. The staff has reviewed the licensee's analysis and finds 

ios:'used for the radiological consequence assessment are 
.diological consequences calculated by the licensee meet the relevant

Thosaff performed .a...n independent radiological consequence calculation for two cases. For 
.as.•1:4.: tst-X assu that a temporary increase in the primary coolant iodine 

cnce....t....iTo dine spike) occurred as a result of the power/pressure transient caused by the 
MSLB'accident. Before the accident, the reactor was assumed to be operating at its TS 
equilibrium limit of 1.0 pCi/gm dose equivalent iodine-1 31 (DEI-1 31) in the primary coolant.  
The iodine spike generated during the accident was assumed to increase the release rate of 
iodine from the fuel by a factor of 500. This increase in the release rate results in an increasing 
concentration in the primary coolant during the course of the accident. For Case 2, the staff 
assumed that previous reactor operation had resulted in a primary coolant iodine concentration 
equal to the maximum instantaneous TS limit of 60 pCi/gm DEl-1 31. For both cases, the staff
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assumed that all fission products in the entire mass of secondary water in the faulted steam 
generator (167,000 Ibs) was released to the environment directly with no iodine partition.  

The resulting radiological consequence analyses for the EAB, the LPZ, and for the control room 
are provided in Tables 1 and 2 for Byron and Braidwood stations, respectively. The major 
parameters and assumptions used by the staff for the main steam line break accdent are 
provided in Table 4. The radiological consequences calculated by the s-taff a-recionsistent with 
those calculated by the licensee. Therefore, the staff concludes that they:r.On and Braidwood 
stations operating at the uprated power level of 3658.3 M~t will stillride reasonable 
assurance that the radiological consequences of a postu"[e'd main steamlin br-eak accident 
occurring outside containment will not exceed the dos aciiceptancevi mter..ii peced in SR.  
Section 15.1.5 and dose guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 100, andthb'e controlromdsed 
acceptance criteria specified in GDC 19. f .... ....  
3.5.1.3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Accident 

The licensee has reevaluated the radiological conse(c8uences" of....-postul•ated steam generator 
of: ..5..8..3 M. "• i~ .......... ica 

tube rupture accident at an uprated power level o .....  
consequence analysis. The staff has reviewe.ith! •nee's anaidin ...... finds that the 
calculational methods used for the radiologassessment.are.accd......... ...................  
that the radiological conseuences calcul"t"d by the *meet *"*!.-ithe relevant dose

acceptance criteria.

To verify the licensee's assessme 
consequence calculations for twO 
the staff did for the steamline br~e 
temporary iqcrease in the poimy 
power/preiss. t.ran.sient ........  
accide rii:!iii ta n and: BS'akl:c,* 
equilibri umi iodi.ne cncentratmV n II 
spike genera"d:I•.uing the adef 
the fuel by a factor of BOO This" • 
con centrati in te pimar-.coole 
ass u m edt.hat:. p revi o us reaclop 
to the.0maximum instanniscc 
and.araidwood TSs.

n.s, the staf.. erformeo.f.Idependent radiological 
sicnarios... .f.-: the ste.am generator tube rupture accident as 
k accident above.... Fo=r Case 1, the staff assumed that a 
coolant.iaWnesik"e= occurred as a result of the 

by the steam g'nrator tube rupture. Before the postulated 
id stations"we assumed to be operating at their TS 
mitof 1 .0 ICi/gm DEI-1 31 in the primary coolant. The iodine 
•nt..,:assumed to increase the release rate of iodine from 

.e in the release rate resulted in an increasing iodine 
tti ring the course of the accident. For case 2, the staff 

eration had resulted in a primary coolant concentration equal 
ýncentration limit of 60 pCi/gm DEl-131 specified in the Byron

Th•emajor parameters anhd assumptions used by the staff are provided in Table 5, and the 
re-g•slng radiological co#nsequence analyses for the EAB and the LPZ and for the control room 
are pIrvided in Tabs 1 and 2 for Byron and Braidwood stations, respectively. The radiological 
wonspe s oulated by the staff are consistent with those calculated by the licensee.  

Tr•-A •wtetaff concludes that the Byron and Braidwood stations will still provide 
reasonabl.ae assurance that the radiological consequences of a postulated steam generator tube 
rupture accident will not exceed the dose acceptance criteria specified in SRP Section 15.1.5 
and dose guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 100, and the control room dose acceptance criteria 
specified in GDC 19.
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3.5.1.4 Fuel-Handling Accident

The licensee has reevaluated the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel-handling 
accident (FHA) at an uprated power level of 3658.3 MWt and provided a radiological 
consequence analysis. The staff has reviewed the licensee's analysis and finds t.hat the 
calculational methods used for the radiological consequence assessment are a.eeptable and 
that the radiological consequences calculated by the licensee meet th.e r..elevant d ose 
acceptance criteria. A FHA can be postulated to occur either inside o. otsi ,de• of the 
containment. If the FHA occurs in the containment, the re!.tse of f ':o: :products can be 
terminated by closure of the containment based on the datt"tion of h iiiii e radioactivity 
For the postulated FHA occurring outside the containmetI, the lice.ee ass "mdiat fissi .  
products are released to the environment within a two hour ped through the fue1-h in
building exhaust system (FHBES). The FHBES is an E-SFsysta' that is desige t9 operate 
continuously and to bypass the charcoal adsorbers. n . iing a high radiaosignal, th 
effluent from fuel handling building is routed through thlý ...adsorbers.

The staff performed the radiological consequences a 
assembly dropped onto the irradiated fuel stored.i.. .  
the falling fuel assembly was assumed to break •o• 
rods using perfect mechanical efficiency. Irig.-.ntan 
radioiodine vapor from the gaps of the bren.R rods....  

krypton-85, 
30 percent krypton-85, and 12 percen.t .cldine) "s a 
bubbling up through the fuel pool wte. The •s•ff a, 
decontamination factor of 100 fo•r'-Ibine andfif 1 for 
90 percent iodine removal efficiency for th: FHBES 
bypassed the filter.

The majofipo 
resulting ri l 
Braidwood sii 
consistent wit 
and Braidwoc 
consequen.... e 
specif iedin S 
GDC 19.

ers a! 
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malyses"01: 
e spent fwif 
iit he:.maxim

ssu 

noJ.

ssuming a single fuel 
Te kinetic energy of 
•1b:le number of fuel 
e gases and 
gases other than

"red to occur, with the released gases 
r;d an overall effective fuel pool 
.e gases. The staff also provided a 
and assumed 1 percent of flow

tqmptions used by the staff are provided in Table 6, and the 
anc a...alyses are provided in Tables 1 and 2 for Byron and 

i~y. The .diological consequences calculated by the staff are 
Id tA th•e l•ensee. Therefore, the staff concludes that the Byron 
pro•videreasonable assurance that the radiological 
fuel h�handling accident will be well within the dose criteria 

,%....-And the control room dose acceptance criteria specified in

5 Locked RoterAccident with a steam generator PORV Failure

T....actor primay oolant pump locked rotor accident is caused by an instantaneous seizure 
EA a re clor. ola:t pump rotor rapidly reducing the primary coolant flow through the affected 
rea. a ... l.oop leading to a reactor trip on a low-flow signal. The licensee analyzed this 
pos0iae"a,:"ccident assuming that 2 percent of the fuel elements will experience cladding 
failure, releasing the entire fission product inventory in the fuel gap (10 percent of the core 
activity) to the reactor coolant. The licensee assumed the primary-to-secondary steam 
generator tube leak rate is 0.5 gpm for the faulted steam generator and 0.218 gpm for each of 
the intact steam generators. A steam generator PORV is assumed to fail open resulting in an 
uncontrolled blowdown of steam from the steam generators directly to the environment for 20 
minutes. In addition, radioactivity is assumed to be released to the environment by way of

e
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primary-to-secondary leakage and steaming from the secondary side to the environment. The 
staff finds these assumptions to be conservative.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's analysis and performed an independent confirmatory 
dose calculation. The results of the staff's independent radiological consequence. calculation 
are provided in Tables 1 and 2 for Byron and Braidwood stations, respectively. T.ih major 
parameters and assumptions used by the staff in the radiological conse.uen.eb calculations are 
listed in Table 8. The radiological consequences calculated.by the staf...re ciio tt with 
those calculated by the licensee.  

The staff concludes that the Byron and Braidwood stat.ios ope;ratinga•ta•n: • ":. .powe ý ''ve 
of 3658.3 MWt will still provide reasonable assurance ht the radfiofogical 'c a eI ncOf a 
postulated LOCA will not exceed a small fraction the ogu...tines set forth in 10 CPiR 00 
(30 rem to the thyroid and 2.5 rem to the whole body) -..... eiontrol room dosea"c•cleptance
criteria specified in GDC 19.  

3.5.1.6 Rod Eiection Accident

The mechanical failure of a control rod mechai 
the ejection of a rod cluster control assembly.i• 
in the pressure vessel, primary coolant is Aeiea 
depressurization of the reactor pressure .veSSe 
a rapid positive reactivity insertion together wit 
leading to localized fuel rod damag.

hou 
BE

adve

sAi•••. postulated to result in 
•cause of the resultant opening 
rnet with concurrent rapid 
0` of this mechanical failure is 
power distribution, possibly

The licensee assumed that 15 perent of the uel elements will experience cladding failure, 
releasing the..entire fission..:4UO.Nt invent.o*yin:e.i~iý....: fe-cladding gap of these elements. In 
addition, th.6".ik.ensee as.s. d Titat 0.377T p• -'-f the fuel rods will experience fuel melting.  
The lice1:5.rormed its ia.t..tons toM'bti" these parameters using the guidelines 
providednin ..t.t.ry Guide t.77. "Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control Rod Ejection 

Accident for :P.WRtiii,..hich is cep e. The staff has reviewed the licensee's analysis and 
finds that the cal•I.a.po aj methd used for the radiological consequence assessment are 
acceptable.a.thtthe' r'a•d•iological consequences calculated by the licensee meet the relevant 
dose acceptance critia.  

The.Mliensee assumed tfhat t:h:*release of fission products to the environment will occur via 
eith r one of two pathwe. s. "'The first pathway involves a release of primary coolant to the 
co inment, which is then assumed to leak to the environment at the design leak rate of the 
c.naj•nment. In the.. "Jecond pathway, fission products would reach the secondary coolant via 
theid.tam generat.rs with a maximum total allowable primary-to-secondary leak rate of 1 gallon 
par .i..ut....M a: ify the licensee's assessments, the staff performed independent radiological 
consque •Oalculations for the same two pathways as described above for the control rod 
ejectin:::::daccident. The major parameters and assumptions used by the staff are provided in 
Table 7, and the resulting radiological consequence analyses are provided in Tables 1 and 2 for 
Byron and Braidwood stations, respectively. The radiological consequences calculated by the 
staff are consistent with those calculated by the licensee.

The staff concludes that the Byron and Braidwood stations operating at an uprated power level 
of 3658.3 MWt will still provide reasonable assurance that the radiological consequences of a

:::::::::::::::::.- -.  iiiii!:.i:.i•::"
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postulated rod ejection accident will not exceed a small fraction the dose guidelines set forth in 
10 CFR 100 (30 rem to the thyroid and 2.5 rem to the whole body) and the control room dose 
acceptance criteria specified in GDC 19.  

3.5.2 Atmosoheric Relative Concentration Estimates

The licensee used five years of onsite meteorological data collected 
1994 through 1998 to estimate the atmospheric relative coricentratic 
control room dose assessments described above. These data were 
values for the EAB and LPZ. In the amendment reques=tiI'e* license 
values that were previously calculated for the EAB and.LPZ and a rei 
information for the plants.

The 1994 through 1998 meteorological data wer 
grade at the Byron site and at 10.4 and 61.9 mel 
recovery of the wind speed, wind direction and a 
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•forall years except in 1998 
'�*�-�.All recovery rates are 

.Utat#y Guide (RG)1.23,

ns T.iof gR4 '&2 row"'i 994 through 1998, as well 
UtOUt spo"iaist assists the licensee in 

.gram usingIt::: omprehensive field and office 
and visuilly checked for accuracy. Equipment 
e mea-siement tower, and tower 

Staff.--' performed a review of the data and 
. t.he. dlata, and between the Byron and 
between the two measurement heights at 
expected for these two northern Illinois sites

XI vlues, the licensee stated that it had used previously 
th' •esign basis for these plants. Staff did not review these 
pear to be a need to do so. The EAB and LPZ X/Q values are

The i:censee used the A.C6N96 methodology described in NUREG/CR-6331, Revision 1, 
"Atospheric RelativeC..ncentrations in Building Wake," to calculate X/Q values for control 
ropm :dose assessm.t.. At each site, calculations were made for four postulated release 
loations for eac.iA tkhe units. Each unit has two control room air intakes, the fresh air intake 
useddu�rinnpormal operation and the emergency air intake for use in an emergency. In 
several of the postulated accident scenarios, it was assumed that a short time interval would 
elaps fore outside air intake to the control room would be switched from the fresh air intake 
to the emergency intake. All postulated releases were calculated as ground level point 
releases and assumed no effluent flow. One calculation was made for a postulated release 
location less than 10 meters from the control room fresh air intake. At this time, staff does not 
recommend use of the ARCON96 methodology at such short distances. However, the 
calculation was made assuming a point release from the nearest point of the containment to the 
control room fresh air intake for a period of approximately 2 minutes. This estimate results in a
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higher X/Q value than would be calculated at a distance of 10 meters assuming a diffuse 
release from the containment building. The staff finds the control room X/Q values acceptable.  
These values and the postulated release location/receptor pairing are provided in Tables 12 
through 14.  

4.0 SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES, AND COMPONENTS EVALUATION 

4.1 Reactor Vessel Integrity 

To determine the acceptability of the power uprate on the integrity of the reactor pressure 
vessel (RPV), the staff evaluated the following: 

"• effect on the end of life upper-shelf energy (EOL USE) values for beltline 
materials in the Byron and Braidwood units; 

"* effect on the licensee's revised pressure and temperature (P-T) limit curves and 
the licensee's assessment for prevention against pressurized thermal shock 
(PTS); and 

"* effect on the material surveillance programs.  

4.1.1 Effect on the EOL USE Values for the Byron and Braidwood Units RPV Beltline 
Materials 

Appendix G, "Fracture Toughness Requirements," to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR Part 10, Appendix G), requires, in part, that the Charpy-V USEs for RPV 
beltline materials be no less than 75 ft-lb (102 J) in the unirradiated condition, and no less than 
50 ft-lb (68 J) throughout the life of the RPV, unless it can be demonstrated in a manner 
approved by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, that lower values of USE (as 
determined from the results of Charpy-V tests and Charpy-V curves) will provide margins of 
safety against fracture equivalent to those required by Appendix G of Section Xl of the ASME 
Code.  

The staff has reviewed the licensee's projected EOL USE values tabulated in Table 5.1.2-8 of 
the July 5, 2000, submittal for the bettline materials for Byron Units and Table 5.1.3-8 for 
Braidwood Units. The staff performed independent EOL USE calculations for the Byron and 
Braidwood beltline materials. However, upon comparison with the unirradiated USE values 
currently available in the NRC's Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID), the staff determined 
that there was some variability in unirradiated USE values reported by the licensee and those 
currently stored in the RVID for two of the RPV beltline forgings and five of the RPV beltline 
weld materials. Table 4.1.1-1 below lists these differences.  

7 The updated unirradiated USE values are provided in the ComEd letters of dated April 7, 1975, for nozzle 
forging material 5P-7016 (Braidwood 1) and May 22, 1975, for nozzle forging 5P-7056 (Braidwood 2). The 
unirradiated USE values for these forgings supersede the values in materials analysis reports dated March 17, 
1975, for forging 5P-7016 and May 5, 1975, for forging 5P-70560, which form the current regulatory basis for the 
unirradiated USE values reported in the Reactor Vessel Integrity Database (RVID). For the beltline weld 
material heats, the staff used the average values from the values reported by ComEd, and those currently given 
in the NRC's RVID. The staff will update the RVID to conform to the updated unirradiated USE values the 
forgings reported in the ComEd letters of April 7, 1975, and May 22, 1975, and which are reported here in Table 
2.5.1-1.
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Table 4.1.1-1. USE Energy Values for the Byron and Braidwood RPV Beltline Materials 

Unit Weld ID RVID RVID Licensee Licensee Licensee Staff 
and Heat Source Source 

Init. Init. EOL Init. EOL 
USE USE USE USE1  USE 

Byron WF336 74 Response 77 For Forqinqs 69 75' 67 
1 (442002) to Request 5P7016 and 

for 5P7056: I 
Byron WF447 67 Additional 80 Response to 78 751 67 

2 (442002) Information RAF regarding 
Regarding power uprate 
GL 92-01 dated 

WF562 70 Dated 80 December 21, 69 75' 66 
(442011) November 2000 

19, 1993 
Braid- Nozzle 162 155 For Welds 132 1551 132 
wood Shell 442002 and 
1 Forging 442011: 

5P7016 Response to 
RAI regarding 

WF562 70 80 GL 92-01 dated 75 751 63 
(442011) November 19, 
(442011) • 1993, and the 

Braid- Nozzle 128 115 response to 
Fogn Shell RAI regarding 

wood Shell pwrurt 2 Forging power uprate 

5 P7056 dated January 
_ _ _31,2001 

WF562 70 80 67 751 63 
(442011) 1

In its responses to requests for additional information (RAIs), the licensee informed the staff 
that the unirradiated USE for the five RPV welds in question were obtained in accordance with 
methods for establishing USE values in ASTM Standard Procedure El 85-82. This is an 
acceptable method because the methods of ASTM Standard Procedure El 85-82 are invoked 
by reference in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G. For its independent EOL USE calculations for the 
beltline welds, the staff applied initial USE values that were based on the arithmetic mean of all 
initial USE values reported by the licensee and by the staff in the RVID for a given heat of 
material. The initial USE values used by the staff in its independent USE calculations are 
provided in the shaded portions of Table 4.1.1-1.  

Both the staff's and the licensee's calculations of the EOL USE values are based on the 
neutron fluence values for the RPV 1/4T locations as determined from the latest neutron 
transport calculations for the vessels. Since the licensee's fluence values are based on 
calculated values instead of best-estimated values, the staff concludes that the fluence values 
are acceptable. However, for some of these beltline materials, the EOL USE values calculated 
by the staff differed from the EOL USE values calculated by the licensee. The staff determined
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that the variation in the EOL USE values resulted from one of two factors: (1) use of different 
initial USE values in the USE calculations, or (2) a difference in the manner in which the USE 
surveillance data were applied to the USE calculations. In this case, both the staff and the 
licensee have confirmed the EOL USE values for the Byron and Braidwood RPV beltline 
materials will remain above 50 Ft-lb throughout the licensed life of the plants, therefore, the 
RPV beltline materials for the Byron and Braidwood units will continue to satisfyJ te EOL USE 
criteria specified in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, with the 5-percent in.M.ease..ni raited core 
thermal power.  

4.1.2 Effect on the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS! ssessm rh ,.Byron and.  
Braidwood RPVs ...... .. .. . ....  

Section 50.61 to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of FeFe.al.Regultions (10 CM.X E.1 .  
requires, in part, that "[f]or each pressurized water reatofwhich an operating license has 

been issued .... the licensee shall have projected values it RTire, accepted by the NRC, for 
each reactor vessel beltline material for the EOL fluenqof!eifi i eiiarial... For each 
pressurized water nuclear reactor for which the valu6of RTPTs k•r any mate rial in the beltline is 
projected to exceed the PTS screening criterion usin...q the EOL i iiii.the licensee shall 
implement those flux reduction programs that. ar e bly practiab"let avoid exceeding the 
screening criterion ,, 8 

The staff reviewed the following PTS evau"ation r..orts.......f... r*e. o rth"i E "bron and Braidwood Units: 

" WCAP-15390 for B.ror! Unit 1 
" WCAP-1 5389 for. y;r'n" Unit 2..."" 
" WCAP-1 5365 fo- Braidwoo.o.i.•it 1..  

W.... WCAP-1538...1 f;o raidwood.,d..- UnitU-.hifit-.-...- 2 .  .. ....... ...............iii!: ,,.... .......i'iiii',ii'ii:i,'ii,', :id iiii'iiii'iiiiii,'ii : 
In these WOAis•Westin•ose cting on-behalf of the licensee, demonstrated that the RPVs for the B"o:'GýZ'R..I i[iwo 10•i•D contnue o th 

for...the............... . ....... n .uld continue to satisfy the adjusted reference temperature 
criteria for pre."..... , EOL criteria for RTPTs values) stated in 10 CFR pi'• l• :herm .. •ii.e. ........ eria 50.61.~ ~ ~ ~t As t"iie .......................  
50.61. As partfM -•it -.e..e.w the"staff.prformed independent calculations of the projected EOL 
RTpTs values frthe�b�eti~.n.. materi-i•i.n the Byron and Braidwood RPVs based on the 
projectec.iO neutroin ... eiI .. s for the uprated power conditions. For its assessment, the staff 
used th• methodology In o Igy 50.6 1• to calculate projected RTpTs values for these units.  
Alth.•Qh there were som 1 `inor variations in the manner in which some of the chemistry and 

survillance data were. .applied to the EOL RTPTs calculations, both the staff and the licensee 
c!n...med that the bifl..ne materials for the Byron and Braidwood RPVs would still meet the 
reua.t.o.ry criteri.a::: the revised PTS rule, 10 CFR 50.61, even under the uprated power 
c •it•... ..-.•*.. eunits. Therefore, the staff concludes both the Byron and Braidwood units will 
remain in comi•.ance with the criteria of the revised PTS rule, 10 CFR 50.61 even under the 
upre'•wer conditions for the units.

8 According to the revised rule, 10 CFR 50.61, the PTS screening criteria are 270 *F for plate materials, forging 
materials, and axial weld materials, and 300 'F for circumferential weld materials.
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4.1.2.1 Effect of the Uprate on the Pressure-Temperature (P-T) Limit Curves for Byron and 
. Braidwood Reactor Coolant Systems

The staff also assessed the licensee's requests for approval of the uprated P-T limit curves for 
the RCSs, and of the licensee's proposed pressure-temperature limits reports (PTLRs) for the 
Byron and Braidwood facilities. Holders of licenses for operation of nu•Iear POe.r generation 
facilities are required by Section IV.A.2. of Appendix G to 1.0 CFR Pa .t.• t etablish and 
implement these P-T limit curves at their respective nucleat...ants. ;17i:edafl 2 of Paragraph 
(c)(2)(ii) of Section 50.36 to 10 CFR Part 50 requires lices to estaa aimiting conditio.  
for operation (LCO) in their plant-specific technical specffcations (.Tfa-grestrictins needed to preclude unanalyzed accidents and transies. Theseperatings.i0s Tue 
P-T limits and low-temperature overpressure protection LT.OP.'. lmits. Licensees INcly 
incorporate these P-T limit curves and the LTOP systemimfisin... to the LCO for th HWr•e"a:ctor 
coolant system, and use them as one of the bases for proteet .he RPV and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary (RCPB) against fracture during nor.[1 plant operations (including 
operations during heatups and cooldowns of the reactor and" ..i.. *if..cipated operational 
occurrences), and during pressure testing condition • .. 4W

By amendment Nos. 98 and 89 (January 
NRC approved license amendment requE.  
for the units from the limit conditions for..:_ 

incorporate them into a pressure-tempri.a 
under a licensee-implemented prog'tm: t1 
the TSs. This license amendmet asa cc 
specified in generic letter (GL) 9... 3, whi 
limit curves .fr.'.om the limitin:gl..ortjoitions fo, 
position st.ated in GL 96-03, n! 1ijer to re 
PTLR , .-P•fi&itsmust •b Wfl ted in a(

De U( 

subrr

-ierati 
Lture lr 
lat is

•9•i for Bn and B.IOdwood respectively, the 
at alo..��wed the ~cengge to remove the P-T limits 

on in the"yrn�a••� Braidwood TS, and 
.R:s report ) that would be controlled 
bscribed iff the administrative control section of 
nt with •tfe staff's administrative guidelines 
vided. :e staff's position on removing the P-T 
&ticin In the TSs. According to the staff's 
NP approval to relocate the P-T limits to a 
nce with the following criteria:

tlhe speific requirements of Appendices G and H to 10 CFR 

an NRC-approved topical report or in a plant-specific

* be incorporated by reference into the TS (usually by reference in the 
AdministrAtive Controls Section of the TS)

Iq tto the .t-::updates of the P-T limits and LTOP limits that are implemented in 
Swi.t4 fihe approved methodology will not need to be submitted for staff review.  

py s. bsequent changes in the approved methodology will require staff review and 
ijrsuant to the 10 CFR 50.90 license amendment process.

In the licensee's safety assessment for the power uprate included in the July 5, 2000, license 
amendment request and supplemented by information given in the licensee submittal of 
February 20, 2001, the licensee indicated the P-T limit curves for the Byron and Braidwood

ap
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RPVs would continue to be generated in accordance with current approved methodology 9 and 
that any changes to the curves would be implemented through the licensee 10 CFR 50.59 
design change process. This is consistent with the staff's position in GL 96-03. Therefore, the 
staff concludes that the power uprate will not affect Exelon Generation Company's compliance 
with the criteria of Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 or conformance with the staff's position stated 
in GL 96-03.  

4.1.3 Effect on the Material Surveillance Proqrams fAr.the ro Iand 2 and
Braidwood Units 1 and 2

Appendix H to 10 CFR Part 50 provides the NRC's req.f 
implemented RPV material surveillance programs. TheI 
capsule withdrawal schedules for the Byron and Braidwr 
5.1.3-1, and 5.1.3-2 of the July 5, 2000 submittal. The p 
time and the corresponding fluence for the Z capsule fr6 
status for each unit. The proposed changes are based (i 
for the beltline materials and surveillance capsules. &h 
on which the capsule withdrawal schedule was basp.d.W 
previous surveillance capsule reports indicated.. thifit th 
Standard Practice E185-82 as the current ba.sfr..he =i 
Byron and Braidwood units.10 The staff vfiid tha .t.he" 
were withdrawn in accordance with El6!-82, and.:e fot 
according to the standard. Designatin.g.It as "standby" si 
surveillance programs. Hence, theiiimaterial sumeillance 
surveillance capsule withdrawal schdules tfo.the Byron 
with the criteria of 10 CFR Part•i•O Appen.ixH, and ..a-

Piping

ements
ijcensee pro vie tem-. s uei.ace 
md units in Tables 5.1.2-51, I.i-2,.  

schedules revised the removal 
MI-S- ...e..d values to a "standby" 
~•ii ihj. pted neutron fluence values 
ough the yaof the ASTM standard, 
as not"Iti -•n the submittal, 
Icensee ising the criteria of ASTM 
'.terial surV6ilance programs for the 

_ge.i...!s t ee capsules for all units 

fih....41e may be classified as "EOL" 
Mpt•yTgiVes additional flexibility to the 
p-rgrams with the proposed 
IAnd Braidwood units are consistent 
acceptable.

ts

Section• ••Oiff.thJuly 5, .0`1...bmittal, the licensee assessed whether the revised 
iditions im a er uprate would adversely effect the LBB status of the 
tctor coolant. IMP Jpr'ary pipi........... and Braidwood Units 1 and 2. The licensee stated 
t the input p..............ortn• t e LBB evaluation had been considered and that LBB 
aluation 'had been"0 prc.which demonstrated, "that the previous LBB analysis 
Iclu"lon remains valid, and the dynamic effects of the pipe rupture resulting from postulated 

:ak]in the reactor co .... primary loop piping need not be considered in the structural 
ýqn basis of the Byrý; and Braidwood Units 1 and 2." Based on the changes in operating 

meters expected to result from the 5 percent power uprate, the NRC staff concurs with the 

Thi rirt aproved methodology approved by the staff for allowing the P-T limits to be controlled under a 
i:: TTL;.:R':d"anged under the 10 CFR 50.59 process uses the following bases for generating the P-T curves: 
("1"••'1989 edition of Appendix G to Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and (2) the 
methods of analysis in Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-14040-NP-A, as modified by (3) the methods of 
analysis in ASME Code Case N-514. Consistent with the staff position stated in GL 96-03, any changes to 
these bases as the approved methodology for generating the P-T limit curves will require the licensee to submit 
a license amendment to change the approved methodology (i.e., submit a license amendment pursuant to the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.90).

10 Henceforth ASTM Standard Practice El 85-82 will be abbreviated as El 85-82.

!
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licensee's conclusion that no change to the LBB status of the Byron and Braidwood Units 1 and 
2 reactor coolant primary loop piping is required as a result of the requested 5 percent power 
uprate.

4.2 Reactor Vessel

The licensee reported that the 5% power increase will result in changi 
given in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2, in Attachment E of the July. 5, 200%: 
provide a comparison of the current design parameters and the corr 0 
parameters for use in the power uprate analysis at Braiciwood and By

The licensee evaluated the reactor vessel for the effed 
most limiting vessel locations with regard to ranges of-'!, 
usage factors (CUFs) in each of the regions, as identifi 
The evaluations considered the operating parameters, 
power condition. The regions of the reactor vessel aff.  
and inlet nozzles, the RPV (main closure head flange-."ii 

housing, vessel shell (vessel wall transition, bottom. a,, 
and the instrumentation tubes. The licensee ev.kae 
CUFs for the critical components at the core powqi!ep 
performed in accordance with the ASME ItI1971 Edife 
1973 for Braidwood and Byron Stations, toassure o;.mi

The calculated maximum stresse 
locations are provided in Tables..  
Braidwood stations respectivelyi 
secondary s-tress intensities. ii.are-iii 
outlet nozzbes- and the bottom he 

by simp.}if ::ed Ia tic-pla'tft:idc a 
Code. Th implified elastl 
acceptable to the s..,.:.The a 

ASME Code liritot 1. ":,

nsee conciuad.
n'ce with licensit 
w, the staff's re,

the

*uds, "n 
J to shel 
.he max 
id . ..oni

•]gn parameters 
These tables 

revised 
1. and 2.

the
nsity and fatigu.......tive 
reactor vessel stressireports.  

i...dentified for the uprated 
•e..ower uprate include outlet 
viaeJ.flange), CRDM 

nI-XMr) core support guides 
rn•Qu.m :rges of stresses and 

Jitiofl. The evaluation was 
teda through the Summer 
':h the code of record.

::.Athe 6 h mW um CUs for the reactor vessel critical 
I-i- and i5i".1.1-2 of.the July 5, 2000, submittal for Byron and 

rhe licensep indicate"."Othat all maximum primary plus 
thin thE atbowbL e limit of 3Sr except for the RPV inlet and ih n t .:• .......... f r RP n 
d instrumentak:r"tubes, which were evaluated and justified 
s in accordance with NB-3228 in Section III of the ASME 
o a.nalysis method is often used in the nuclear industry and 
FIatd• UFs shown in the tables remain below the allowable

current design of the reactor vessel continues to be in 
,odes and standards for the power uprate condition. Based on 
:urs with this conclusion.

Reactor C Siinnnrt Stn~ctu~res and Vessel Internals

y" .et.tr dated Januay 31, 2001, the licensee provided the additional information requested by 
the staf with. regard to the evaluation of the reactor vessel core support and internal structures.  
T•he l�!imit r•eator internal components evaluated include the lower core plate, core barrel, 
baffle plate', baffle/barrel region bolts, the lower core support structure and the upper core plate.  
The licensee indicated that because the reactor internal components were designed prior to the 
introduction of Subsection G of the ASME B&PV Code, a plant specific stress report was not 
required. However, the design of the reactor intermals was designed according to 
Westinghouse criteria which are similar to the criteria in Subsection G of the ASME Code. The 
acceptance criteria are the same as used in the original design of the plant and their original 
licensing basis as documented in the Braidwood and Byron UFSAR.

The lice 
complia 
its rae

S uppor t ... .......... .... . ...............
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The licensee evaluated these critical reactor internal components considering the revised 
design conditions provided in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 of the July 5, 2000, submittal for Unit 1 
and Unit 2, respectively, at each station. The evaluation indicated that for the lower core plate, 
the baffle-barrel region components (core barrel, baffle plates, bolts, and former plates) and the 
upper core plate, the current analyses of record for Braidwood and Byron remain.bounding for 
the power uprate condition. Table 5.2.3-1 of the July 5, 2000, submittal providestijhe maximum 
calculated stress and CUF for the most critical component of the lower co•re s5.v rt column.  
The table shows that the maximum stresses and the CUF are less tha ithea.:fowable limits.  
The remaining reactor intemal components are less limiting. r n addfioni the potential for the 
flow induced vibration does not increase for the power .u..r-ite'" As a ..i.. se evaluatio.s, 
the licensee concluded that the reactor internal components at Byron and W-bialdod Stations 
will be structurally adequate for the proposed power upte conditfios. The s*ta.-f.iR':ft 'e ith 
the licensee's assessment. ....... ....

4.4 Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDM)

The pressure boundary portion of the CRDMs a 
The licensee evaluated the adequacy of the CR 
Stations current CRDM design specifications an 
input parameters against the revised desig.", 
2000, submittal for the power uprate. Tabl•• 4., 
design basis conditions for the CRDMs fAr bour 
January 31, 2001, submittal identifie•s te applig 
fatigue evaluation for the CRDM co. popnents.I 
the power uprate evaluation is the •ASME B&PV 
1974 Addenda, which is the Code of recour. Th 
indicate that:. CRDM compQnents..•ýstresses ani1 
the ASME 6de limits.

re thde expo..ed ' h•pe.::..vessel/core inlet fluid.  expo•.• . d1"1.......... .. iile 
D.•s yreviewing ti•he.... and Braidwood 
d $ S Sm report to"o We the design-basis 

fd;IVY•R•.Tables 2- and 2.1-2 of July 5, 
.1 o.. the itaittaiows that the current 

wIidg for-.I te owr uprate. The licensee's 
abe ASr•.E Coe and results of the stress and 
ýhe license indicated that the Code used for 
Code S-ction III, 1974 Edition through Summer 
e a.ýWytical results provided by the licensee 

•Uis for the proposed conditions remain within

icurs with the licensee's conclusion that the current 
iMpliance with licensing basis codes and standards for

In its .submittal of Decem•be' AII,! 1998, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) provided the NRC 
wit•h a..... relative probabilitic susceptibility ranking of CRDM nozzles in domestic PWRs to initiate 
and .grow flaws inducedi by primary water stress-corrosion cracking (PWSCC). In this submittal, 
"•I •.nd the Materials Reliability Project (MRP) projected that the CRDM nozzles at Farley Unit 

Ž b NodAnna Un.itii Surry Unit 1, DC Cook Unit 2, Point Beach Unit 1, Ginna, and Diablo 
Can�o�n •U•n�t2wvuld be among the CRDM nozzles that are more highly susceptible to PWSCC, 
and.projeoted That the CRDM nozzles for the Byron and Braidwood RPVs would be significantly 
less 'Csuceptible to PWSCC than those in the aforementioned plant designs. The NEI/MRP 
integrated program for managing postulated PWSCC in the CRDM nozzles of domestic PWRs 
calls for voluntary volumetric examinations to be conducted at the nuclear facilities that are 
considered to have some of the more highly ranked CRDM nozzles in the PWR-industry. For 
Westinghouse designed PWRs, voluntary volumetric examinations have been completed on 
the CRDM nozzles of the DC Cook, Unit 2, North Anna, Unit 1, and Ginna nuclear Power 
plants. The Southern Nuclear Operating Company and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company

S. ........... . .... ............... It . .. .. j,
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have also committed to inspect the CRDM nozzles of the Farley, Unit 2 and Diablo Canyon, 
Unit 2 nuclear plants as part of the NEI/MRP integrated for managing postulated PWSCC in 
PWR vessel head penetrations (VHPs); these inspections are currently scheduled to occur in 
2002 and 2004. NEI and the MRP have indicated that they will use the results of the voluntary 
volumetric examination initiatives, as well as the data from any reported CRDM nozzle leakage 
events, as the basis for both evaluating the need to revise the susceptibility mods"'ng and 
rankings, and the need to conduct additional voluntary, volumetric insp•etion.%i•f' the CRDM 
nozzles at other facilities.  ............... ~iii'il',iiii'i : ..  
The bases for increasing the power of the Byron and Bar..dwod unitsi tnsistent with tha.4.i.i:: 
those approved by the NRC as the basis for increasingffle power fG.-the Fa:tey n.t:s in 1 9•8$ 
The licensee has not committed to conducting any voluetric ex.aminations of the C i30M 

nozzles of the Byron and Braidwood nuclear plants atthitime.. However, be0A&W!heb'ases 
for increasing the power of the Byron and Braidwood .i.o........nsistent with those Previously 
reviewed and approved for the power increase for the F pbIt, the staff considers that the 
NEI/MRP integrated program will continue to be a sufficien•ta1..e evaluating the 
susceptibility of the CRDM penetration nozzles at the 8yron and Brao..ood nuclear plants to 
develop PWSCC. The staff will use the results of the.,arey CREMpntration nozzle 
examinations, as well as any generic CRDM p.e.etIon nozzle le4' history,' as the basis 

for evaluating the CRDM penetration nozzleis f the ' ymn nd Braidwood units in the future.  

4.5 Steam Generators 

The licensee has replaced the origina1 ... steam..• erators:in the Byron Unit 1 and Braidwood 
Unit 1 plant designs. The heat exchanger tubbs in the .elacement steam generators are 
made of alloy 690 and the tube: heet is ma.deof stanless steel. No significant degradation has 
been observed so far. The..•.eee eval.iut 6h%1-fhects of the proposed power uprate for the 
BWI RSG in Section 5.7 1 of the July 5, NOOOi ubmittal.  

Byron Un*i*"t 2 end i8aidwo it2 ar!iiAi•.e currently designed with the original Model D5 steam 
generators that wareinstalled duriiial plant fabrication. The heat exchanger tubes in the 
Model D5 stea g.n e.0 "falors are" ma H• 'thermally treated Alloy 600, and have a nominal 
outside dia•meter.o•f 754ich and a" .043 inch nominal wall thickness. The Model D5 steam 

generato.rtubesheet Wi d""i" .d, with full-depth, hardrolled expansion joints. The support plates 
are ma.e o45S isStewith a drilled hole configuration. D5 power SG uprate 
eva laions are addressed: in Section 5.7.2 of the submittal.  

Tli licensee reviewedi.he existing structural and fatigue analyses of the SGs at Byron and 
.iddWood Stations,1 aý-.and compared the power uprate conditions with the design parameters of 

bfthtihe BWl RSGiind the Model D5 SGs stress reports. The comparison of key parameters 
. .•gr the•P ria-l pwer uprate conditions is shown in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 of the July 5, 2000, 

s .i....T•h I nalysis input parameters for the BWl RSG structural evaluation is given in 
Tabie 5...,1-'::1-1, which contains the same values as those in Table 2.1-1 for the uprated power 

11 The NEVMRP integrated inspection program CRDM penetration nozzles calls for both the inspection results of 
the voluntary volumetric inspection initiatives and the results of any reported CRDM penetration nozzle 
leakage events to be evaluated with respect to their effect on the susceptibility modeling bases and rankings 
for the industry.
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level. As such, the Byron and Braidwood Unit I RSGs were analyzed at the uprated power 
conditions. The evaluation for BWI RSG was performed to the requirements of the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, 1986 edition with no addenda which is the Code of 
record for BWI SGs at Braidwood Unit 1 and Byron Unit 1.  

For evaluation of the critical components of Model D5 SGs, the licensee incorpOrated the key 
input parameters in the development of the scaling factors shown in Table 5.7.2A-1 and 
5.7.2.1-2 for the primary and secondary sides, respectively, over the appi-bi Be transients. For 
primary side components, the scaling factors are ratios ofm..mary toWsafda pressure 
differentials for current operating and uprated condition For second.aiiie iomponents, thm 

scaling factors are ratios of secondary pressures for cuorent operatianWj ratep rate 
conditions. The scaling factors were used to calculatei ie stress and fatigu g .o t'he 
power uprate conditions. The evaluation for the Model li5 power uprate was pe.rfme"In 
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code,-i.--.. II., 1971 Edition thirugh the 
Summer 1972 Addendum, which is the Code of record for Model D5 SGs at Braidwood Unit 2 
and Byron Unit 2. The staff finds the licensee's evaluatin ~neh logy to be conservative 
and, therefore, acceptable.  

The calculated maximum stresses and CUFs f.or::1the&ial SG components are provided in 
Tables 5.7.1.1-3 to 5.7.1.1-5 of the July 5, ..... sm'MUfta f.r BWI F s and in Tables 5.7.2.1
3 to 5.7.2.1-6 for Model D5 SGs. The res)tsindicate tat te maxum calculated stresses 
are below the Code-allowable limits, an tIhe calcutAtedl s -i!i4rwithin the allowable limit of 
unity for the 40 years service life. In ad:dition, tý. licensee pe''rfrmed flow-induced vibration 
(FIV) analysis for U-bend tubes to 4detrmine the" tube vib'tion response following the power 
uprate. As a result, the licensee c couded ftht the flui.dVelocities were found to be less than 
the critical velocity and that ther.ewas no irase irl:,t potential for the FIV during the power 
uprate. The.,.staff agrees with th!s conclusion.  S.... •~~•;~•:ii:•........:ii::i:?i??ii::i??iii• :ii?;? :i:i::iii:i:?i?• ..  

On the basis of its review, th:': tii~ff conclu:•e that the licensee has demonstrated the maximum 
stressrthe ii components to be within the Code allowable limits and, 
therefore, acpalfoir the prs power uprate at Braidwood and Byron stations.  

4.5.1 SG-uG e ........ ...i . ....t.  

4.5.,11: Evaluation of ""Srit 4 Steam Generator Tube Degradation Mechanisms 

In its November 27, 20Q0, response to the staff's RAI No. D.2 regarding the effect of the power 
Mpae on antivibrati'"'bar (AVB) wear, the licensee provided a summary of its operational 

ss9bsments for.A.V wear that demonstrated that the existing allowable operating interval 
betweins! a-eos will remain the same. These operational assessments further 
d .M.,nafehat performance criteria are satisfied for the inspection interval, after 
considering uprate conditions. These assessments will be updated to reflect any planned 
inspections performed prior to implementing the power uprate.  

With regard to the operating parameters affected by the power uprate, corrosion of steam 
generator tubing is sensitive to Thot. For both units, the licensee indicated that Thot will be 
increased from 610 to 617 OF after core thermal power uprate is implemented; the primary to 
secondary pressure differential will be decreased from 1252 to 1215 psi, a net drop of 37 psi.
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The licensee also evaluated the effect of power uprate to tube degradation and stated that the 
uprate will have a negligible impact on tube degradation. Industrial experience with Alloy 690 
tubing at these temperatures has been good. On the basis of this experience and the 
licensee's steam generator program for ensuring tube integrity between steam generator 
inspections, the staff concludes that the power uprate will not adversely impact tube integrity for 
the Byron and Braidwood Units 1 SGs.

4.5.1.2 Evaluation of Unit 2 Steam Generator Tube D

In its response to the staff's RAI No. D.2 regarding the 
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ll..:!th--he licensee stated that the 5-percent power uprate has not 
..... '!erefore, the licensee will not change the inspection 
Thelkenee stated that future inspections will be determined by 
graWon, industry experience, and plant-specific operating 
. experience and the licensee's steam generator program for 
steam generator inspections, the staff concludes that the power 
tube integrity.

Steam ( .tor Tube Pluaaina and ReDair Criteria

The crrent pluggin•glimit for tube degradation in the Byron and Braidwood TSs is 40 percent 
of the wa'k.t."i *ss. In general, tubes are plugged on detection. Any detected tube indication 

fdýe fii":onby thinning or wear that is less than 40 percent throughwall is allowed to remain 
in s§e In" accordance with the TSs. Both of these degradation types can be bound by 
uniform wall-thinning calculations. The licensee performed wall-thinning calculations for 
degraded tubing in accordance with RG 1.121, which specifies that the tube should maintain a 
safety margin of three with the primary-to-secondary pressure differential under normal 
operating conditions. The licensee's calculations showed that the plugging limit of 40 percent 
for tube degradation is conservative under the pressure loading of 3AP in the power uprate 
condition.

e

je(
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The current plugging limit for laser welded sleeves in the Byron Braidwood TS is 40 percent of 
the wall thickness. This limit will be reduced to 38.7 percent after the power uprate. The 
plugging limit for TIG welded sleeves will remain at 32 percent. Sleeves with crack-like 
indications would be plugged since there are no qualified sizing techniques. Any sleeve 
indications of degradation by thinning or wear that are less than these limits are all1owed to 
remain in service in accordance with the TS. Both of these degradation types cpa be bound by 
uniform the wall-thinning calculations. The licensee performed sleeve:i. all-thpiing calculations 
for degraded sleeving in accordance with RG 1.121, which specifies.."..-.-..ht Aeeve should 
maintain a safety margin of three under the primary-to-se.nary pressure differential under 
normal operating conditions. The licensee's calculationshowed that the plugging limit of8.  
percent for laser welded sleeve and 32 percent for TIGi -Ilded sle.e .i. a..are 
conservative under the pressure loading of 3AP in the w.i. wer upr..e condit~i ............ .......

In a response to the staff's RAI D.1, regarding the effER 
plugging criteria, the licensee stated that power uprate 
current measurement errors, and changes to continuinr 
identified for evaluation of the TS repair limit. The licer 
limit allowances exist to account for the eddy current: M 
projected degradation growth under uprated po..e r..  
that the tubing structural limit is not exceeded W.

The staff concludes that the existing 41 
plugging limit of 38.7 percent for laser...  
TIG welded sleeves in the Byron/! 90 
conditions -. .
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blAwo (SGBD) symis used to control chemical composition and 
Ssteam enerator shell water. The SGBD systems in the Byron and 

!esigned ti hindte a maximum continuous blowdown rate of 90 gpm for 

... The actualbiwdýown flow during plant operation depends on the type 
•idt•r.eq........ t for controlling solid buildup on steam generator 

sys.m is designed for the highest pressure setpoint in the main steam 
es ~t ohange with power uprate. Also, its operating temperatures at 
Ide•- yIthe system design. Consequently, the range of normal blowdown 
ewiOWll remain within the recommended range of 0.2 percent to 1 percent of 
n flow. Based on its evaluation the licensee concluded that the proposed 
rdversely affect performance of the SGBD in the Byron and Braidwood 
Ned the licensee evaluation and finds it acceptable.

tor Coolant Pumps (RCPs)

The licensee evaluated the existing design basis analyses of the Byron and Braidwood Stations 
Westinghouse Model 93A RCPs against the revised design conditions for the power uprate as 
shown in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 of the July 5, 2000, submittal. The licensee indicated that the 
evaluation was performed in compliance with the original design specifications and the ASME 
Code, 1971 Edition with addenda through Winter 1972, which is the Code of record.
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At Braidwood and Byron Stations, after the proposed power uprate, the reactor coolant system 
(RCS) pressure remains unchanged. The most limiting RCP design parameter of the SG outlet 
temperature decreases slightly from 558.4 to 555.7 OF. There are no changes to the design 
transients and number of cycles shown in Table 5.6.-2 of the submittal for all service conditions.  
Table 5.6-3 summarizes the calculated maximum stresses and CUFs for the critical RCP 
components including pump casing, main flange, thermal barrier flange and main flange bolts.  
The results indicated that the maximum stresses and CUFs for the pow[r upr.te condition for 
the Byron and Braidwood RCPs are less than the code allo)able limit ...

On the basis of its review, the staff concurs with the lic, 
RCPs, when operating at the proposed uprated power, 
the requirements of the codes under which the Byron 4 
licensed

4.7

Brai(

coI 
ns

current
I

J Ste

Pressurizer

The licensee evaluated the structural adequacy of 
locations at the pressurizer spray nozzle, the surge 
the uprated conditions. The Code used in the v 
Edition, through Summer 1973 addenda, wh&k'hi..iS1 
Units 1 and 2 pressurizers. The evaluation'w-as pE 
the current Byron and Braidwood pressomer stres 
conditions in a table on page 5-128 pf iTihe July 5. i 
comparison of pressurizer design p..ra.eters..r.ti 

design basis condition. The comprson show th• 
bounding for the proposed power uprate cqn...ition.  
pressure remaining unchangd the existihees.  
plant operai16..with the.rpe power ir 
C.O.n c.lu sio .. .'. .

h1

-he ressudi-e:i andcomponents for limiting 
n..zzle, and te uipy r shell for operation at 
sti.-ijs the AS'ME !:lde, Section III, 1971 

• Coda of Braidwood and Byron 
. .....e.. .. .om ring the key parameters in 

"reprti .... i "•the revised design 
000, s1i........ The table provides the 
e curre.t operation, uprated power, and 
t th.d..e-"d`sign basis analyses remain 

T.he-: licensee concluded that with RCS 
fzer components will remain adequate for 
the staff agrees with the licensee's

System (CVCS)

e ohem.a.. and"Vivoume control system (CVCS) is to manage RCS water 
INceta nd water chemistry. In order to perform these functions, the 
he f n:'Milng aequirements: (1) the portions of the system that constitute the 
ssurgb...Wdary (RCPB) must be capable of withstanding the expected RCS 
iducti n o boron into the RCS must meet the design requirements for 
nd .3) with the exception of reactor coolant pump seal injection line, the 
pabte of automatically isolating during all events requiring containment 
ped power uprate will not affect the CVCS isolation function, but it may 
in the integrity of the RCPB and on the boration of the RCS.

The licensee has performed an analysis of the CVCS performance after power uprate. The 
results of the analysis indicated that the temperature of the incoming coolant from the RCS cold 
leg is between 541.7 OF and 555.4 OF, which is below the current temperature of 558.1 OF, and 
well below the design and operating temperatures for the regenerative and excess letdown heat 
exchangers (640 OF and 560 OF, respectively). Similarly, the inlet temperature of water in the
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letdown heat exchanger is bounded by the existing design temperature of 400 OF and operating 
temperature of 288.7 OF. The outlet temperature of the letdown heat exchanger is controlled by 
an instrument which adjusts component cooling water flow and maintains temperature at a 
preset level. Since the uprated CVCS temperatures are either bounded by the existing 
temperatures or controlled at preset levels by the plant operators, the licensee concluded that 
the power uprate will have no adverse effect on the design and operation of theq. VCS. The 
staff reviewed the licensee's evaluation and concludes that it is acceDtable.

4.8.2 Boration 

See Section 3.2.4 of this SE.  

4.8.3 Boron Recycle System

The boron recycle system (BRS) is a plant system that ligned.t 
to accept and process all effluents that can be readily rIecyledto 
letdown flow from the CVCS downstream of the letdown heat ex:* 
the RCS cold leg temperature under uprated power .on...nditions wil 
temperature specified in the current design basis, te teperature 
exceed its preset value. The licensee conclu'ded. -t .-.re that t[ 
not be affected by the power uprate. Thqe staf corwi Ke.Jik

4.9
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NSSS Piping and Pipe

The licensee evaluated the N5 
analysis against the uprated pi 
transients aod the LOCA cdy...a 
loop (RCL.)`piPing, RCL b.  
support •s• ad the.pressuizert 
in the exdisiiin. analyis 
UFSAR were ýs.•do::rthe poW 

requirements ofth.: iA*SME B&I 
1975 Addenda, andother.atef 
up to an icl .."bluding ...........r 
piping.�"branch nozzi•es, •%ý% 
used fo--- the stress analyis.at 
condiiion.

S5 ipinig and iipipe supports by reviewing the design basis 
•wer"condiftlonwith re.ard to the design system parameters, 
Olt loads. The dion was performed for the reactor coolant 
pii.ping, pri - foyipment nozzles, primary equipment .ge.line pipi'g *The methods, criteria and requirements used sp-ifc.tion described in the Byron and Braidwood 

'r r ....eyevaluation. The evaluations are based on the 
Vi* C.dS::6 ection III, 1974 Edition up to and including Summer 
ASM".E. "Code Edition listed in the UFSAR, such as 1977 Edition 
79 Addenda, which was used for stress analysis of reactor loop 
wever, the ASME B&PV Code, Section III, 1986 Edition was 
he pressurizer surge line due to the stratification loading

he 6ROCS pressure wilf remain unchanged for the proposed core power uprate. The actual hot 
leg tep:.eratu re f.r the power uprate is projected to be slightly greater than the hot leg 
tem.p:eratreat the"current rated power level. The cold leg temperature for the power uprate 
cndit i•ios i e less than that for the current power level. The licensee indicated that there is 
sufficientmargin in the existing analysis for stresses associated with the temperature changes 
defined in Tables 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 of the July 5, 2000, submittal, for Unit 1 and Unit 2, 
respectively, at each station.  

The licensee also indicated that the design transients used in the evaluation of the RCS piping 
systems and equipment nozzles are unchanged for Byron and Braidwood Stations power 
uprate. The loop hydraulic forces will increase slightly due to the decrease in the cold leg
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temperature and the increase in water density at the power uprate condition. The licensee 
indicated that the small increase in LOCA loads for the power uprate is offset by the application 
of LBB which excludes the dynamic effects associated with the original design basis postulated 
pipe ruptures of the primary loop piping. With the application of LBB, the LOCA loads of the 
current licensing basis were reduced based on the less severe branch line breaks, such as in 
the accumulator line, pressurizer surge line, and residual heat removal line. Assuch, the 
design basis LOCA hydraulic forcing functions are bounding for the uprated p r condition.  
The licensee concluded that the existing stresses, fatigue usage factr.....d... ads will continue 
to meet the ASME Code requirements for the power upra s .T.he •s•.•.a.. with the 
licensee's conclusion.  

In its submittal of January of 31, 2001, the licensee pr ided, in Tables J 5- h 
calculated maximum stresses, fatigue usage factors a.n d..The values o.f .h. m'um 
stresses, CUFs, and loads are less than the correspondiin :lteiwable limits for th power uprate 
for the NSSS components including the reactor cooling oping, the RCS branch nozzles, 
the reactor pressure vessel supports, and the primary.uýdpm•int (.luding reactor coolant 
pump, steam generators, and the pressurizer) suppcait The: e:feirýiinseviewed the design 
basis parameters affected by the power uprate (i.e..the hot leg ::t:emrtre. is unchanged at 
618.4 "F, and the cold leg temperature decreases frh 558.4 0 F t.... .F for the power 
uprate), and found the original piping analys.'-iobiboundingfori the power uprate for the 
primary equipment nozzles, and the pipe ,ei.pports.iTh:! .a••f concrs with the licensee's 
conclusion that these components will catinue toein iriance with the Code of record at 
Braidwood and Byron Units 1 and 2,.a.d are therfore, a0 table for the power uprate.

4.10 NSSS/BOP

4.10.1 Storage Tank

The licenieie 
power le oi 
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for plant open

The cor 
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a midir
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im usable volu

bhns of the :fffcts of plant operations at the proposed uprated 
! te..(AFW) system and condensate storage tank (CST). It 
At"ditfilows for various transients and accidents are acceptable 
•�d• pwer level.  

red for the limiting transient and accident conditions was 
Ts. Currently, both Byron and Braidwood maintain their CSTs at 
0,000 gallons.

Thie urrent Byron anc d.iiraidwood licensing basis requires that sufficient CST inventory must be 
" 'ailable to bring th.eniit from full power to hot standby conditions under natural circulation 
afndittons, maintaliiithe unit at hot standby for four hours, and then cool the RCS to the 

9sid.at. t .emoVal system cut-in conditions within four hours. The results of the licensee's 
evuaioG~r the power uprate conditions concluded that the current TS limit of 200,000 
gall'o•n•s§I the CST is sufficient to meet the above stated licensing basis requirement. The staff 
agrees with the licensee's assessment and finds it acceptable.  

Based on the staff's review and the experience gained from staff review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff concludes that plant operations at the proposed 
uprated power level will have a little impact on the AFW system and condensate storage tank.
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4.10.2 Comronent Coolina Water System (CCWS)

The CCWS is a closed loop system which serves as an intermediate barrier between the 
essential service water system, and the systems and components which contain radioactive or 
potentially radioactive fluids. It provides cooling water to various safety and non-safety systems 
during all phases of normal plant operation, including startup through cold shutdckwn and 
refueling, as well as following a station black-out event, LOCA or MSL~I6.accid.ent. The CCWS 
heat loads resulting from plant operations at the proposed uprated p.wi!e will increase 
slightly. The increased heat loads due to power uprate are` !primarilyiueto! i e increased spent 

fuel pool heat load, residual heat removal (RHR) systernieat load dur... .ng.. p o'ol down, a.:: 
RHR heat load during post LOCA recirculation mode. The licenseer.'f 'O*Mevauations:} ....  
the effects of these increases in heat loads on COWS.arid conciuded that the eistli WS 
has the capacity to accommodate the slight increase ohet lIS resulting fr..hpower 
uprate with no equipment changes required.

Based on the staff's review and the experience gaine 
applications for similar PWR plants, the staff finds the 
power level do not change the design aspects and..  
insignificant or no impact on the CCWS. Ther e ftii.i 
acceptable for Byron and Braidwood operatioins tihii 

4.10.3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling tm(SFPQ.'i'
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ring p1ant operations and refueling, and to 
eisM.ic event. The SFPCS heat loads will 
a th{e proposed power level.

d De"'e•mt 1: :..2000) to the staff's request for additional information 
wided the c .t.....ted SFP temperature'" as a function of time during 
•esto refiic• t •ncrease of decay heat in the SFP due to plant 
•oedpower Tdel. The peak calculated SFP temperature increases from 

ldtmrature of 157.13 OF to 162.7 OF. The SFP design operating 
50Is exceeded for a duration of approximately 200 hours. The 
aAM ti, to demonstrate the acceptability of SFPCS operation, SFP liner 

e at Sl:P temperatures in excess of 150 OF, and concluded that no 
9'ling systems are required to support plant operations at the proposed 

e staff's acceptability of SFP operating temperatures in excess of the 
)erature limit of 150 OF for SFP liner and concrete is addressed in Section

12 For the bounding case - a full-core offload with one SFP cooling train in operation.  

13 In the previous SFP thermal hydraulic analyses submitted in March 1999, for SFP re-rack application request, 
the calculated peak SFP temperature was 157.13 *F. The SFP design operating temperature limit of 150 'F 
was exceeded for a duration of approximately 120 hours.
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During a conference call with the staff on February 14, 2001, the licensee stated that plant 
operating procedures have provisions to ensure that both trains of SFP cooling system are 
available and operable prior to core offload during a planned outage.  

Based on the review of the licensee's rationale, the staff finds that plant operations at the 
proposed uprated power level do not change the design aspects and operation.s. .the SFPCS, 
and Byron and Braidwood will have reliable SFPCS for cooling the SEPii.during• 1panned 
refueling outages. Therefore, the staff concludes that the S.FPCS is a .ebe for operations 
at the proposed uprated power level.  

4.10.3.1 SFPCS Resin Beds 

The 5 percent increase in power may increase the rate of dep....on for the cleanup re5ins in the 
cleanup beds of the spent fuel pool cooling system ani ifhreire may increase the frequency 
that the resin beds need to be replenished. However, t qicense's control room and spent 
fuel system operators monitor these resin beds for the. ........ .... (AP) across the resin 
beds. Any significant increase in the AP level across th.t:e rest•iV-.&.,l aove a preset 
replacement criterion level is an indication to the li.ce.....e.e's operatlf r ta.the resin beds need 
to be replaced. Since the need to replace resijns. is contled by oerators in accordance 
with operational criteria that are defined in pl..t qpe •rions procedures, the staff concludes that 
the proposed increase in power will not ha'. any sig i•.ica .e.t.on the impurity levels in the 
spent fuel coolant for the Byron and Bra(wood un.it.  

4.10.3.2 Spent Fuel Pool Structuw'afritecidityilJ" ..•iii ....  

In Table H-2, of the December 21i't:,;2000, sittal, the licensee summarized the acceptance 
criteria for S.P temperature..iv.iN in the $RP± the anaysis results given in the current UFSAR, and the p..• s..ed powe~r t ...... onditioni` Ithdl see indicated that the full core offload is 
conside.•jre atemorar cpindiitduring refling since two-thirds of the core will be routinely 
retumed$to• t•he•..tor vese§ p imately four days following core offload. With a single 
active failure...... :iM.lated butk SFP wter temperature exceeds the SRP limit of 140 OF 
during this teprn tclition "q • Mins below 140 OF with two trains of SFP cooling.  

A full corw. i-l oad wfilpouea maximum bulk pool temperature of 162.7 OF assuming a 
single a.tive failure resultingn. t*`he loss of one train of SFP cooling. The calculated SFP 

temp#.ature exceeds the SiP guidance for approximately four days. In addition, the licensee 
indk=ted that the concre temperature will not be uniformly elevated to the maximum bulk pool 
te.mperature of 162.7. 0 'and the average temperature associated with this gradient will be 
beo the ACI limit of i150 OF. The temperature of 162.7 OF was calculated using conservative 
a ptions and.waA based on the final fuel off load with the SFP filled to capacity. For the 
ce f.a f.ll core discharge with two heat exchangers operable, the maximum temperature 

1.0... Cr ftb•• shutdown would be 133.8 OF. Therefore, the temperatures during a normal 
refulenng`%-'are not expected to peak above 140 °F. The licensee also indicated that the SFP 
temperature alarm is set at 149 OF to alert operators of abnormal condition, such as a loss of 
SFP cooling.  

The staff finds that the impact of the maximum bulk pool temperature of 162.7 OF for 
approximately four days will be minimal with negligible effects on the concrete structure 
considering that the SFP temperature alarm is set at 149 °F at Braidwood and Byron stations,
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that provides an additional precaution to alert the operator for the condition with respect to the 
American Concrete Institute (ACI) limit of 150 °F. In addition, the licensee performed an 
analysis that confirmed the maximum rebar stress of 53.7 ksi for the maximum bulk pool 
temperature of 162.7 OF to be within the allowable limit of 54 ksi. Therefore, the staff 
concludes that the existing spent fuel pool structures is adequate and acceptable for the 
proposed power uprate condition at the Braidwood and Byron nuclear stations.

4.11 Main Turbine Generator 

4.11.1 Main Turbine 

The licensee performed evaluations on turbine operal 
criteria to verify the mechanical integrity under the cot 
the proposed uprated power level. Results of the eva 
increase in the probability of turbine overspeed. Ther 
operated safely at the proposed uprated power levels 

4.11.2 Main Turbine Auxiliary Systems 

The licensee stated that performance of the twbw.f 
gland sealing steam systems, lube oil sys.tm, turbine 

evaluated for power uprate. The licensee determind 
plant operations at the proposed uprae power.level.

Since these systems do not pei 
performance of any safety-relat 
plant operations at the pro.e 
these system.

4.12

!system 
iprated.i

with ,...ct to d6eiQn a•pt.ce S.... .. ..  
osed by plantf"...............s...... at 
owed that there wotld be no 
uirbine could continue to be

systems i#.e. moisture separator, piping system, etc.) were 
. Systems are adequate for

aiiý d their failure will not affect the 
't the staff did not review the impact of 
'n the designs and performances of

Outside Containment

The licensee 
uprated powg 
existing pfn 
the poWer up

ar

bases t1 
rate will n 
ialyses. "7

on the staff's 
itions for simi 
a.power le.4

st;m opeting parameters for plant operations at the proposed 
a sys9tm pressure and temperature parameters used in the 
.tfrate the acceptability for HELB effects. The licensee stated that 
•0ethe bounding temperature and pressure used as the basis for 
rgn basis analyses remain bounding for all HELB events.

rview and the experience gained from staff review of power uprate 
IUI•PWR plants, the staff concludes that plant operations at the proposed 
F have an insignificant or no impact on the consequences (e.g.  
3ure and/or temperature parameters, etc.) resulting from HELB outside

4.13 Safety-Related Equipment Qualification (EQ)

The licensee evaluated the effects of all changes due to plant operations at the proposed 
uprated power level on design and EQ of mechanical components. The temperatures, 
pressures, and in some cases flows, in certain systems would be affected slightly by plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level. However, these changes in temperatures,
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pressures and flows are bounded by the original design of components. The licensee 
determined that existing parameters used for qualifying mechanical components inside and 
outside containment remain bounding for the conditions resulting from plant operations at the 
proposed power level.  

Based on the staff's review, it finds that plant operation at the proposed upratedpioibwer level w 
have an insignificant or no impact on the EQ of safety-related mechanlcl compnents inside 

outside the containment and, therefore, is acceptable.  

4.13.1 Radiological Doses 

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.49, safety-related equip ent must:be qualifieto-ii 
radiation environment at its specific location during noraloperation and durir b an accident.  
The staff evaluated the impact of the power uprate onriif. 15M ty-related electricdaflequipment 
EQ at both post-accident conditions as well as during nmia oration.  .:j ... ... .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The licensee compared the power uprate total integrated dose69s l".t.f1 riginal environmental 
dose established for each environmental radiation.z.ne (UFSAR,• :•T`I UA1-2). This 
comparison indicated that the existing values hae:.. s pfnt margli iticievelop the impact of 
power uprate. For safety-related equipment-i f.:fr wihIch 1 on-specfic: environmental doses 
had been calculated, the licensee compare'd he powe u'at-dos to the qualification doses 
used for the individual component or pieoe of equimentTisA"", oparson showed that there 
sufficient margin to accommodate thetincrease to theipwer!: uprate without compromising 
equipment qualification. Since rad~logical cu..*ulative do was either enveloped by the 

original environmental dose estabhed for.Ach environmental radiation zone or was within th 
threshold limit for which the indiVidUal comp.oents of equipment were qualified, the staff 
concludes that the power u..Fatiaoes no imi ..t.theiradiological EQ in post-accident 

The~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .tii!ii~•:::::•• .......... .."••:;••••:•::::::•: 

Thesed the-.-:nseew. ..evaluation on the impact of power uprate during normal 
operation. Besed on Section 9.4 otth..July 5, 2000, submittal, the normal operation 
component ofth tio%1•t pi.tegrate't dsas• used for radiological EQ qualification is not impacted 
by the power up.te..  

S... •::iiiii:• ..... .• iiir .• ....•... .....  
4.13.2 Containmen.t....sume and Temperature Elevation 

Th..e ijcensee evaluated the'accident temperature profile inside containment at the uprate powe 
nitions. The licensee compared the inside containment temperature profiles to the existing 
uding profiles. The licensee determined that existing profiles remain bounding.

ill 
or

is 

3e

"'M ..ta.......d the licensee to confirm that the uprate accident pressure profile inside 
containent is nveloped by the existing design-basis pressure profile. In response to the 
staff's equst, the licensee stated that the test pressure used in the Byron and Braidwood EQ 
programs bounds the containment design pressure of 50 psig, and therefore bounds the 
calculated peak pressured determined for the design-basis accidents (i.e., LOCA, MSLB) under 
power uprate conditions. For pressure, qualification acceptability is determined by comparing 
the pressure tested in the EQ program to the calculated peak pressure. If the tested pressure 
value exceeds the calculated peak pressure value, the qualification is acceptable. For EQ 
purposes, pressure effects are not time dependent. If the peak pressure has been addressed,

•r 
I
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so have lower pressures. Since the uprate accident pressure profile inside containment is 
bounded by the existing design-basis pressure profile, the electrical equipment located inside 
containment remain qualified for the accident pressure environments at the uprate conditions.  

In summary, the staff finds that electrical equipment located inside and outside the containment 
which performs a safety-related function remains qualified for the accident tempature and 
pressure environments at the uprate power conditions.  

4.13.3 Surface temperature analyses ...... .....  

The license stated that the power uprate will result in r ised contain, er~tpreiw..and 
temperature profiles for the LOCA and the MSLB even. The outside containment MS 
event will also result in revised temperature profiles frth....main steam piping hnnesi-and the 
associated valve enclosures. .... .  

The licensee also evaluated the temperature profiles oQU;t*k8*Nta-inment at the uprate power 
conditions. This evaluation showed that the peak temperatured(41 3i5..F) prior to main steam 
isolation exceeds the current maximum of 373 °F b..remains th e of 419 OF 
previously used to demonstrate equipment qua..i....... The peak b*'*rm temperature used 
for post-accident monitoring equipment outsi.d'e c-ontainme in the sQ6am tunnels and valve 
room exceeded the current peak temperatr•e of 51,i:by:.ii F. iii wever, the licensee stated 
that the post-accident monitoring equipment remaip quifled. The staff requested the 
licensee to explain how the post-accid..nt equip...ent ..... qualified when the peak long-term 
temperature exceeds the current pe.k.tempera..re. The stit•;aff also requested the licensee to 
give the temperature for which atyipcal post4ccident mitoring equipment was previously 
qualified.  
In responseil tthe staff reIqet.n the letter atedJanuary 31, 2001, the licensee stated that 

operation at 518 .F wopld..e ..impact on(EQ) because of the significant margin between 
the test anp`"-* .ated plant•Uoiti.ns. For example, the ITT Barton steam generator 
transmitters ha"vew,:.unctionsi;;i; .ct, Theictive safety function is to provide the main steam 
isolation signal ;.•sa•fe:tjectior -si''al1 The steam generator pressure transmitters must 
operate during transmitthe low-pressure signal that closes the main steam 
isolation --valve (MSIVi a fe ...e.onds after the pressure test point is reached. The 
manufAturer qualifiedcte:trn'smitters, via type test, up to a peak temperature of 486 OF. By a 
sign.ifk nt margin, this i ature bounds the 414 °F power uprate temperature at the time of 
M.SI"closure for power uprate. The second function of the transmitters is to provide post 
adent monitoring indi.cation in accordance with a Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97, 
isrmentation for,.ight-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and 
En".i•."mental CP...tions During and Following an Accident." The manufacturer conducted a 
tti a•n th4eransmi•tter up to superheated steam impingement conditions. The recorded 
tempirae in the transmitter surface was 635 OF. This temperature envelops the peak long
termfpo•s-•accident temperature of 518 OF, as determined by power uprate analysis, by a 
significant margin. The licensee stated that this qualification is typical of the qualifications 
performed for the Class 1 E electrical equipment in the steam tunnel and valve rooms. Since 
the revised temperature profiles are still bounded by the EQ test curves and because there are 
significant margins between the test and postulated plant conditions, the staff concludes that 
the electrical equipment located inside and outside the containment remain qualified for the 
temperature environments at the uprate power conditions.
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4.14 Safety/Relief Valves

At Byron and Braidwood Stations, the analyses were performed at a 103 percent of the relief 
valve lifting setpoint for the power uprate. The relief valve setpoints, rated capacit.ies and 
corresponding dynamic loads due to valve operation imposed in the piping and. ajacent 
structures did not change as a result of the power uprate. On this bas.b± the .•Rf finds the 
safety and relief valves will continue to perform their function at the p rate conditions.

The staff has evaluated the adequacy of the pressurizE 
power level. It finds that the scenario assumed in the I; 
sizing the pressurizer safety valves is the same as the 1ii 
non-LOCA transient analysis for Byron and Braidwoodi 
analysis performed in the non-LOCA analysis demonSt] 
at uprate conditions, the staff concludes that the curren 
adequate at the uprated power level

4.15

fMety va 
of load 

s-of-loa

Ilv uprated 
,is of for

dii~analyses o�rd�Sit--he 
results of the loo,: If lad 

all acceptance" c a are met 
,,.r safety valve size remains

im InstrumentationReactor Trip System/Engineering 
TriD Setpoints and Allowable ValuE

In its submittal, the licensee stated that itý 
setpoints and allowable values of the RT 
limits, and therefore, the actuation setpIi 
not be revised for the uprated pow~e o'e 
demonstrated that all safety-relate" iyste 
basis functions, either without chAnges oi 
compensate for the effect th:power

In its subMrfl|t 
originallycMial 
WCAP-1252 
assessment 
performed Uq 
or ESFAS-. S

licei

points,

V and 
its and al low4 

""The rE 
ýre cap 
approp.

rth •0 .wer'Oprate found actuation 
F..PAS f::inios to be within acceptable 
able S..... of these safety systems need 
es*lt of the NSSS analysis 
a!b of performing their current design
jate minimal changes to few alarms to 
monitored process variables.

atedtthat the:::fT.S and the ESFAS function setpoints were ghou.e, using the Westinghouse methodology described in 

roved by.the staff. For the uprated power operation, an 
Ill .6 gvalues for the RTS and the ESFAS functions was 
.stinghouse methodology, and the results indicated that no RTS 
eble values need to be changed for the proposed power uprate.

For 120F'other safety-related : d the BOP instrument functions, setpoints and allowable values 
for• 4e proposed poweri.*pr'a'rte were established using the licensee's in-house "ComEd [now 
E. n] setpoint methcidology." The licensee stated that the ComEd setpoint methodology is 

ba.. on guidelines 'f ANSI/ISA 867.04, Parts 1 and 2, 1994, and was reviewed and approved 
by th s.taff as par. of Instrumentation and Control (I&C) inspection at Dresden Nuclear Power 
saioin I994i~iiii An evaluation of the ComEd setpoint methodology was included in 
Amendmf No.129 to Facility Operating License No. NPF-11 for LaSalle County Station. The 
staff"'n appro::a:-:::ving the amendment, concluded that the methodology addresses the proper terms 
for establishing setpoints. The licensee stated that the methodology is based on conservative 
licensing analyses or conservative design, operating limits, plant operating experience and 
establishes instrument uncertainties at 95 percent probability and a 95 percent confidence 
level. Apart from the exceptions noted in the plants' UFSAR, this methodology does not 
deviate from guidance provided in RGuide 1.105, Revision 1.
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4.15.1 NSSS and BOP Control Systems 

The licensee has performed a detailed evaluation of each affected NSSS and BOP control 
system to determine the impact of the power uprate conditions. As a result of the evaluation, 
the reactor coolant average temperature program will be modified to mrintairv.de desired 
programmed reactor coolant temperature and instruments for RCS 4'ndTe will be 
rescaled. The AT indication will be renormalized to the uad cald-e- ower indication, 
and the programmed RCS temperature control will be adjse at a n fiil-power-Ta. The: 
OTAT penalty and penalty bands will be re-scaled. In addition, the.4• f...o...g l systems"' 
need minor adjustment to accommodate changes to R.S operatitempe... -. u1 the 
pressurizer level program (to reflect change in water exansionf!r•om zero to fuftll poweri.he 
high Tave alarm setpoint, and the steam dump control sym.. ...  

4.15.2 Suitability of Existing Instruments 

In its submittal, the licensee stated that for the pro.p.s.ed powerre" .ch existing instrument 
of the affected NSSS and BOP systems was e.v.......,t todetermin! iiit sitability for the 
revised operating-range of the affected pro.c.......... Where1 peration at power 
uprated condition impacted safety analysosimhits, t 4e.va.uaton. ve...fied that the acceptable 
safety margin continued to exist under .aiWconditios of the ower"prate. Where necessary, 
setpoint and uncertainty calculations.for the affWeted instr..e"ts were revised. The licensee's 
evaluation to determine instrumentui-t.-ability ifdentified the" .following cases: 

.==ii=:==::i: . ...... .. .... ==i===• .:i==? 
Existing instrumntaion wasi ifnd to.., :,eadequate to accurately measure the 
range and the fn.ral oper pint of the process variables, but the existing 
.c..alibrated... des not e t the power-uprated conditions. In this case, 
af..ected .......... will be....e..ibrated and setpoints will be readjusted.  .......... .==i==;ii•= .-i=;=ii! ..... %...i=iii=i=i=iii~@ !iii•..  

.... .xi i.i•.instrumeati0o was found not to be adequate to accurately measure the ianieaand the noii-ma operating point of the process variables, because the 

.instrumen c'annot beciialibrated to envelop the revised range of the affected 
".0- proces.•401i0., These instruments will be replaced with the suitable ones and 

AF . will be r- .. i.rat.. and their setpoints will be readjusted.  
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~. .... .....ii ..iiii~i'' iiiiiiiii: 

An existin" in'strument was found to be scalable, but the branded 
operatin region needed to be changed for the revised operating band and/or 

...... the opting point. In this case, the meter scale will be replaced and 

ins.ents will be recalibrated to envelop the revised operating range.  

Apiart rom fe devices that needed change, the licensee's evaluations found most of the 
existin trmentation acceptable for the proposed power uprate operation. As a result of the 
evaluation the following changes were identified: 

The range of Byron, Unit 1 high pressure turbine first stage pressure transmitters 
was found to be unsuitable. Therefore, these transmitters will be replaced.
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* The Byron and Braidwood Unit 2 turbine first-stage pressure transmitters will be 
rescaled because, first-stage impulse pressure will be decreased at these plants 
as a result of uprate.  

* The steam generator (SG) narrow-range level transmitters will be rescaled to 
reflect change in water density for accurate water level indication.. .......

* RCS AT and Tave will be rescaled. Setpoints for low-i 
protection will be revised based on the WesOousI 
vessel fluence.

"* Pressure relief tank (PRT) high and Icy 
accordance with the Westinghouse rev 
stated that the revised PRT setpoints p 

" The Byron and Braidwood Unit 2 alarm 
for the lower steam pressure.  
SG feedwater (FW) flow high ala•M!"wi-1 

The setpoints of several radiation moni 
conditions. In addition, the ialarm sepc ...... ....++ + J 
+ the insertion.: frni.t. alarm .  

+ the high a.,tionee

"n line

osph

+

ere monit 

cess radia

Fel alar

adjustei

ressure will be adjusted 

•he increased FW flow.

it+.•r++ill e a+justed for the uprated power 
)irftf~ihi• folowing will be changed: 

ature alarm, 

in, 

)ring alarms, 

tion monitoring alarms, and

room air intake radiation alarm.

* As a res 
setpoint 
trip setp 
pressWgp 
a na&

,tt 'c ev~aluation, the licensee lowered the containment high-pressure 
•s'sightly, reducing the margin between the safety analysis limit and the 

fint. However, the licensee concluded that the existing containment 
• transmitters were acceptable for the power uprate conditions because 
¢e margin has still been maintained.

A reduction in margin was also noted when the main steam line low-pressure 
calculations were reviewed to address the increased temperature and the 
revised safety analysis limit; in this case also, the licensee had found the existing 
steam line pressure transmitters acceptable because of a positive margin.  

* The existing settings of the FW pump net positive suction head protection circuit 
will be revised.
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• The FW pump speed control instrument scaling calculations will be revised, and 
instrument scaling will be adjusted to implement the revised RCS temperature 
parameters for Thot, Tavg and Tcold functions.

Plant process computers will need rescaling or setpoint modificat 
analog inputs from those instrumentation whose scaling or setpo.i 
changed for the power uprate. The plant simulators wil.aSO be.i-o 
replicate the revised simulation control panel..hardware and s•tw 
the affected setpoints and system compont..-;.., 

The above-described changes will be performed to acoomodate th. revl.ed p 
parameters, and the staff agrees with the licensee's conclusion that, with theab 
minor modifications and changes, the Byron and Braidwwd. ins"t-umentation aný 
systems will accommodate the proposed power uprat ithout compromising sa ..........  
4.16 Reactor Trip Time Delays 

There are various instrumentation delays associate.dwith each rieg * t.p funct 
modeled directly and considered in the non-LO... afet.analyses -.eot de 
defined as the time from when the trip condit • a e ette e the ro 
fall. The safety analysis trip setpoint and mximum.time de.ayssed for rea( 
function were provided in on page 6-10Q6iofi the licenseeis July S:i 2000, submitte 
stated that the values are the same a!Iihose appl..iicable to the current licensing 
LOCA safety analyses and remai :applicable f.W the pow uprate. The staff di 
further review of the reactor trip t.ine delaYS

5.0

ion.s only for 
ORt-% have been 
Rodified to 
are changed for

ion that are 
•lay time is 
Js are free to 
ch reactor trip 
L1. The licensee 
basis non
d not perform a

OP EVALL

5.0.1

The licensee' ev• I., the a M ........ t.he BOP piping systems based on comparing the 
existing design :baspr...amete: ith the:: core power uprate conditions. The BOP piping 
systems evalat d.• r thepwer up•te are main steam, feedwater, SG blowdown, auxiliary 
feedwat..e....extgraction rheaiibater drains, condensate, turbine plant cooling, secondary 
sampling, spent fuel p6ooflcORin, residual heat removal, component cooling, and essential 
servid...cwater. The evalu i was performed by conservatively scaling up piping stresses and 
loads using the ratio of ice power uprate temperature, pressure and flow rate conditions to the 
corsponding pre-upra.e operating conditions. The results of the evaluation are summarized 
inS.c~tion 9.3.20 of.thi" licensee's July 5, 2000, submittal. In general, all BOP piping systems 

.....d by the p r uprate have a scaling factor less than 1.08 which is determined by the 
icensiee.t•ob•e* witn the allowable limits. The staff finds the methodology to be acceptable 
c.n.dr.in..•. e 'conservatism in the calculation of the scaling factors for the power uprate 
stresse ad loads. The licensee concluded that all piping systems at Braidwood and Byron 
stations remain acceptable and will continue to satisfy existing design-basis requirements under 
uprate conditions in accordance with the ASME Section III 1974 Edition up to Summer 1975 
Addenda and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.1, 1973 Edition, which is the 
Code of record. The staff agrees with the licensee's conclusion considering the power uprate 
impact to be insignificant in combination with other loading such as seismic.

-1
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In addition, the design bases high energy pipe break (HEPB) analyses were also reviewed by 
the licensee to evaluate the effects of the uprate conditions on the pipe break locations, jet 
thrust and jet impingement forces, which were used in the plant hazard analyses, and the 
design of pipe whip restraints. The review verified that the existing postulated pipe break 
locations are not affected since the design bases piping analyses will not change.. due to the 
power uprate. The current design bases for jet thrust and jet impingement forcea-due to 
postulated pipe breaks for these systems are not affected by the upra., sinc.e Te systems do 
not experience a pressure increase as a result of the core power upr.. On the basis of its 
review, the staff concurs with the licensee's conclusion tha. th origin ign.analyses for the 
pipe break locations, jet thrust, jet impingement, and pi~p wip restrainis a*~inaffected by th 
power uprate. '..  

5.1 Main Steam System ...~ ii ......  
The licensee performed evaluations of the effects resul from.lant operations at the 
proposed uprated power level on the main steam system" nJicItdai..t:. .e MSIVs, steam generator 
power operated relief valves (PORVs), MSIV bypass vilves, a•d•ma•in.t eam safety valves 
(MSSVs). The licensee stated that plant operation.•a:•.he propoar p•ed power level wI 

increase the steam mass flow by approximateqjy,8prent for Byrn n Braidwood Unit 1 
and approximately 5.4 percent for Byron an..d W. mdOmit 2. Thea! bove existing 
components are adequately sized for the .,ra•ting cf*d-itio"' ..- T.h..eoe the licensee 
concluded that plant operations at the proposed Vu;ated lwer~evel will have an insignificant or 
no impact on the main steam system its associated c.....mp.........  

Based on the staff's review and Ihe experiem.* gained..fibm staff review of power uprate 
applications for similar PWR pla ; the stf.•fii.oncur.s. ith the licensee that plant operations at 
the proposed uprated powe"r leVl will havei an instfficant or no impact on the main steam 
system an•dii*t•s:-. associated COmponents.  

5.2 Mise.lAneous Mi Auxiliary Systems 
...... ..:ii!:!:•# •=i:=ii•~•• • . ..... '.......::ii==i:i===:ii=i=i=====i=:=[-i-..  

5.2.1 Steam Dumi System 

The licene-s evalu ated thesteam dump system for the plant operations at proposed uprated 
power.16eVel, and concltddthtthere will be an insignificant or no impact on the steam dump 
syste.: Based on the pR.ience gained from staff review of power uprate applications for 
simil•r PWR plants, the s'ataff concurs with the license that operation of the steam dump system 
a....h proposed uprata I'power level is acceptable.  

Heater..• Vain System 
Th" "heatlerrain:system (HDS) is a non-safety related system that collects condensed steam 

from• •4efeedwater heater, drain coolers, reheaters, and moisture separators. The licensee 
evaluated the HDS for plant operations at the proposed uprated power level and concluded that 
they will have an insignificant or no impact on the HDS. Since this low pressure heater drain 
system does not perform any safety related function, the staff has not reviewed the impact of 
plant operations at the proposed uprated power level on its design and performance.

5.2.3 Extraction Steam System
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The extraction steam system is designed to provide steam at various pressures and 
temperatures to preheat condensate and feedwater as it flows from the main condensers to the 
steam generators. Since the extraction steam system does not perform any safety related 
function, the staff has not reviewed the impact of plant operations at the proposed uprated 
power level on the extraction steam system.

5.3 Condensate and Feedwater System 

The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of Byn 
the proposed reactor power level on the condensate and 
concluded that the existing condensate and feedwater s,'i 
adequate for power uprate conditions.  

Since the condensate and feedwater systems do not p'0 
their failure will not affect the performance of any safety
has not reviewed the impact of Byron and Braidwood pig 
power level on the design and performance of this syster 

5.4 Circulating Water System
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•S which consists of the essential service water system (ESWS) 
PiW~ater system (NESWS) is designed to provide reliable supplies 
wafety-related and non-safety related equipment during normal plant 
iut event and following a design basis accident.

ESWS

T.h §S$(.ieig.O$Ined to supply cooling water to various safety-related systems and other 
esenia •qpment during normal plant operations, a station blackout event, a LOCA, or main 
stePaWmirn reak accident. The licensee performed evaluations and stated that the ESWS as 
designed will supply sufficient water to remove the additional heat loads resulting from plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level.  

Based on staff review and the experience gained from its review of power uprate applications 
for similar PWR plants, the staff finds that plant operations at the proposed reactor uprated 
power level do not change the design aspects and operations of the ESWS. Therefore, the
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staff concludes that plant operations at the proposed uprated power level will have an 
insignificant or no impact on the ESWS.  

5.5.2 NESWS 

The NESWS is designed to supply cooling water to various non-safety related coMponents and 
heat exchangers in the turbine, reactor, and radwaste buildings during normal .•.pnt operation.  
The licensee performed evaluations of the effects of these increases.In :heaigial kads on NESWS 
and stated that the NESWS has the capacity to accommodAte. the Ad.......Ieat loads.  

A""::::..........~ ~ii• ii ii~ h : i:• 

Since the NESWS does not perform any safety functioni and its'faftte w.t the..  
performance of any safety-related system or componentM the staff drd not r*ea'V"Wh." impa:tof 
plant operations at the proposed uprated power level on he designs and perAnqe" of this system , :"::'•'ii'::'i'i' i iiiiii:i•::•!•'W'!•; ...... :::::::::::::::::::::: .......  
system.  

5.5.3 Ultimate Heat Sink 

The ultimate heat sink (UHS) provides a heat sinkf.:u- nocessing a" " d iaating heat loads from 
safety related components during a transient o.r.-iMd.t.In additl!• th"UHS provides the 
safety-related source of auxiliary feedwater.w.:whet:he d'e-sate Stge tank (CST) is not 
available.  

At Byron Station, the UHS is compo..s.e....•d of two, mchanicadrilaWfcooling towers and the make
up system to these towers. ....... .....  

.. ... ...-iiiiiii:" " . i~~iiii".-ii.ii 

The Braidwood Station UHS co..ists of an xavat .....-.e."`ssential cooling lake integral with the 
main Braidwood cooling lak-.:., .... ..  

... .... ...!!i!i~i•....... W .:iiiiiiiiiiii:~iiiii:iiliiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii~i!:~•..  
The licen'sie p rmed -a s and concluded that the UHSs for both Byron and 
BraidwoodýWý!iprio-i-d.e sufflce-nft•caling water under a design-basis accident for plant 
operations at :Owe prosed uptepwr level.  

Based on staff eiew and th e nce gained from its review of power uprate applications 
for simila. PWR plantsijiii•,..t ff concludes that plant operations at the proposed uprated power 
level •wil• ave an insign f icano impact on the UHS.  

5.7• Main Generator a.nd Auxiliaries 

The licensee performed evaluations to determine the maximum generator reactive power 
).output at.he.worst-case bounding conditions, to determine if the calculated heat load 

to hegeer��at 0oolers would exceed the heat load based on the generator nameplate. The 
licensee..pmvaluated the adequacy and margin of the present generator coolers (hydrogen 
codl eipment and stator water cooler) for operation under power uprate conditions. The 
licensee states that the "worst case/bounding condition" has been determined to occur in the 
summer months, with the unit operating at an uprated power of 1247 MW, generator voltage of 
26 kV (not the rated 25 kV), and holding the generator heat load (MW) constant while varying 
the MVAR output in various increments. The maximum generator MVAR limit under this 
condition has been established at 530 MVAR, which results in machine operation at less than 
the nameplate output rating (1361 MVA). Also, the calculated heat load to the generator
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coolers from operating under the power uprate conditions will not exceed the heat load for the 
generator nameplate rating. Since the anticipated power output levels will not exceed the main 
unit generator's name plate output rating, the staff concludes that the main unit generator is 
capable of operating satisfactory at the power uprate.

5.8 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System

The licensee evaluated the following heating, ventilation, arid air cor 
to ensure that margin and capability exist to operate satis.f6.jrily to•..  
power uprate from 3525 MWt to 3,600.6 MWt (including 14j#Wt fror 
heat):......  

* Control Room HVAC System 
* Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation System ... .......  
* Auxiliary Building and radwaste Area VentilastionSystems 
* Turbine Area Ventilation System 
* Engineered Safety Features Ventilation S' ems 
* Pump House Ventilation Systems 
• Off-gas Miscellaneous Tank Vent F4.rilter.Syst 
* Containment Ventilation SystemA :...............  
* Primary Containment Purge Sy T ... . ......... ......  
* Miscellaneous HVAC Svsteni`.i`i`---.`i.

The licensee indicated that the irr 
the increase in the amount of coT 
proportion to the new electrical 41 
panels, cables, etc) or incre.Ese$ 
co n t ain i nW.*' ononents.

The licen•se 
determined tU 
temperatures 
systems abilii 
normal o.er8

ýd t&

Ig te

Based"•on the review of 
pqo.r uprate applicatia 

plusion that plant 
or Ah0 HVAC svstems.

paet-of pol 
ipn.ent he 

i•for mA 
i the owri

orate o.A.*the HVAC systems listed above is 
s to th"Oeenvironment. This increase is in 
d oth#r equipment (i.e. electrical and control 

perature of piping and other hot fluid

"e•6p.qfmce of the above systems by performing an analysis to 
powfrup.r.a, ii the HVAC systems ability to maintain operating 
ee conrWeid tat the power uprate does not impact the plant HVAC 

the opertg environment temperature at or below the respective 

i ~cersee's rational and the experience gained from staff review of 
fo:r similar PWR plants, the staff agrees with the licensee's 

rations at the proposed power uprated will have an insignificant impact

Svst�m� (Solid Linijid �nd �oii�

The so"l," "N*liquid, and gaseous radwaste activity is a function of the reactor core power. The 
licensee evaluated the existing design of the radwaste systems and concluded that plant 
operations at the proposed uprated power level do not change the design aspects and 
operations of the radwaste systems and will have an insignificant impact on the radwaste 
systems.

Svqtems ISolid Linuid and Gaseous)
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The waste processing system processes liquid and gaseous wastes from the plant. The 
sources of liquid radioactive wastes consist mostly of the leaking reactor coolant from piping 
and equipment. Increasing the rated core thermal power will result in a slight increase in the 
concentrations of RCS isotopic decay products, and thus in slightly higher activities of the 
leaking reactor coolant. However, the difference will be too small to affect the way liquid 
wastes are treated.

Generation of gaseous effluents, consisting of fission gases, is prop6oiritalt 
However, only a very small fraction of these gases ever res th geii' i• 
increase of activity after power uprate will be minimal. In some casest:Ayii ri 
extended holdup time, but in most cases a normal holdup time of 45• tf 

required holdup time for increased activities. The licernse conc[tu-e that' t.  
for modifying the waste processing system. The staff gcoursith this conclL

5.10

reactor power.  
system and the 
puire an 

WI41.bound t.e

Additional BOP Reviews

The impact of plant operations at the proposed powerl uprate"p 
containment and equipment environmental qualificatio is addi 
of this SE. ....

on HELB outside 
iections 4.12 and 5.0.1

5.10.1 Miscellaneous Systems Not Ir

The licensee stated that various s 
emergency diesel generators and 
affected or insignificantly affected 
These systems were evaluated kI
cases no direct connectioni t. pla

Since plant:3" 
and operai 
uprate applic: 
proposed upn

5.11

Incre.6.ed 
deliveVred t 
(B.H/kW) 
e.eotkical d 
that the lo1

col

ions

(i.e.

,plant

it powe

ed i

'her PV
...level m

ailiary stQe:fS cndenser off gas, chilled water, 
t, etc.) w-efe evaluated and found to be not 
ations aftthe proposed uprated power level.  
ipac.itieS, heat removal capabilities, and in many 
•wa" found.

up• power level do not change the design aspects 
om the experience gained from staff review of power 
ý(r.plants, the staff concludes that plant operations at the 
an insignificant or no impact on the these systems.

Reviews

generator outp*u'M-We) results not only in an increase in generator output power 
o the transmission grid, but also a change in the required brake horsepower over kW 
loading for some large auxiliary loads. It is therefore necessary to establish that the 
istribution ."ystems and components have the capacity to carry increased current and 
ids wiR{: Oprate satisfactory at the power uprate conditions while the transmission 
i .,.remains stable. The staff reviewed the primary electrical distribution systems to 
•-•:impact of the increased main unit generator power output under power uprate ob.n the electrical systems and components.

5.11.1 Main Power Transformers (MPTs) 

The licensee reviewed the existing sizing calculation for the MPTs to confirm that they have 
sufficient capacity and margin to handle the electrical power requirements under power uprate 
conditions. The licensee also evaluated the adequacy of the present MPT cooling system for
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operation under the power uprate conditions. The licensee has determined that the existing 
MPTs have sufficient capacity and margin to support the output of the main unit generator at 
power uprate conditions. Since the power output at the uprated level is still within the MPT 
rating, the staff concludes that the MPT has sufficient capacity and margin to handle the 
electrical power requirements under power uprate conditions.

5.11.2 System Auxiliary Transformers (SATs)

The licensee has determined that the existing SATs havw 
support operation at power uprate conditions without m..  
output still will be within the SAT rating, the existing SAT..-
power uprate. The licensee also confirmed that bus v•Il 
uprate loading conditions. Accordingly, plant operatio"1n "i! 
effect on loss of voltage or degraded grid voltage protQ•i 
scenarios. In addition, the licensee performed short circi 
circuit values are essentially unchanged at power uprte 
uprate output is still within the SAT rating, the staff cdnclI 
for operation at the higher power levels.

cienl 
on.

id margin to 
Ower uprate 
a i•euate fo.

)e is essentially Li ha ..at.power 
.pow• uprate condifill' have no 
M. ~emes and motor" ing 
taly1is and confirmed that short 
ain~ ccnditions. Since the power 
desthatt ...ATs remain adequate

5.11.3 Unit Auxiliarv Transformers (UA

The licensee performed a review to c 
and margin to handle the electrical p( 
The licensee also evaluated the ad-C' 
under power uprate conditions.  
sufficient capacity and margin tQ:isi.upl 
modification. Since the power . 'rate 
that the UAa•.ave suffici.nacit 

the powe-r raeconditions.

m that 
ir requi.  
cV ofl..h

port 
out 

y an

ie UAT4 each uinit has sufficient capacity 
ents unde power uprate conditions.  

present.iAT cooling system for operation 
determned that the existing UATs have 
n p..o.wer uprate conditions without 
If*.i-fthin the UAT rating, the staff concludes 
iii{to handle the electrical requirements under

5.11.4

The Ii 
the Ml 
power

,ens(
PT .A"ndthe is( .-••prate condi 
d phase bus 

rined that the 
rt the output 
isolated phas 
ate for the p

ttie-ri!ýated capcity of the main generator isolated bus duct connection to 
0) a.eid p•U bus duct taps for the UATs for capacity and margin under 
tionsTeice*s*": nsee also evaluated the adequacy and margin of the present 
duct: c6oc0.rig equipment for operation under power uprate conditions and 
existg isolated phase bus ducts have sufficient capacity and margin to 

0f the main unit generator at power uprated conditions. As the design rating 
ea b•s duct is not exceeded, the existing cooling design is considered 
•wer uprate. Since the existing isolated phase bus ducts have sufficient 
oncludes that isolation phase bus ducts will support the generator output at
ns.

5.11.5 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) 

For the power uprate conditions, the licensee evaluated the engineered safety feature (ESF) 
bus loading with a concurrent loss of power (LOOP) and LOCA to determine if; (1) it was within 
the design ratings of the diesel generators, and (2) the diesel generators would remain capable 
of performing their safety-related functions. The licensee determined that the present diesel

I" fl --
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generator loading analysis bounds the power uprate diesel generator loading. Since the 
present diesel generator loading analysis bounds the power uprate diesel generator loading, 
the staff concludes that the diesel generator will not be impacted by power uprate.  

5.11.6 Nonsegregated Bus

The licensee compared the rated capacities of the nonsegregated pt 
connect the UATs and SATs and their respective switchgear, to the E 
associated switchgear under power uprate. The licensee,,:.& rmina 
nonsegregated phase bus ducts have sufficient capacity and margin 
power uprated conditions without modification. Since th.e.:existingn 
ducts have sufficient capacity and margin to support o.peration at pom 
staff concludes that the nonsegregated bus will remain dequate 0for 
output.  

5.11.7 Larae Loads and Cables

Ucts, which 
load of the 
xisting 
,pperation at

ver upra 
operatic ler

The licensee performed system evaluations to 
uprate conditions on the large medium-voltage 
operating conditions, and LOCA conditions.. WI 
its impact on the equipment performance"a.d a 
Accelerated aging and reduction in design"life v 
required to operate at a load exceedinrilts nam 
during cold loop operation). The licesee detr 
motors experience a BHP/kW chAnlte (increa."E 
However, except for the RCP, thg BHP reis 
ampacity of.the motor cable.sren.ains adORuate 
equipment..Mg eplate r Sa...... ..

The coldtdO.r 
motor. Howe 
design life of 
remains ade.  
accepta..b.e 
period -fbtimE 
Therefre, th

)f th

ecause"vi 
e and one 
e large at

Protective

•pate 
rined 1 
or dec

ne the antlklfpA diffect of the power 
ir thbe plant��a,.:pconditions, normal 

road ..n~crease RP/kW) was identified, 
.d..b.. .. e.. . a..a...e city was evaluated.  
;o ons• •ed when the motor might be 
rating (i, the reactor coolant pump 
thaiE ome of the large medium-voltage 
"rease) at power uprate conditions.  
1-he nameplate rating of the motors. The 
the cable sizing is typically based on

P at pewer uprate exceeds the nameplate cold loop rating of the 
statesthait, its analysis indicates that this increase will reduce the 
irxi•n•aone month. The ampacity of the RCP motor cables 

onclUdes that a reduction in the RCP design life of one month is 
,.are not operating in the cold loop operation for an extended 
fiý not an significant period of time over the design life of RCPs.  
5ads will continue to satisfactorily perform their intended function.

Settings

T titcensee evakuated the impact of the power uprate on station protective relay schemes and 
setpints•. The .icensee stated that the existing station protective schemes and setpoints will 
ndbe eted by operation under the power uprate conditions because the data upon which 
prot•e•.tv elay settings are typically based (equipment nameplate ratings, motor and cable 
thermal data, and short circuit studies) are essentially not affected by power uprate conditions.  
Since the existing station protective schemes and setpoints are not affected by the power 
uprate, the staff concludes that there is no impact of the power uprate on the station protective 
relay schemes.

5.11.9 Grid Stability

the
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The staff reviewed the licensee's evaluation of grid stability to determine if the Byron and 
Braidwood stations will continue to be in full compliance with the General Design Criterion 
(GDC) 17, "Electric Power System," as a result of the power uprate. The licensee performed 
dynamic and transient stability analyses for each station to study stability issues for operation 
under the power uprate conditions. The criteria used are in accordance with the Mid-American 
Interpool Network (MAIN) Guide No. 2, as stated in Section 8.2.2 of the Byron and! :Braidwood 
UFSAR. The results of these studies were used to evaluate the impa'tof poruprate on 
transmission system grid stability under normal expected operating aiiotsfor double line 
contingency events and faults. The licensee also used th•e shdiesto .e'AMdmine operating 
limitations, and proposed modifications to resolve the sta•!•i issues"........ iý P. these studies, 
the licensee has identified new modifications (including'!..it trip sch ese dtiotion of th.  

existing local breaker backup timer settings, and installaon of a.power sys stbiizer..e...r• iS) 
on Byron, Unit 2) that would be required to maintain staility i-ihe transmissioid. The 
licensee also has completed dynamic and transient staiiity sn.lyses for BraidWAo,•Units 1 
and 2. The licensee has identified a reduction of the efisting ....l breaker backup (LBB) timer 
settings required to maintain stability in the transmission.:::yt...... . The licensee stated that 
it would implement these modifications prior to power..I prate to ~na•rit.i. the stability of the 
Byron and Braidwood transmission grid. Modificationjsfor Byrontion !n.lude revising the 
unit trip schemes, lowering the existing LBB tir.• n'. p., and inst•ll~ni a PSS on Byron Unit 
2. Braidwood Station modification will includ.e ail redubUon !the exi.t-ng LBB timer settings.  
With the licensee's proposed modifications'-, Te sta.f oIud.t;thgthe Byron and Braidwood 
stations will continue to be in compliance .w.......ith GD..i 17 anthe power uprate will not adversely 
affect the stability of the transmission. sytem grd.

6.0 HUMAN FACTORS .  

The staff reviewed the licensee's submittal.dated July"5, 2000, as well as its November 27, 
2000, Jaur 31,2001. and eruary 2 Ž 001 responses to the staff's RAI of October 19, 
2000. F..l"io•I is the stA%6$in0.put whf~ i based on five review topics.  

Topic 1 - Disoass hether the ... r. rte will change the type and scope of plant emergency 
and abnormal t0 ...i. iproced . Withe power uprate change the type, scope, and nature 
of operator acft•ons need . for accent.. mitigation and will new operator actions be required? 

The licene stated in Its it-itir iated July 5, 2000 (page A-21) that, 'The Power uprate has the 
potetial to affect plant p ures used to operate and maintain the facility in accordance with 
desigh basis and licensg requirements.... Procedures that are identified as being affected by 
thepiower uprate will be revised prior to the uprate implementation." In Attachment E (page 12
1i, he. licensee stated tffhat, "A physical review of each procedure identified [,during the 
s ing,] will be einducted to determine the need for revision. Those procedures will be 
re-ised ..... inc.rate changes. For example, changes due to modifications, operator response 
t~imes sepoi hanges will result in revisions to existing procedures... and all required training 
will b d6dfiucted prior to the implementation of the power uprate." 

In addition to the responses provided by the licensee in its July 5, 2000, submittal, the staff, in 
its October 19, 2000 RAI, asked the licensee to identify what specific procedures will be 
changed, what changes will be made to the procedures and, what new operator actions will be 
required.
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In its November 27, 2000, response to the staff's RAI, the licensee stated that the major effect 
of the power uprate will be on Appendix J surveillance procedures. These procedures will be 
revised to reflect changes in the Technical Specifications (e.g., post- accident peak 
containment pressure). The proposed power uprate will effect one operator action response 
time (further addressed in the response to Topic 2, following). The proposed power uprate will 
cause range changes to process parameters (e.g., pressures, temperatures, an~dllOws), that 
will result in "several procedures being changed to reflect the uprated •prameters."

The staff finds that the licensee's response is satisfactor 
identified the type and scope of plant emergency and ab 
by the uprate, has indicated that the procedures will be i 
trained on the changes before the procedures are imp.-.  
the effect of the procedure changes on operator actioig.

.ecause ...., .......-.,..  

ormal pro 
propriatel 
ented, an.

Topic 2 - Provide examples of operator actions that are 
increase in power level and discuss how the power up..  
performance. Identify all operator actions that will haW 
of the power uprate. Specify the expected responso,:& 
new (either reduced or increased) response times. ..  
response times are needed. Discuss whethorar*yre:Iz' 
actions, due to the power uprate, will sig-nfVAntly a, ba 
required manual actions in the times aloW"ed. Dis$.:ss:` 
to assure that operator response timeg-iii or operator acti 
power uprate can be successfully c ved wfitn allowi

The licensee stated in its Nov 
accident analysis showed tha 
uprate; howeer, as pariitiiof 
operator.sne time"to 
feedwater "lir 111' k event k " 
change was% m t-o--e-stablis 

steamline breakide nt, 
emergency.resonse h r 0 
from a human factors ste:n

theil 
res b 

Jss

wI1y sensitive to the proposed 
• eectoperator reliability or 
respftnsetit.mes changed because 

•efo�r�e� power uprate and the 

why a.1y seced operator 
Sin timea:vailable for operator 
•pfrs ability to complete the 

•s f imulator exercises conducted 
W"are potentially sensitive to 
time limits.

eM-8r 27, 20, respo 0 ..6to the staff's RAI, that, "Results of the 
teluired ope"i't re.onse times are not affected by power -activities ir Ma in support of power uprate, the assumed 

._pxi liary feewater to the faulted steam generator during a 
iMRni9stratively reduced from 30 minutes to 20 minutes. This 

M---- cy with the assumed operator response time for the 
inMMent a. both of these events direct the operators to the same 
res; therefore, making the response time consistent is beneficial

In a. plemental respone Qtýthe staff's RAI submitted by the licensee, January 31, 2001, and 
Feb""ary 28, 2001, the jierhsee clarified that the operator actions required to isolate auxiliary 
feedater (AFW) to th..• aulted steam generator( SG) during a feedwater line break event and 
th6Jo.erator actions..rqiiuired for the steamline break outside containment are identical; the 
same.. emergency.:Operating procedure, "Faulted Steam Generator Isolation Unit 1(2) [EP-2]," is 
used •:•y OpsN"easto mitigate both events. The licensee indicated that the operators' ability to 
c6 l M the fauIted steam generator isolation for the steamline break event had been 
prevIO§utsy emonstrated by personnel from 13 different operating crews on the training 
simulator. "All crews completed isolation of the AFW to the faulted SG during a MSLB using 
procedure EP-2 in less than 20 minutes. The average crew time to isolate the faulted SG was 
approximately 7.4 minutes while the maximum time was 17 minutes."

The staff finds that the licensee's response is satisfactory because the licensee has adequately 
identified operator actions sensitive to the power uprate, described the effect of the power

il;:: ......

a
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uprate on these actions, and adequately explained how the changes to the operator actions 
have been validated.

Topic 3 - Discuss all changes the power uprate will have on control room alarms, controls, and 
displays. For example, will zone markings on meters change (e.g., normal range,,.marginal 
range, and out-or-tolerance range)? If changes will occur, discuss how they will .. addressed.  

In Attachment C (page C-24) of the licensee's July 5, 2000, ubmitta see indicates 
that, 'The basic design of all systems remains unchanged.i::i• no nftwu:ip.ment or systems 
have been installed which could potentially introduce new falure modes or ent sequence.  
No changes have been made to any reactor trip or ES~ ectuation se$:oirits.~ Noever, the
licensee also state that, "Minor modifications, to suppIrt lim 
conditions, will be made as required to existing systemis I 

In addition to the information provided by the licensee nri t 
its October 19, 2000, RAI, asked the licensee to descnbeb.  

by the licensee and what effect they will have on opelator

In its November 27, 2000, response to the s
setpoint/scaling adjustments are being perfl 
and Braidwood stations. Adjustments to.the 
Adjustments to the turbine driven feedweter 
performed. The licensee also indicated .that 
that are affected by the setpoint or cal~ing a 
effect that any adjustments to computer poir 
assessed. All meter scale adjustmnts not.! 
setpoint or scaling adjustme i be perIfd 
All zone b.ndin:g chang.e. il. be documenI 
being ma nh a•mordaricewith the.CornEd] 
procedu .......... ...........

The licensee 
include setp.  
described ..'In 
replacerrlentt 
valven"and th

val c

anothertie 
and valvE 

e addition 
apacity.

pui

tation ot 
onents."

2000, submittal, the staff, in 
•r modifications" referred to

Ri S....he.. license f-A-"d that instrumentation 
Sithin ..... 7300.con"o. system at both Byron 

v Tavq Z nd AT.arb• eing incorporated.  
p6e s ms will also be n• !: p•; iilt............ yste m 

'annunci iarm points or computer points 
'tments WIf be adjusted appropriately. The 
night h'av on station displays will also be 
red •.der an already identified instrument 
•i::nr the stations' Design Change Process.  

nd submitted for plant review, with all changes 
ian Factors Manual and appropriate station

ni•win nes" being performed at Byron and Braidwood Stations 
djust wts to several instruments and controls that are further 
f.....this SE. Mechanical component changes involve valve 
4anges to increase the valve flow coefficient for several drain 
fd steam piping to increase the high pressure turbine gland leak-

finds that th. licensee's response is satisfactory because the licensee has adequately 
the chang'e"s that will occur to alarms, displays, and controls, as a result of the power 

Ld a #tequely described how these changes will be accommodated.

Topic scuss all changes the power uprate will have on the Safety Parameter Display 
System (SPDS) and how they will be addressed.

In its November 27, 2000, response to the staff's RAI, the licensee stated that, "No changes will 
be made to the process parameters that input to SPDS and no physical changes will be made 
to the SPDS display from a human factors perspective."

pt
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The licensee further stated that, "process computer points are being reviewed and updated as 
required to support implementation of the power uprate." The field data computer points 
associated with the SPDS will be re-scaled as necessary and needed software changes will be 
made before the power uprate is implemented. The licensee's design change process will 
address all meter scale adjustments not covered under an already identified instru.ment 
setpoint/scaling adjustment. The licensee's Operations and Training Departmenqg will assess 
the need for revising the operator training program, make required changes and conduct the 
appropriate training.

The staff finds that the licensee's response is satisfact( 
identified the changes that will occur to the SPDS as a.iP• 
adequately described how the changes will be addressi 

Topic 5 - Describe all changes the power uprate will ha 
the plant simulator.

Pecause 1 
ult of the--.

In its November 27, 2000, response, the licensee stE 
revised to reflect the new operating conditions resul.t_ 
operators will be trained on expected system Pa•i 
uprate on BOP and NSSS margins. Just prdfiijith 
"Heightened Level of Awareness" training•..:ihe:::::i ' ..the up.

from thep 
..vhanges' 

It.l uprate

e lesson plans will be 
.rate and that 

0"Ithe effects of the 
erators will receive

Changes to the simulator, of which ti 
before the uprate according to the p-p

icense ei'"brvidec 
ir uprt:'implem

fNitial list, will be implemented 
.tion schedule.

A supplemental response (Jar 
clarified that :simulator modidfi!c.  
"Nuclear P .er Plant Si'ua 
the statinwill provide ri'ifir 
data from aii ..e power:ij 
receiving training .isd.. on pr 
collected and ..ire.i-i.o the 
p e rfo rm a n ce C,. ri a peii ed

In its fb:r'uary 28, 20( 
will be- made in accorc 
Sim'.ators for Use in 
SiWion 5.4, "Simulatc

finds

iva 1, 200 to the sff's RAI, submitted by the licensee 
atl•ns will b I m Accordance with the ANS/ANSI 3.5, 

s'..for Use :n 0pr•atr Training" standard. For the power uprate, 
Wihig to the lifet)lsed operators before the on-line uprate using 

•ratec..culations. Operators will be informed that they are 
...t... .ations. After the power uprate, plant data will be 
smar d•tl W ata to ensure that the simulator meets the 

in ANS/ANSI 3.5, Section 4.

SUhMfttI, the licensee clarified that required simulator modifications 
fe ith the 1985 revision to the ANS/ANSI 3.5, "Nuclear Power Plant 

arator Training" standard, Section 5.3, "Simulator Modifications," and 
esting."

Riftriensee's response satisfactory because the licensee has adequately 
le'changes to operator actions will be addressed by the simulator and how the 
commodate the changes in accordance with the requirements of ANS/ANSI

The staff concludes that the previously discussed review topics associated with the proposed 
power uprate have been satisfactorily addressed. The staff further concludes that the power 
uprate should not adversely affect simulation facility fidelity, operator performance, or operator 
reliability.

a.ý.
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EVALUATION OF CHANGES TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSES AND 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Evaluation of Chanoes to the ODeratina Licenses and TSs

7.1.1 License Condition 2.C.(1) and Rated Thermal Power E

License Condition 2.C.(1) and the definition of rated thermal:power 
3411 MWt to 3586.6 MWt. The license has provided the results of 
including LOCA and non-LOCA transients and accidents; iioitainm 
consequences, NSSS, and BOP systems and components to supp 
Station, Units 1 and 2, and Braidwood Station, Units 1-ibd 2, atth.  
staff has reviewed the licensee's submittal and conclidshat =cl 
core power of 3586.6 MWt.

7.1.2

ng revised from 
,s or evaluation

"upratet 
h unit can

ne 
at a

Dose Enuivelent 1-131 Definition

The definition was changed to add RG 1.109 and., 
Publication 30 (ICRP 30) as references. The t.w&.  
gained in the areas of radionuclide dosimetr~y nd 
finds the additions to be acceptable.

ational 
hces inc

do~n on Radiation 
Sr~ecent information 
humans. The staff

7.1.3 Change in DNBR

TS 2.1.1.1, "Reactor Core Safe 
maintained Ž 1.25 for the WRB 
both a thimble cell and a typk~a 
be maintained 1.24 fof te 
2 DNB C 01 go: for a -t-P-:4 
on the safaayes for tipra 
percent probliflty taDNB wI 
operational trasient.!iii'id AO( 
is not exp.ct.e................he.

7.1.4 Change in I

(TS 21-1 )

nits," cu`rreOntly state,: :"In Mode 1, the DNBR shall be IB co r.ei~tion." Tis requirement is currently applicable for 

This safe~y.imit would be changed to require the DNBR to 
! DNB io•$...n for a thimble cell and 2t 1.25 for the WRB

rhe st has reviewed the effects of this proposed change 
.nditions and concludes that there will be at least a 95 
eccur on the limiting fuel rods during normal operation, 
the ""95 percent confidence level. Therefore, fuel damage 

Oditions and the proposed TS change is acceptable.

low Rate (TS 3.4.1)

TS ~.•.l,' "RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits," would be changed to increase 
tha minimum RCS totalI low rate from 2t 371,400 gpm to >_ 380,900 gpm. Surveillance 

qirements 3.4.!45-- and 3.4.1.4 would be revised accordingly. The staff has reviewed the 
.ieuprate analy.es, which assumed a total RCS flow rate value of 368,000 gpm for all 

o•rmlp anda•cidt conditions. The proposed TS value of 380,900 gpm conservatively 
bor i�Onis'analsis value and accounts for flow measurement uncertainty and maximum SG 
tu luging level. The analyses have shown that the acceptance criteria for all normal and 
accident conditions continue to be met and we conclude that the proposed TS value of 380,900 
gpm conservatively bounds the analyses value and is, therefore, acceptable.

Steam Generator Plugging or Repair Limit (TS 5.5.9.e.6)

7.0 

7.1

Dose Enuivalent 1-131 Definition

7.1.5
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TS 5.5.9.e.6 currently permits a plugging limit of 40 percent of nominal wall thickness for laser 
welded sleeves. The proposed change would change the plugging limit to 38.7 percent. The 
licensee performed sleeve wall-thinning calculations for degraded sleeving in accordance with 
RG 1.121, which specifies that the sleeve should maintain a safety margin of three under the 
primary-to-secondary pressure differential under normal operating conditions. The licensee's 
calculations showed that the plugging limit of 38.7 percent for laser welded slee.Vs is 
conservative under the pressure loading of 3AP in the power uprate c.nditio.•, hcorporation of 
the change into the proposed TS change is acceptable.

7.1.6 Containment Leakage and Rate Testing F "ITS 5.,

The licensee has proposed to revise the peak calculati 
design basis LOCA from 47.8 psig to 42.8 psig for Unt 
Units 2. The licensee calculated the mass and energy 
design parameters corresponding to the new power le, 
evaluation and concurs with the proposed change.  

8.0 STATE CONSULTATION

contain.mefit interna•l•...e. ..f.. th, 
and ro 444.4 psi to 3~.4pstg foi 

I eam which incorporate revised 
.ii•t• .taff reviewed the licensee's

In accordance with the Commission's regul 
proposed issuance of the amendments. T.

ENVIRONMENTAL C(

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.21, 51.  
significant impact was publishe

Sd51.  
the Fe

e

nave a

..........s State Affti-al was notified of the 
effid•at : dn~ omments.  .. .... ......--..... ..... ..........=====::: ••:i ! i• :!• • : 

nvironrental assessment and find no 
gJ"~on January 5, 2001 (66 FR 1158).  

•ment, the Commission has determined that 
:ant effect on the quality of the human

dii, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1) there 
bat.I 1fe health and safety of the public will not be endangered by 

man-nWher, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the 
and (3) the issuance of the amendments will not be inimical to the 

,urity or to the health and safety of the public.

S. Athavale 
J. Bongarra 
L. Brown 
Z. Fu 
R. Goel 
W. Koo 
J. Lee 
C. Liang 
W. Lyon

L. Lois 
J. Medoff 
D. Nguyan 
F. Orr 
L. Parczewski 
S. Sheng 
D. Shum 
C. Wu

9.0
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TABLE 1 

Radiological Consequences (rem) 
Byron Station, Units I and 2

Design Basis Accidents EAB 
Thyroid

LOCA 

MSLB

61

Pre-accident 
Accident-initiated 

SGTR 

Pre-accident 
Accident-initiated 

FHA

4.6 
5.0 

11

3 7 

<1 0.  
< 1 .......

•.:.... :.:..  

.. .. ... -.. .. ,.. ..  

9 .0 ...... < 

....iiiii++ .............  
5 6 + +++++++++ 3 .8 .  

S.... +++++++++++++ ..........ii 
:+++++ + ++++++..... .....  

" ::*t3 <1[i[i+[i+++i++i++i++:..  
2 4 : 1::::::::::::::::::::::::

LP 
Thyroi WB

<1 
<1

3.3 
0.3

<1 
<1 

<1 
<1 

<1 

<1 

<1

1.7

6

<1 

<1 

<1

1.3 

16 

27

QL
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TABLE 2

Radiological Consequences (rem) 
Braidwood Station, Units I and 2

Design Basis Accidents 

LOCA 
MSLB 

Pre-accident 
Accident-initiated 

SGTR 

Pre-accident 
Accident-initiated

EAB 
Thyroid WB 

82 4 

6.2 <1 
3.6 <1

LP2
Thyro i WB

34

2.6 <I 

<1

14 
12

1.4 <1 

16 <1

<1 26 <1

FHA 75

<1 
<1 

<1 
<1

A1

1.1 
1.0

7.0

<1

<1

<1

<1 22
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Table 3 
Parameters and Assumptions Used in 

Radiological Consequence Calculations 
Loss-of-Coolant Accident -A 

Parameter Val u e 

Reactor power 3658 .MWt 
Containment volume of sprayed region 2..5E6 ft3 

Containment volume of unsprayed region 5 .E÷5 ft3 

Flow rate from sprayed to unsprayed region . 06E.5 cfm 
Flow rate from unsprayed to sprayed region ..... ! fm 
Containment leak rate to environment 

0-24 hours 0.1 p#6wtwfv 

1 - 30 days 0.05 perde.t 
Spray rem oval rates .... ...... ... ..... .....  E lem en al io ine • ii~iiiii~i:'• .... .ii~jiiiiii:i;:: .................................iii .- .. • : i•' 

Elemental iodine ~pr~u 
Time to reach DFO1 ) of 1 . Nat tiched 
Particulate iodine ".Per hour 
Time to reach DFO1 )..50 N.:- ot reached 

Spray operation .::::::::::::::.• ~ ~.:i'i'ii'i ...... :::.::.  

Initiation time. 90 seconds Terinaio . .
.int 22.4 

... •:•:Term inatlon:•.-.-.-t.i .i~ r iniecti iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!•iiiii:: .. 22.4 m inutes

3t fiiIt *efficiency 
it..filter bypass

7820 cc/hr 
10 percent 
38979 ft

3 

90 percent 
1 percent 
15 seconds
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Table 4 
Parameters and Assumptions 

Used in 
Radiological Consequence Calculations 

Main Steamline Break Accident

Parameter 

Reactor power 
Primary coolant iodine activity prior to 

Pre-existing spike 

Accident-initiated spike 

Secondary coolant iodine activity 
prior to accident 

Iodine spike (appearance) rat. iiirea 
Duration of accident-initiated spike 
Steam generator tube le..krates 

Faulted steam ge., itor 
Intact steam aenieators

Steam releases 
Faulted..6 E

0
? to

era

40

latiOn time

lent

0.1ý 
o.o5 
500

pCi/gm DEl-1I'31 
6 pCi/gm 1-131 
ij.jCi/gm DEl-i131 
7Ci/9gm 1-131

::,DEl-1 31 
]m 1-131

rs
S

'0.5 gpm 
0.654 gpm from 3 steam 
generators

1.67E+5 lbs

4.42E+5 lbs 
9.77E+5 lbs 
2.216E+6 lbs 
40 hours 
5 minutes
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Table 5 
Parameters and Assumptions 

Used in 
Radiological Consequence Calculations 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Acciden

Parameter 

Reactor power 
Primary coolant iodine activity prior to 

Pre-existing spike 

Accident-initiated spike 

Secondary coolant iodine activity 
prior to accident ...............

Iodine spike (appearance).,, 
Duration of accident-init.it 
Steam generator tub qe:.k 

Intact steam ge r 
Steam releases .V.  

Faulted stea .. generat, 
0 t o...2 s S

to
81

rte inc 
ýd spike ratesj~i

.3 MWt

pCi/gm DEI-131.  
.6:..pCi/gm 1-131 
pi/g•.m DI -131

0.1 1 DEl-1 31 
0.077.pii/gm 1-131 
SQi .imffres 

u hors

1.0 gpm total

9.75E+4 lbs 
2.69E+4 lbs

hing factor

6.53E+5 lbs 
1.20E+6 lbs 
0.015 
10 minutes
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Table 6 
Parameters and Assumptions 

Used in 
Radiological Consequence Calculations 

Fuel Handling Accident 

Parameter VV.: 

Reactor power 3.  
Radial peaking factor 1 
Fission product decay period 4 
Number of fuel rods damaged 1O 
Fuel pool water depth 2 
Fuel gap fission product inventory . ........ ..  

Noble gases excluding Kr-85 11 
Kr-85 JS .. .... ....... ..........,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,, .. ::=i i 1-1 3 ................................................" ...............i 
1-1311 
Other iodines Ii 

Fuel pool decontaminatio factors ...ii .....  
Iodine 1.. . ......  
Noble gases 1 

Auxiliary building eghus"t syst.m filter eff..ency 94 
Fuel handling buirg": :"exhau..sItystem filt" bypass 1 

Duration of acci.d..t 2 
Control room -sot.tion tim • .... 1.. ii'Y ..... 1

0. percent •...:.:.ercent 
.percent 

0 percent

00 

0 percent 
.0 percent 
hours 
5 seconds
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Table 7 
Parameters and Assumptions 

Used in 
Radiological Consequence Calculations 

Control Rod Ejection Accident 

Parameters Values 

Reactor Power .. 3658.3 
Fuel gap release fraction 10 per( 
Fraction of Fuel rods failed 15 per 
Fraction of fuel melt 
Primary coolant activity 6. CiJ 
Secondary coolant activity '.1 pC 
Iodine plate out in containment ' Operc 
Containment leak rates .. ... ....  

0 to 24 hours ..  

1 to 30 days N006.  
Primary coolant mass ... 2.0' Primary-to-secondary leak rate..... ............ 1 0 gpr 
Iodine partition factor .. 01 

Duration of primary-to-secondaryt!eak .:iY ..•i:ii~i;liiii~i~ii::••O 
Steam release from secondariiiy .:•;ii• iiii~ii::;i:ii::S + 
Control room isolation tim e-iiii i: ,•iii• :ii 2.5 mir

percen t •ii 
/gm DEI-i' 
i/gm DEI-1 
cent

irs 
lbs 
utes
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Table 8 
Parameters and Assumptions 

Used in 
Radiological Consequence Calculations 

Locked Rotor Accident with Power-Operate.d. Relief.)

Parameter Value

Reactor power 
Primary coolant iodine activity 
Secondary coolant iodine activity 
Steam generator tube leak rates 

Faulted steam generator 
Intact steam generator 

Fraction of fuel rods failed 
Fraction of fission product inrlga 
Iodine partition factors 

steam generators 
PORV release 

Primary coolant m..s 
Duration of PORV release 
Duration of steaMii blease 
Steam relee i'thr ough PO.V 

0 to 2...... . .• .  
Af ter " .' 20...

ne p

8 tcx 
lodin 

Control i

MWt 
'gm DEI-131 
iam DE-1 31

0. 5tOgp 
0.21 
2 percE 
1• oerc

"'2.063E+8 gm 
20 minutes 
40 hours

used 
.am generators

factor used 
ion time

3.788E+6 gm 
0
1

2.72E+6 gm 
1.40E+6 gm 
5/30E+5 gm 
0.01 
5 minutes
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Table 9 

Control Room 

Parameter 

Volume 
Emergency ventilation system flow rates 

Filtered makeup air flow 
Recirculation flow 
Unfiltered inleakage 

Filter efficiencies for intake flow 

Elemental iodine 
Organic iodine 
Particulate iodine 

Filter efficiencies for Recircu.Iatý on flow 

Elemental iodine 
Organic iodine 
Particulate iodir ': 

Delay to switch t" from nrT~tl 
to emerm c• operation 7 W.. : ; ii iii~liiii "ii~i' l''i~iiiiii:" 

........,'iii',i,',,i'i'',,,'• , .... . '. ......... ..... iiiiiiii'•,::: 
•i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:::• .... .. .. ..

Value

70,275

54,00 
35,0C

n

it

W. p percent 
"90 percent 
80 percent 

15 seconds
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Table 10 

Meteorological 

Byron StatiE 

Exclusion Area B 

Time (hr) 

0-2 

Low Population Zon 

Time (hr) 
.. . . .. ... ,.......  

0-8 
8-24 
24-96 
96-720 

2 4 -9 ::ii.. i......... ...  
... . ...... . .. :--.. 

9 6 -72 0 ......~ ~.... :•iii!i!.....  

... ..................., iii•!• ' ........ .. ....!il 
.... ;..:.:..:.  ....~~~~~ ~~~~ .••i~~i~i~l~!iii~iiii!. .•ii ...... .....  . i.l.. i.i.i.. ii.i.il.i...... , ...  

..............iiiilUiiiiiiiiii• ,...  

.............!iiiiii~i~i~iiiii~i!: ..iiiiiiiiii .... . '............ i~i!;iii~•...  
......iii~iiiiiiiii~••.... .........

Data 

on 

)u,--.  

.::::::::t-
5.7E-4

17E-5 
2.4E-6 
1.1 E-6 
7.6E-7
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Table 11 

Meteorological Data 

Braidwood Station 

Exclusion Area Boundai 

Time (hr) 

0-2 

Low Population Zone...St.  

Time (ho) 

...............  ................
,..  

........ ... . . .. . .. ..  

0 -8 ..............  
8-24 

... . ..... ..........  ....... ... . .......  

24- 9... ....  

96-720

7,:I:E-5 
.4-5 

.1 E-6 
4.1 E-6
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Table 12 

Meteorological Data 
Control Room x/Q (sec/m 3)

for 
LOCA - Containment Leak (CL) 

LOCA - ECCS Leak 
MSLB - Faulted Steam Generalto r (F 

Fuel Handling Accidefnt'.:•

Byron Statio

Time (hr) LOCA/CL LOCN 
and F+

0-2 6.1OE-3 . 2• 
2-8 5.30E-3 .  
8-24 2.68E-3 ........ "...  
24-96 2.30E-3 
96-720 1.53E.$ 4.7-

MSLB/FSG

--3 xI"i ... .7.....E -2 
1 ..46E-2 
7.24E-3 
4.89E-3 
3.58E-3

Br

3L LOCA/ECCS 
and FHA

2.48E-3 
1.87E-3 
8.11 E-4 
5.04E-4 
3.91 E-4

MSLB/FSG

1.68E-2 
1.44E-2 
6.53E-3 
4.47E-3 
2.96E-3

2-8 
8-24 
24-96 
96-720

6.29E-3 
5.37E-3 

"2.79E-3 
1.82E-3 
1.32E-3

in
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Table 13 

Meteorological Data 
Control Room x/Q (sec/m3)

MSLB/Intact steam generator 
SGTR 

Locked rotor accident with fo w 

Byron 

.. ,...........  

r) 

83 8.79E-3 

.,ii'i' ..... . .  

2 3.98E-3 ...... . ... ...  

3.48E-3 
1.64::::::::::::::::

Time (h 

0 to 0.0 
0.083 tc 
2 to 8 
8 to 24 
24-96 
96-720

aidwoo(

alop 

C & 

5-O

71 E-3 
.. E-3

:-4
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Table 14 

Meteorological Data 
Control Room x/Q (sec/m3 )

Rod Ejection Accident - Containment leak 
Rod Ejection Accident -Stem release (SI

Byron 

REA/CL REM 

9.82E-2 8.79E 
6.1OE-3 3.98E

Time (hr)

0 to 0.0417 
0.0417 to 2 
2 to 8 
8 to 24 
24-96 
96-720

5.30E-3 
2.68E-3 
2.OOE-3 
1 .5E-

E 
E8.

-2 8.71 E-3 
-3 4.08E-3 

3.43E-3 
-3 1.69E-3 
-3 9.78E-4 
-3 6.56E-4

-'.1 
'3-

V


